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SUMMARY

Ttris thesis is primarily concerned with a theoretical and an ex-

perimental study of some irnportant aspects of the behaviour of a sur-

face acoustic waverincident upon a region of periodic mass-loading

depositèd,upon the propagation surface. In particular attention is

focussed upon that taîge of frequencies for which tt" 
"u*r" 

vectors of

the input signal and of the surface perturbation satisfy' oI neafly

satisfy, the first order Btagg relation; under these conditions a

strong interaction occurs and a surface acoustic wave of large anpli-

tude is coherently scattered from the mass-loaded region. But in

exploring this topic, contributions to several other facets of surface

acoustic wave technology are made.

Initial investigations of Rayi-eigh wave attenuation, due to

scattering into volume modes, at a periodically roughened surface

provide, for the first time, theoretical verification of previously

published experimental measurements. The same study suggests a novel

design for a surface acoustic wave directional coupler - the so-ca1led

"crossbar" coupler in which periodic mass-loading of the propagation

surface supplies coupling between an input and an output wave. The

fabrLcation and testing of a "crossbar" directional coupler forms a

convenient foca:- point around which the wider aim of the research pro-

gtam, namely an examínation of the periodic surface mass-loading inter-

action, can be pursued.

An analysis of surface acoustic wave motion on anisotropic and

piezoelectric singl-e crystal materials a11ows the developnent of two

computer programs which prove of great value in assessing the utility



XVI

of a. substrate fox a specific microsonic device application. These

progra¡ns a.re used to characterise surface waves travelling on an AT cut

quartz crystal. Until now this cut generally has been overlooked in

surface wave studies. It is noted that a substrate of this orienta-

tion offers some attractíve features, with regard to surface acoustic

wave component design, not found in other more commonly employed cuts

of quartz. The desirable properties of the AT cut guartz surface

are e>çloited in the final design and fabtication of a microsonic

"crossbar" directional coupler.

A detailed theoretical study of the performance of this surface

acoustic wave directi.onal coupler is undertaken. AnaLytical methods

"borrolved" from electromagnetic microwave theory are combined with a

perturbation treatment of the surface nass-loading interaction to derive

expressions for the amplitudes of the coupled waves. Experimental

response curves plotted from extensive measufements made with several

rnodels of the "crossbar" coupler show close agreement, in relation to

both the strength and the frequency dependence of the coupled signal,

with the predicted behaviour.

In a concluding chapter consideration is given to the many potential

surface acoustic wave device applications of the periodic surface mass-

loading coupling mechanism. Included in the discussion, which compares

the projected device performance with that of existing designs, are

surface wave directional couplers, delay line taps, fi.lters and reflec-

tors.
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CTIAPTER I

II.ITROUCTION

1.1 Surface Acoustic Waves.

The properties of surface acoustíc waves were determined first

by Rayleigh (1) who, in 1885, described mathematicaLby the properties

of an elastic wave propagating on the plane surface of a semi-infinite

isotropic elastic half-space. Rayleigh foresaw that the wave motion

he had succeeded in describing would be significant in the interpreta-

t-ion of earthquake disturbances because the natural attenuation of a

wave which diverges from a source along the two dirnensional space

provided by a propagation surface is less than that of a wave which

spreads out into a three dimensional volume.

1.2 HistoxícaL Background.

This prediction proved true and for the next half-century most

studies of surface acoustic waves were undertaken as an aid to seismo-

logical research. Investigations of the plogress of these waves

through the earth's mantle 1ed to analyses of propagation on curved

surfaces (2), (3) and in laminated media (2), G). In both instances

the surface wave phase velocity was shown to become frequency disper-

sive, in contrast to the simpler non-dispersive situation considered

by Rayleigh.

During the mid-1950's surface acoustic waves found their first

comnercial application in the field of non-destructive rnaterials test-

ing (5), (6). volu¡ne (longitudinal and shear) acoustic waves had

been utilized for some time in the ultrasonic inspection of manufactured

articles. The development of the wedge transclucer (S), (7) provided

a convenient means for launching and detecting surface waves, generall-y

a
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at frequencies less than a few megahextz, so that these waves, too,

could be ernployed to exanine material surfaces for nanufacturing

f1aws. By the early 196O's wedge and conb (Z) type transducers,

both of which depend upon mode conversion from volu¡ne to surface

waves, wefe being used to propagate surface waves in a wide variety

of materials. This experimental work stimulated analytíca1 studies

of surface wave rnotion in situations of increasing complexity -

principally in anisotropic media (8) - (]-.Z). At about the same

time White (13) and Foster (L4), (15) developed volume wave transducers

capable of fundamental mode operation at severai- hundreds of megahettz.

This extended the practical frequency range of volurne acoustic wave

delay lines (16), which had been in service for nearly twenty yeafs'

into the UHF region, where it was noted that certain glasses and

single crystal rnaterials continued to exhibit extrerneLy 1ow acoustic

loss ( L7) - (20). The prinary factor which hampered the application

of surface waves to this ro1e, in which they offer the very real

advantage, over volume mode devices , of signal accessability, was

the high insertion loss associated with existing transduction schemes.

1.3 App lication to Communications Engineering.

. This barrier was lemoved when, in 1965, White and voltmer (2L)

introduced the interdigital conducting electrode array transducer,

which provides an efficient two dimensional structure for generating

and detecting surface acoustic waves over broad cornrnunication band-

widths at centre frequencies ranging typically frorn five to five

hundred megahertz. As illustrated in Figure 1.1- the transducer

operates on a single crystal or on an oriented poly-crystalline

piezoelectric natexíaI, Coupling to the surface acoustic wave is
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achieved through the piezoelectrically induced stress arising frorn

the electr.omagneticaLLy excited electrode pattern, the periodicity of

which is chosen to match the surface wavelength at the desired operating

frequency. The practical success of these interdigital transducers

ushered in a sudden upsurge of interest in the high frequency appLica-

tions of surface acoustic waves. In addition it encouraged theoreti-

cians to broaden existing analyses of anisotropic surface wave propa-

gation (72) to include the effects of piezoelectricity Q2) - (25),

thus facilitating the search for substrate materials and orientations

of high acoustoel-ectric coupling.

As a result, the last half-decade has seen a rather remarkable

growth in surface acoustic wave technology as it applies to communica-

tions engineering. Today a basic fange of surface ü¡ave devices is

being rnanufactured on a commercial scale and this component range is

being extended steadily. Recent widespread interest in this technology

has arisen primarily because it nay lead to an efficient and compact

means for signal processing in radar or communications systems. It is

appropriate, at this juncture, to summarise the principl-e features of

surface acoustic waves vúrich suggest this possibility

In some media acoustic üraves provide unusually high quality (Q)

c
factors, of 10- or more at 500 MHz ( L7) - (20), which a11ow complex

processing operations to be performed without frequent regeneration of

the signal. At the same time the conveniently low surface wave phase

velocity, of typicaTly 3Km.,/sec., ensures that distributed parameter

systerns occupy very 1itt1e space. Because a wide variety of both

linear processes, such as filtering (26) - (29), storage (30) - (34)

and anplification (35) - (38), and non-linear processes,
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such.as frequency translation (39) - (41), can be performed on signal-s

in the surface acoustic mode there,exists the hope that virtuaLly

conplete UHF receivers can be built using this technology. Finally

a surface wave propagates on the stress-free boundaty of a mediu¡n

and 95% of the acoustic energy is contained within one wavelength of

the free surface GZ). Thus not only is a signal encoded in the

surface acoustic mode always accessable, but also pLanar device

fabrícation techniques can be enployed.

Although delay lines operating at a fundamental frequency of

several gigahextz have been fabricated (43) , (44) most sober assess-

rnents (45) of surface wave technology place the useful frequency range

betrveen a few tens of \vÍlz and 5OO MHz. To date most commercial

irnplementations sf these waves have centred on delay-line (46) and

filter (26) - (23) applications. However considerable research effort

has been devoted as well to the design and testing of rnicrosonic

devices which are the acoustic analogues of familiar electromagnetic

rnicrowave components. Included in this category are surface acoustic

waveguides (47) - (50), directional coupLers (47), (49), (51), resonators

(31) - (33), (52), phase shifters (53) and travelling wave amplifiers

(35) - (38). Many of these components are at an early stage of

development, and further study is required before a true assessment

of device util-ity can be made.

1-4 Airn of Thesis.

The principal ain of this thesis is to describe a study of the

behaviour of a surface acoustic wave incident upon a region of periodic

mass-loading deposited upo¡ the propagation surface. Both the

experimental and theoretical aspects of this investigation are
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described with a víew to'exploiting this interaction in the design of

a surface .wave directional coupler, Although nost of this thesis is

concerned with the design, developrnent, fabrícation, testing and

theoretical perfornance evaluation of such a coupler, the surface

acoustic wave-periodic ¡nass-loading interaction has, as is discussed

in the concluding chapter, far wider application in microsonic com-

ponent design.

In treating all facets of practicaL and theoretical directional

coupler perfornrance it will be necessary to give detailed considera-

tion to nany dífferent aspects of surface wave technology. Included

are analyses of anisotropic propagation, assessrnent of substrate

utility, the establishment of a theory to predict device performance,

the development of photolithographíc fabrLcation techniques, and the

determination of suitable testing procedures to all-ow practicaL

measurements of coupler response.
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CHAPTER II

EVOLUTION OF A SIJRFACE I4IAVE DIRECTIONAL COUPLER DESIGN.

2.0 Introduction.

Detail-s of prelimínary experimentaL and theoretical studies

which suggested the design of a directional coupler based upon the

coupling provided by periodic rnass-loading of a propagation surface

are pfesented in this chapter. This serves a two-fo1d purpose.

Firstly it provides an opportunity to indicate the link bettreen two of

the main avenues a1-ong which the research prograrnrne has progressed.

Secondly it forns a useful basis for discussion of certain features of

the practical coupler performance, details of which appear in Chapter

x.

2,L Scatterine of Surface Acoustic Waves.

Experience in the field of non-destructive rnaterials testing,

using surface waves, furnished qualitative information regarding the

effect, on wave rnotion, of isolated defects in the propagation surface

(5), (6). Viktorov (S+) a¿¿ed to this knowledge through experimental

studies of surface wave behaviour in the vicinity of models of single

surface defects.

. The more urgent need as far as co¡nmunications engineers, interested

in the VHF and UHF applications of the technology, wele concerned' was

an understanding of propagation Qn a continuousl-y roughened surface.

This was of irnportance in deterrnining the quality of substrate surface

finish required to ensure 1ow loss propagation at the higher frequencies.

There existed the hope, too, that, the opposite situation, in which aleas

of the surface were deliberately roughened, would lead to techniques

for acoustícaLLy isolating sections of the substrate and to practica!
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micrôsonic band rejection filters (55).

Brekhovskikh (56), in 1958, }¡ad produced a first order perturba-

tion treatment of surface wave scattering, into longitudinaL and shear

rìraves , at a region,of periodic surface roughness. Bykov and Shneider

(SZ>, (58) con¿ucted some practicaL studies of the dependence of acoustic

attenuation upon surface preparation, but the first atternpt to verify

Brekhovskikh's analytical results was undertaken by Rischbieter (59),

who, in L965, performed a series of carefully executed experiments.

He rneasured the attenuation of a surface wave nornaLly Lncídent upon a

series of rnany shallow triangular grooves rnachined into the stlrface of

an alurniniun bl-ock. The damping of the wave thus recorded exhibited

the expected frequency response, but the magnitude of the attenuation

tvas, in general, rnore than one order of magnitude snaller than predic-

tions based upon Brekhovskikh's analysis.

In simple experiments nodelled on the wor:k of Rischbieter, the

present author used a wedge transduction scheme to measure surface

acoustic wave attenuation on the periodica1ly roughened surface of a

large alurniniun block (60) and of a rídge acoustic waveguide (61).

The observed attenuation was of the same order of magnitude as reported

by Rischbieter. At about this time a publication by Humphryes and

Ash ( 62) confírmed the discrepancy between theoretical and experimental

results. As the evidence now pointed strongly towards an error in

Brekhovskikh's analysis, it was decided to rely upon Rischbieter's

practicaL response curves - considerable time would have been consumed

in establishing such a refined experimental procedure - and to re-

examine the theory of surface wave scattering.

A thorough check of the analysis disclosed an error in the
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theoretical expression for the damping factor (ó0), (63). Figures

2,t and 2..2 shor¿t that cal,culations based on the corrected theory

provided, for the first time, results in close agreement with the

experimental measurements of Rischbieter. As would be expected

of a perturbation treatrnent, the anaLytical curves more closely

represent the practical results in situations of wedk coupling,

(Figure 2.Lr, and, differ considexabLy at the attenuation peaks.

2.2 Coherent Refl-ection of Surface Acoustic Waves

It should be noted that Brekhovskikh's analysis of surface wave

scattering at a periodically roughened surface considers only the energy

removed from the incident beam due to mode conversion into longitudinal

and shear waves, whose propagation vectorS aIe directed at non-zero

angles to the plane of the free surface:- no account is taken of energy

which may be lost as a surface wave scattered in some direction

(within the free surface) other than that of the incident wave. The

nature of the scattered wave is governed by the need to satisfy the

conservation conditions relevant to a surface situation, namely

(8. + nB
'L tp

+ Brs )'5 = Q

and ut.
1

- (¡t
S

n = 1,2,3r... (2,2OL)

(2.202)

Here ø. and þ, are the frequency and wave vectol, respectively, of an
t ,L

incident wave, o.r" and p are the corresponding parameters of the

scattered wave, Ê' is ã* 
"u.r" 

vector describing the surface roughness,J
perturbation, and r is a unit vector in the plane of the unperturbed

propagation surface. These two restraints must pertain in order that

the interaction be cooperative in both its spatia! and time dependences.

Rischbieter studiecl experimentally the behaviour of a surface

wave lautrched at normaL incidence to a region of one dimensional
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perigdic roughness. If attention is focussed on those situations

for which the scattered, wave is a1s.o a surface acoustic wave, the

conservation relations, (?,2OL) and (2.2O2), require that

nÀ. /z = I n = Lr2,3,...t,.p
where ). is the wavelength of the incident signal and

1

(2.203)

is theÀn

periodicity of the surface roughness. Equation (2.2O3) is a state-

ment of the conditions for which Bxagg reflection (64) of a normally

incident wave notion nay be observed. For input signals of a

frequency satisfying this relation, a sutface acoustic wave of com-

paratively l-arge ampl-itude will be refLected from the periodic surface

perturbations such that it travels in the opposite direction to the

incident wave. It is this reflected signal which contributes to the

more severe dampíng measured by Rischbieter at h = L.O7, (i.e. lt = )O),

in Figure 2.7, and. which is solely responsible for the attenuation

peak at h = 2.L4, (i.e. À. = 2)n), in Figwe 2.2. This latter point

is most interesting because it indicates that at tlrre fundamental

Bxagg frequency (n = 1 in equation (2.2O3)) a surface wave is strongly

reflected from a region of periodic strrface roughness with, theoretical-Ly,

no.energy scatter into vo-lume acoustic modes. Rischbieter investigated

this phenomenon by measuring the standing wave ratio at a point in

front of the roughened alea. In this way he was able to record the

reflection coefficient and to assess the dependence of the frequency

response of the reflected signal upon the length of the interaction

region.

l-ication to Surface Wave Directional 1er Desi

In order to observe independently the reflected wave, the crude

experiment sketched in Figuxe 2.3 was arranged (60); this enabled a

2,3
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stud! of the Rragg reflection of surface waves at non-normal incidence.

The alumiriiun block used in the exploration was that machined to study

the scattering of surface waves, into volume modes, at regions of

periodic surface roughness. Acoustic absorbing materLal, (modelling

cLay), was applied to the perturbed surface to define input and exit

bean paths.

A surface acoustic wave was launched , at an angLe of 45o to the

perturbations, by a wedge transducer located in port one. ltlhen the

frequency of the input signal, (1.O - 2.0 MHz), was adjusted to satisfy

the fundamental Bragg condition, a reflected signa1- of large amplitude

was recorded at a receiving wedge transducer pl-aced in port three.

This was expected, as an analysis, using two dinensional surface wave

scattering theory (ó0), had shown that under these conditions, as in

the one dirnensional situation discussed in section 2.2, scattering to

volume waves is negligibl-e. Plots of the frequency response of the

reflected signal were made, but accuracy was hanpered by the fo1-lowing

two factors.

l-) Signal ampl-ituoes were highly dependent upon the quality

of the acoustic coupling between the wedge transducers

and the substrate.

2) Ttre "make-shift" experimental set-up forced the input

and output beams, as iJ-lustrated in Figure 2.3, to be of

different widths.

For these reasons the practical results (60) nust be regarded as

providing only qualitative infornation.

Rischbieterrs experiments had shown that a comparatively long

interaction region of periodic surface roughness could act effectively
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as a reflector of surface acoustic waves, although no existing analysis

could predict the relative amplitude of the refLected signal. During

the course of practical measurements at non-nornal incidence, it was

observed that a consj.derably shorter interaction 1-ength permitted the

device depicted in Figure 2.3 to behave as a surface wave directional

coupler (60). Energy incident in port one was, in part, coherently

reflected to port three, the rernainder of the acoustic power being

received, undeviated, in port two. As required by the conservation

conditions, very 1ittle energy was detected as a back-scattered wave

in port four. In this device the strength of coupling is determined

mainly by the nurnber , N, and depth (relative to a surface acoustic

wavelength) of the surface perturbations. The frequency response is

basically of sinx/x dependence, vuhere x = Nr(¿.¡- t'6)/uo and uo is the

centre (Bxagg) frequency; this provides a 3dB fractional bandwidth

of approxinately 7/8N.

2,3L Surface Wave Directional Coupler Design using a Perioclic

Surface Roughness Interaction.

Hence a surface acoustic wave directional coupl-er design

exploiting the previous experimental- results (60) mLght appear as

shown ín Figure 2.4, in which Ash's slot guide structures (47), (48),

(55) define the four ports. But the efficient generation and detection

of surface waves and adherence to a pLanar device technology necessitates,

as noted in section 1.3, the use of interdigital transducers (IDTs) on

a piezoelectric substrate. Because the comnon piezoelectric materials

such as quaxtz, lithium niobate and PZT ceramics are both difficult to

nachine (with xegard to cutting periodic grooves of specified width

and depth into the substrate surface) and to etch, the design does ¡e1
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fend it,self readily to practical implementation.

2.32 Swface Wave Directional Coupler Design using a Periodic

Surface Mass-Loading Interaction.

The search for a design more suited to fabxícation by the well-

established photo-lithographic techniques of the integrated circuit

industry 1ed to the design illustrated in fí1¡rtre 2.5. Here the

substrate is assumed to be piezoelectric, so that fDTs can l-aunch

and receive the surface wavesignals in the various ports. Although

this coupler is similar in concept to that sketched in Fígwe 2.4,

there is one significant difference:- the interaction region of

periodic surface roughness has been replaced by a centxaL gxid which

provides periodic mass-loading of the propagation surface. These

nass-loading strips, which can be etched frorn a deposited Layex of a

material- whose elastic properties nay or nay not- differ considerabLy

from those of the substrate, can be formed during the same photo-

f-ithographic processes needed to fabxicate the transducers.

Intuitively one would expect the behaviour of this device to be

simil-ar to, but the design more versatile than, the coupler described

in section 2.31-.

Tn L967 Tseng (23) tlad published a brief report of the experimental

observation of the Bragg reflection of surface acoustic waves ernploying

essentially the arrangement shown ín Figure 2.5. However he did not

explore the response of the device in any detail, in either a theoretical

or a practical sense, but was content to note that this refl-ection

could be the source of a significant aberration from ideal performance

in IDTs. More importantly, as discussed in sections 1-0.8 and 11.1,

the interaction utitízed in Tseng's experiment was almost entirely
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acouõto-electric, the coupling being introduced by the conbined effects

of a stro 4gLy píezoelectric substrate , PZT- , and a periodic conducting

grat,íng, fabricated fron a thin layer of the 1ow rnass density rnetal,

aluninium. Hence, the periodic surface mass-loading interaction can

be shown to have made a negligibly sna1l contribution to Tseng's

measurements.

The renainder of this thesis is concerned, therefore, with

describing the design, fabrícation and testing of the so-ca11ed

microsonic "crossbarrr coqpler, the fundanental cOncepts of which are

illustrated in Figwe 2.5. It is concerned, as well, with the

development of an understandíng of the effect' on sufface acoustic

wave propagation, of periodic surface nass-loading, and thus with the

establishment of a theory to evaluate coupler performance.
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CIIAPTER III

SUBSTRATE ASSESSMENT - ANALYTICAL

3.0 Introduction.

Frequently thl most crucial problem facing the designer of nicro-

sonic cornponents is the selection of a substrate possessing all the

properties needed for design irnplementation. As was decided in the

preceding chapter, the substrate on which the crossbar coupler is to be

built should be piezoelectric, to a11ow efficient electromechanical

transduction using IDTs, while in order to ensure 1ow propagation loss

the material should be a single crystal rather than an oriented

poly-crystalline piezoelectric medium. Furthermore the high cost of

even srnall plates of some piezoel-ectrics, (notably 1-ithium niobate),

as compared with the much lower cost and ready avaiLabíIity of large

singl-e crystal synthetic quartz determines that, if possibLe, the coupler

should be fabricated on a suitable cut of the latter rnaterial.

Substrate piezoelectricity affords the advantage of design using

IDTs, but the acconpanying elastic anisotropy of single crystal media

intloduces the problem of coping with the more complex analyses needed

to describe surface wave motion. Buchwald (11), (12) and others

(S) - (tO) first developed theories to study waves travelling on the

surfaces of single crystal media of high order elastic syrnmetry (cubic).

These analyses were extended by Tseng (ZZ¡, (23) to include the effects

of piezoelectricity, as exhibited by sorne hexagonal crystals. In their

theoretical investigation of surface wave propagation on various cuts

of quartz, which belongs to the low order trigonal elastic symmetry

class, Coquin and Tiersten (24) desctibed methods of widespread

applicability. Their work demonstrated techniques which can be used

a
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to alralyse surface wave propagation in any direction on a surface of

arbítrary orientation cut from a crystal of any syrunetry c1ass.

In contrast to the sinple elastically - isotropic situation

treated by Rayleigh (1), iterative numerical procedures on a digitat

computer are necessary to calculate the surface wave phase velocity and

details of acoustic power flow and electroacoustic ioupling on aniso-

tropic materials. Lim and Farnel-l (65), (ó6) report, following an

extensive survey based on these nurnerical nethods, that no combination

of surface, wave vector orientation or crystal symmetry has been found

for which an unattenuated surface wave, satisfying the stress-free

boundary conditions, cannot be propagated. Slobodnik and Conway ß7)

have produced computer programmes exploiting the anaLytical methods

developed by Coquin and Tiersten (24) and Campbell and Jones (25) and

thus have deterrnined numericaL data characterising surface wave motion

on various cuts of many single crystal materials (67), (68).

A designer of surface acoustic wave components seeks propagation

directions and substrate orientations possessing three rnain properties.

1) To enable the fabrication of IDTs operating at a specified

frequency, the surface wave phase velocitY, t", should be

known accurately.

2) Acoustic power flow and wave vectors should be colinear;

i.e. the nisalignment angle , þ, b.t*een these vectors

should be zero to avoid "transducer rnisfir¿tt (24)1 (67),

(68), (69).

3) In order to obtain efficient electromechanical transductj-on

over wide bandwidths with IDTs, the chosen propagation

path should exhibit a high electroacoustic coupling factot,
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k2 (70) - Q2).

De Klerk (73) and others (25) note that the electroacoustic coupling

factor can be evaluated directly frorn a knowledge of the elastic,

piezoelectric and dielectric constants of the mediun. But because

the surface wave phase velocity must be calculated as part of the

required component design data, the nethod of Campbell and Jones (25)

frequently proves more attractive. They offer the conjecture that

t'2 æ ldunl
(3.001)

where lt"/vl = (rf - v^) /v,

v, being the surface wave phase velocity on a free boundary of the

piezoelectric mediurn, while v, is the velocity on the same, but ideally-

¡netal1ised, surface. The postulation of Smith et aL. (20) ttrat

k2 = 2F l/ulul (3.002)

wherein F is a factor approxinately equaL to unitY, is verified by the

more detailed analysis of Auld and Kino (72).

A feature of the surface acoustic wave directional coupler design

illustrated in Figure 2.5 is that two propagation paths of relatively

Latge angular separation and each offering the three properties described

above are needed on the one substrate surface, which economic reasons,

dictate shouLd be cut from a quartz crystaL. Slobodnik and Conway (67)

have computed curves of t", / and ln"/ul as functions of wave vector

orientation on the X, Y and Z crystal cuts of quartz. Their results

show that an X-cut surface has four directions along which É= O, but

all possess onLy weak electroacoustic coupling. Two well-separated

paths, namely those along the X and Z crystal axes ' for which the

misalignment angle is zero are to be found on a Y cut quartz sutface,

but unfortunately tlne Z axis direction has an essentialLy zero value of
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lA"¿"1. The Z cut crystal, which displays three fold elastic

symmetry appears , at first, to provide al-1 the wanted substrate features.

Two of the three propagation directions which afford colinearity of the

wave and power flow vectors occur in regions where tne fAv,/vl .ur.r"

is approaching u ."*irua. But closer examination reveals that the

overall electroacoustic couplíng factor for Z cut quartz is nore than

an order of magnitude less than is available on the Y and X cuts.

Thus not one of these three crystals is particularly weLl suited

to inplementation of the crossbar directional coupl-er design. For

this reason it was decided to conduct a theoretical study of surface

wave propagation on other connon cuts of a quaxtz crystal, in the hope

of discovering a ¡nore appropriate substrate. This segment of the

research programme relies almost entirely upon analyses forrnulated by

other workers (24), (25) so that the theory is presented only in

sufficient detail to facilitate an interpretation of the nurnerical data

appearing later in this chapter , and to assist in anal-yses of the

surface nass-loading and coupler perforrnance as contained in Chapter

IX. With these latter ends in view, a brief description of surface

wave propagation in isotropic media is included.

3.1 Isotropic Propagation.

As nentioned briefly in section 1.1, the equations governing

surface wave motion on the stress-free boundary of a seni-infinite,

isotropic, perfectly-elastic solid were derived first by Rayleigh (1);

for this reason a surface acoustic wave propagating under these condi-

tions is referred to as a Rayleigh wave (s), (42).

3.11 Coordinate Notation.

Throughout the fol-lowing analyses, unless otherwise stated, the
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surfäce wave is assumed. to be travelling in the direction of the

positivex,axisonthefreesurface*2=o.Thiscoordinatenotation

is depicted in Figure 3.1 which shows, additionally, that the particle

displacement anplitudes are assumed to decay with increasing positive

values of x^. A carefu! distinction must be nade between the propaga-
¿

tion coordinate system, *i, and the coordinate system defined by the

crystal axes:- the Latter is variously represented as the (X,y,Z)

system and, in tensor relations, as the xi coordinate system-
1

3. 12 Fundamental Isotropic Equations.

The fundamental equations deterrnining the a1lowab1e nodes of

propagatíon for elastic waves in isotropic solids are (74), QS);

Stress-Strain Relationship.

ì5.
1

Perhaps the most

particle displacement

T..
LJ

s..
1J.S

J kk *2P G.tzl)
is stress tensor

S.. is strain tensor
1J

\
À,, y- are Larnês elastic constants

6. . is Kronecker de1ta.
1J

Strain-Particle Displacenent Relationship.

g.. = * (u. . + u. .) G.I22)
LJ L,J J,L

u. is component of particle displacement
1

aLong x. coordinate axis.

,i implies ¡,2òx1

Eguations of Motion

pu- = ( ì + 2p) u. + tLu. .. ß.t23)
' L t JrJL t L¡JJ

P = ¡nass densitY

T..
1J

convenient nethod of solution expresses the

components, ui, in terms of a sca1-at and a vector
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poteåtial (75). By substituting for the particle displacenents in

the equatiõns of ¡notion it is a simple matter to show that the potentials

must be solutions of thê well-known longitudinal and shear wave

equations (4) , (JS).

3.13 Boundary Conditíons.

With the further assurnption that the wave motion is independent

of the transverse (xr) coordinate, trial solutions for the potentials

can be established. These nay be inserted into the boundary condition

equations , vLz

'rj = o at *z=o (3'1-31)

rvhich obtain for a traction-free surface. The need to have non-zero

dispLacement amplitude coefficients 1eads, from the expanded forn of

equation (3.131), to the Rayleigh wave characteristic equation

16 - ar4 + (24 - tor¡') 12 + L6(t7'- t) = o ß.L32)

in which K = v"/v, anð. t7 = vr/vr, vs, va and v, being the surface,

shear and longítudinal wave velocities, respectively, in the nedium'

3.14 Rayleigh Wave VelocitY.

The two volume acoustic wave velocities are calculable from the

mass density and Lamé' s elastic constants for the isotropic material;
L - -1

't = t¡*/p )ä v, = f( À+ z¡t )/P)' (3.141)

Their ratio can be expressed in ternts of the Poisson's ratio,6, of

the nediurn;

T = vr/vr= [tr- 26)/e-2ó)ft ß.L42)

In specific situations the precise surface wave phase velocity can be

computed from the bi-cubic characteristic equation (3.L32), or can be

deduced, with a rnaxinun error of O.5%, ftom the simple approximation

(76)
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. v = v, (0.s7 + L.Lzó)/(t +O)
St

3.15 Rayleigh Wave Particle Displacements.

( 3.143)

Figure 3.1 shows that the partíc1e displacenents associated with

a Rayleigh wave are two dirnensional, describing a retrograde ellipse

at the stress-free'surface and reverting to prograde a short distance

below, and are confined to the sagittal p1ane. The displacernent

components, u1 , pataTleL to the wave vector, and uZ, normal to the

plane surface, can be written as (42)

-arFx, o(
1

dz -or1 *,
sin(t¡t -,8"f )t1 e2= 

^[" 2

L)

"1

(qz + 1)

u" = - Ad',

t"

-o' P*, -ozF

(3.1s1)

ß.Ls2)

?. e cos(¿,¡t - þ"ì
2

(o< +
2

where A is an arbitxary amplitude constant, P t" the surface wave

vector and o<r, d2 are real decay constants;

2

,2)
1
2o(

1

o(

(1 -v s

2
(t - v 2,/v

s ,2)
1
2

3. 16 Poruer F1ow.

Because a Rayleigh wave is characterised by two-dimensional

particle displacernents, there being no conponent transverse to the

direction of propagation, the wave and pou/er fLow vectors are always

colinear in isotropic materials.

3.2 Anisotropic Propagation.

Summarised below are the anal-ytical techniques d.eveloped by Coquin

and Tiersten (24); the notation establ_ished is theirs , and. is vital to
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an uñd,efstanding of the caLcuLations performed in sections 9.3 and

9.5.

3. 21 Fundamental Anisotropic Equations .

In a non-piezoelectric, but possibly anisotropic , matetíal the

fundanental equations of elasticity are:-

Stress - Strain RelationshiP

t'j = "i¡k1 Str ß'z]-L)

"1.¡tf is elastic constant tensor

Strain - Particle Displacement Relationship

S.. = å (u. . + u. ,) (3.212)
1J ' L,J J,1

Stress Equations of Motion

T,, . = Pií ß.2I3)
LJ'J

It is assurned , for the moment, that the propagation coordinate axes,

*L, *Z and x, coincide with the X, Y and Z crystaL axes' respectively;

hence elements of the general fourth order elastic constant tensor,

.i¡tt, take their normal- values referred. to these crystal axes (77).

3.22 Analytical Procedure.

A trial formulation for the particle displacements is

Du^ = Ð.e
LIL

d,uxr/v" jt¡(t - xr,/v")
e - " i = !,2,3 G.22L)

where ø is the anguLar frequency of the surface wave motion. Sub-

stitution of this expression into equations (3'2LL) ' (3'2L2) and

finally into (3.2t3) a1lows the l-atter to be expanded as three linearly

independent equations in tfre p. . Non-trivial solutions for these

ampl-itude factors can exist only if the determinant of the 3x3 matrix

of coefficients is zero. This determinantal equation produces a

sixth order polynomial in s = -jo( of the forrn
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Az"
2

Ao + Ars + AO =Q ß.222)

in which the A are real and are calculable in terms of the c-.,
n 

i wqlvsLøvrç ¡rr "'" -i jkl '

The structure of equation (3.222) is such that roots of s are rea1,

or occuf in comple*.orr¡ugate pairs; this in turn forces roots of o<

to be either pure imaginary or to occur in pairs, with positive and

negative real parts. Since the particle displacement arnplitudes,

equation (3.22l-), must approach zero as xZ-->@, the three valid

solutions for c(( 
j), j = 1 ,213, (i.e. three decay constants with

positive rea1- parts) are selected. Amplitude factors,
(j)

i'B
I

corresponding to each

motion.

"<(j) "m be deduced from the three equations of

e

G.224)

To satisfy the boundary conditions of zero stress components on

the propagation surface, viz

,rj = O atxr=O ß.223)

a1l- three valid solutions for the decay constants are required. Thus

the general expression for surface wave particle displacements in

anisotropic nedia becomes

Lj=1

- o( 
( i) c,r*r/u 

" 
jtsG-xr/v 

")
3

u.
1

c.(j)"
t

wherein .ot" = B(j) P 
(i)

Equations (3.2L7), (Z.ZtZ) and (3.224) permit rearrangement of the

boundary condition equations (Z.ZZS) as a set of three linearly

independent relationships in the s(j); i.e. as
3

L.(j)B(j) = o i=1,2,3. (3.225)
\ij=1

the l.(i) o"rn, known in terms of the "i.¡tr, <(i) and P-(i).



The 3x3 rnatrix of coefficients, r'(j), tu"t be of a format which leads

to non-zer.o solutions for the B(j), wtictr introduces the restraint that

l L.( 
j)l 

= Q i,i = L,2,3. ( 3.226>
li I

Irlhen this condition is fu1fil1ed, the relative amplitude factors,

B(j), can be calculated from equation (3.225). A brief description

of the computational procedure is given in section 3.25, a more detailed

treatrnent being provided elsewhere (78) - (80).
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3.23 Conparison of Anisotropic and fsotropic Propagation.

A solution for surface wave propagation in anisotropic rnaterials

generally involves three complex decay constants, in contrast to the

two real decay constants which characterise the isotropic disturbance,

and three components of particle displacement, compared with the two-

dimensional motion analysed by Rayl-eigh. Only in certain discrete

directions, sometimes predictable from elastic symmetry considerations,

d.oes anisotropic surface wave motion sirnplify to the two-dimensional

forrn. In anisotropic media there arise certain situations in which

a ttpSeudO" Or "leakytt surface wave, with a phase velOcity very close to

that of the true surface wave, can exist (LZ), (65), (66), (81).

This "1eaky" wave leads to the withdrawal of acoustic energy fron the

free surface, by virtue of one of its decay constants being purely

imaginary, so that propagation directions characterised by near-

equality of these phase velocities should be avoided in conponent

design.

3. 24 Acoustic Power Flow in Anisotropic Media.

The presence, in anisotropic nedia , of a transverse component of

surface wave particl-e displacement creates a component of acoustic

power flow in the plane of the free surface, but, normal to the wave
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vectþr. The conPonent, P.

area directed along the x,

Real Part T
1

Mz ß.241)

where åß indicates a complex conjugate term. The P. can be

evaluated by using equations (3.ztt), (3.2L2) and (3.224) to expand

the above expression. For the coordinate notation adopted here,

(Figure 3.1), P2 = O but generally, in anisotropic rnaterials, P3l 0

so that as shown in Figure 3.2, the nett surface acoustic power flow

is directed at an angle , þ , to the wave vector, the "misa1-ignment

angle" being

ø = arctan (P3/Pt) ( 3.242)

The same diagxam emphasises the importance of this parameter.

The conbination of a prop agation path for which þ is considerable and

a compatatively latge spatial separation of transmit and receive

transducers can cause the launched energy to miss entirely the detecting

aîxay. Therefore the microsonic component designer seeks orientations

for which the nisalignment angle is zero.

3.25 Techniques for Numerical Solution.

provided that the most genexaL form of the elastic constant matrix,

.¡_jtr, is employed, the foregoLng analysis is applicabte to materials

of any elastic symmetry. But to study a surface acoustic wave traveLling

in some chosen direction on a crystal cut of specified orientation

these elastic constants must take values rel-ated to the propagation

coordinate systern, *it- recall, from section 3.2L, that until now the

coordinate systeás defined by the propagation and crystal axes have

been assurned coincid.ent. The required elastic constants are determined

, of acoustic power density per unit surface

coordinate axis is
.*lu- Ir)j1-zD=

1

0
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by the transformation

"¡-jtt = aar 3¡s akt
,'c ß.zs]-)lu rstu

being the crystal axes Q7).

a

tl

in which uí, = cos(xi,*r), the x.

Iterative numercial methods involving a dígital computer must be

utilised in order to examine surface acoustic wave motion in a gíven

anisotropic situation. Progran "Anison", based on the analyticar.

techniques outlined in this sectioq was developed for this purpose'

This computer progfam uses the most general theoretical approach,

and so is capable of analysing surface acoustic wave propagation in

any direction on a substrate of any orientation cut frorn a materiat

of any elastic symmetry class. A flow chart of "Anisom" is contained

in Append.ix I, together with typica]- data outputs. More detailed

results, drawn from this program, for specific cuts of a quattz crystal

are presented in section 3.5, whil-e complete prograln J-istings have been

provided a1so (79).

3.26 Application of Anal-ysis to Weakly Piezoelectric Materials.

For materials, such as quattz, which possess sma11 electroacoustic

coupling, rnicrosonic component design data, including surface wave

phase vel-ocity , decay constants and misaLignment angle can be calculated

to sufficient accuracy by the analytical nethods described above, which

neglect piezoelectricity. However to estirnate the electroacoustic

coupling factor through the technique of Campbell and Jones (25), or

to study strongly piezoelectric materials, such as lithium niobate

(45), (67), (68), (7L), an analysis which takes account of the piezo-

electric and dielectric properties of the medium is necessary.
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3.3 Anisôtropic Piezoelectric Propagation.

In their analysis of surface acoustic waves travelling on single

crystal quaxtz Coquin and Tiersten (24) give separate consideration

to the problems of,determining propagation parameters and of calculating

the efficiency of coupling to the wave motion using IDTs. Campbell

and Jones (25) extend the pxopagation analysis to iriclude piezoelectric

and dielectric terrns , and, through the assertion discussed in section

3.0, show that an evaluation of the electroacoustic coupling can be

undertaken sirnultaneously with studies of the phase velocity and

particle displacements in piezoelectric materials. This anatytícaL

approach, which is summarised in the following sections, is applicable

to both strong and weak coupling materials.

3. 3l- Fundarnent at Píezoelectric Equations .

A surface acoustic wave launched on the face of a piezoelectric

crystal is accompanied, both inside the medium and above the stress-

free swface by electroacoustic fields (22). To encompass piezo-

electric effects, the stress-strai'n reLationship for anisotropic

materials, equation (3.2LL), must be replaced by the

Piezoelectric Equations of State,

trj = ti¡ttstr - "ti-.¡Et 
(3'311)

D. = e...S.. + 6..S.1 1JK Jlc 1J J

in which the E. are electroacoustic fields,
1

D. are electric displ-acements,
1

"ijk "te 
piezoelectric constants,

and 6. . is PermittivitY tensor.
1-J

The other fundamental anisotropic elastic equations,

ß.3L2)

namely the Strain-
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Particle Displacenent relation, (3.2L2), and. the Stress Equations of

Motion, (3.2L3), are retained in their original form.

3.32 AnaLytical Procedure.

A trial substitution for the particle displacernents, equation

(g.ZZt), must be supplemented by an additional relation which d.escribes

the total scalar electric potential, ,f ;

p^
- o1 0txr/v

e
^1,

j <'¡ (t-xr/v 
s)s

ß.32L)e

Ttrese trial expressions for the particle displ-acements and. electric
potential, combined v¡ith equations (3.2L2), (g.aff) and (3.3L2),

enable the equations of rnotion, (3.2L3) to be e>çanded as three linear

equations in the amplitude coefficients , É, C t= L ,2 ,3 ,4) . Gauss ,s

Law, as it applies to the insulating crystal medíum, adds the further

constraint that

Y'3 = o *z=- o (s.zzz)

which provides, on expansion, a fourth linearly in,lependent equation

in the ß,. The usual requirement that t|ne 4x4 coefficient rnatrix mustlL

have a zero determinant in order to yield non-trivial values "f Fi
leads to an eighth order polynomial, of similar structure to (3.zzz),

in the decay constant, o(. Solution of this polynomial produces

four decay constants, ( o<(j),j=1 ,2,3,4), with real parts of the correct

sign to ensure that the acoustic field quantities approach zero as

x2----->Ø. values of Êrtr) .otr""nonding to each o(i) ,uy u"

obtained from the expanded forms of equations (3.2j,3) and ß.322).
Hence the most general descriptions of the particle displacernents,

and the electroacoustic potential associated with a propagating surface

wave on a piezoelectric crystal are;
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u
ã

(j) - o( 
( 3) c", *r/u . it't(t-xr/v 

")
4

4

c e
1 1

e

er (jl xr>, o- o( 
j > t^t xr/v 

" 
j<^.r( t-xr,/v" )

./, C e
4

-l-LJ ß.323)

where c
(j) = r{j) p.{j)

1

The usual boundary conditions of a traction free propagatíon surface,

equation (3.223), sti11 pertain and provide, on substitution of the

above expressions for the particle displacements and electroacoustic

potential, three l-inear relations in the four arnplitude factors, B(j)'

A fourth boundary condition is imposed by the continuity of the electro-

acoustic potential across the crystaL-air interfacei i.e.,

{{x,=o*¡ = {i.xr=o-) 
(3-324)

l¿

Once again the 4x4 matrLx of coefficients, 
"rt", 

of the boundary

condition equations must be singular i i'e' ,

l- <:ll =e i,j=L,2,3,4 ß.32s)l"i

Vlhen this restriction is ful-fil-Led, the correct surface wave phase

velocity and decay constants are known and the s(j) .u' be deterrnined

from the four linearly independent boundary condition relations'

3.33 Comparison of Piezoelectric and Non -Piezoelectric ProPagation.

There al-e a number of important ð,ífferences between the nurnerical

results obtained from the analytical procedure described above,

(computational techniques being detailed in section 3.35), and those

derived from the method of section 3.2 applied to the equivalent

elastic, but non-piezoelectric, material. The analysis which includes

piezoelectric pherlomena finds four complex decay constants, compared to

the three noted previously, and computes a surface wave phase veloc|ty
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whicñ is raised by a srnall- arnount due to "piezoelectric stiffening".

In addition, theoretical, descriptions of the electroacoustic fields

accompanying the wave motion emerge from the treatment of section 3'3'

3.34 Acoustic Power Flow in Piezoelectric Media.

Because surface wave propagation in single crystal piezoelectrics

generally involves three components of particle disþlacement, there is

usually a non-zelo nisalignment angLe, f , between the wave and power

flow vectors. For crystal cuts possessing strong electromechanical

coupling 1 accurate d.eterminations of misalignment angle can be made

only by taking account of the piezoel-ectric pr,operties of the material'

This can be achieved through the normal powel flow equations, (3'24L)

and (3.242), in which the piezoelectric equation of state, (3'311-),

is used to evaluate the stresses.

3.35 Techni oues for Numerical Solution.

These are the same as described in section 3.25 for investigations

of non-piezoelectric media, except for the obvious difference that

piezoelectric and clielectric, as well as elastic, constants must be

incorporated. Precise values for these extra parametefs, in relation

to the propagation coord.inates, must be calculated through the trans-

formations
(3.3s1)e"ijr = a- a. a-Lt Js KT rst

and (.. = à,._à.^ (.-.-ij ir Js - rs
tl

where, as before, ^í, = cos(xi, *r) and the x'

the crystal axes Q7).

Iterative numerical- techniques must be used again to exarnine the

wave motion in specific situations. Prograrn "Piann", which inplements

G.3s2)

coordinate sYstem defines
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the ànalyticaL nethods described above, is a general purpose computer

program capable of retur,ning numerícaL data characterising surface

wave propagatíon on a piezoelectric surface of any orientation cut from

a single crystal- of any symmetry class. A flow chart of "Pianm"

contained in Appendix II shows the similarities between the computa-

tional procedures for piezoelectric and non-piezoeléctric rnedia.

Included in the sane appendix are typLcaL numerical data outputs, while

tnofe comprehensive results for specific cuts of a quattz ctystaL ate

presented in section 3.5. A cornplete listing of "Pianm", which

highlights the structural sinil-arities and differences between itself

and "Anison", is available (79). Because these two programs wele

developed to study various crystal cuts of weakly piezoelectxic quartz,

,'pianm,t, as originally conceived (/B), (79), did not cornpute the

nisalignment angle , ó , this task being undertaken by "Anisomtt. At

a later stage "Pianm" was extended to a11ov,r caLculations of þ ,"

include piezoelectric contributions;- hence values of this parameter

appear in the outputs of Appendix 1I.

3.4 Pr ooaeation on an ldeal-1-v Metal-1ised Piezoelectric Surface.

Equations (3.001) and (3.002) recall that perhaps the most con-

venient method for assessing the strength of electroacoustic coupling

between an IDT and a surface acoustic wave on a particular propagation

path is to know the phase velocity in that direction for both the free

and ideally metallised crystal surface. The free surface velocity,

v. which rnust be calculated. by a method which includes the piezo-

el-ectric properties of the substrate, is available through the analyticaL

processes of section 3.3. As wil-1 now be shown, the phase velocity,

Vm, on the metallised piezoelectric surface can be computed with only
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ninot modifications to the analysis.

The metal overlay i,s assumed id.eal in the sense lhat ít is mass-

less, which permits retention of the famiLíax stress-free surface

boundary conditions, and is of zero resistivity. ülhereas in an

investigation of propagation on a free piezoelectric surface equation

(3.324) forces the electroacoustic potential to be iontinuous acloss

the crysta!-aír interface, the metal filn short-circuits the piezo-

electric fields at the free surface ' so that the boundary condition

reduces to

ry'(xr=o) = 0 (3'401)

A comrnent inserted in the program listing (79) describes the

simple alteration which rnust be effected before "Pianm" can be applied

to studies of propagation on ideally rnetallised piezoelectric surfaces'

Typical data outputs from "Pianm" for the coated surface situation are

to be found in Appendix II, while the'curves of electroacoustic coupling

factor presented in section 3.5 are plotted from complete analyses of

the free and. metallised substrate surface.

Numerical Results.

The information obtained from theoretical studies of surfac

wave propagatíon on particular substrates using computer programs

,'Anisom" and "pianm't is il-l-ustrated. here by focussing attention upon

the Y and AT cut quartz surfaces. Figure 3.3 indicates the relation-

ships that these surfaces bear to the other principal cuts of a quattz

crystal- , and establishes the coordinate notation for the remainder of

tliis section.

3.51 Y Cut Quartz.

Su¡nmarised in the graphs of Figure 3.4 ate the most significant
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properties of acoustic waves propagating in various directions on

the surface of a Y cut gualtz crystal. Curves (a) and (b) which

represent, respectively, surface wave phase velocity aîd nisalignment

angle as functions, of the angle', g, between the wave vector and the

X crystal axis, are plotted from results supplied by "Anisorn". The

variation of electroacoustic coupling fact,ot as a function of I is

depicted in curve (c), which is drawn from data output by "Pianrn"-

Due to the symmetry of the naterial properties about the x and z

crystal axes, all three graphs are symnetxicaL about these directions.

A cornparison of Figure 3.4 (78) with corresponding results for Y

cut quartz published, a short time earlier by Slobodnik and Conway (67)

discloses that the two sets of anaLyticat data are in excellent agree-

nent. Furtherrnore the theoretically determined values of phase

velocity are in harmony with the experimental measurements of Xngan

et al. (81). The two aforementioned factors instil confidence in the

acclutacy with which the analysis is programmed in "Anisom" and "Pianm".

3.52 AT Cut Quartz.

Figure 3.3 indicates that an AT cut quartz sutface is a Y cut

crystal which undergoes a single positive rotation of +35o 15' about

the X crystal axis. Thus surface acoustic wave propagation on an AT

cut crystaL can be studied theoreticalty by the simpl-e step of ínserting

one additional coordinate rotation [t"f"t equations G.25Ð, (3.351) and

G.352) I into the programs used to analyse the Y cut surface.

The analytícal results obtained for the AT cut of quattz are shown

in Figure 3.5, in which curves (a) and (b) of surface wave phase

velocity and misalignment angle are derived from "Anisom" while the

electroacoustic coupling factor, cufve (c) is drawn from the output
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suppiied by "Pianm". As noted in the investigation of surface waves

travellin{ on a Y cut substrate, each graph is symmetrical about the

X anð, Z (refer Figure 3.3) crystal axes. By considering' separately,

the three curves of Figure 3.5, inportant characteristics of ttre AT

cut surfa"" "*"tg".
3.52I Phase Velocity

Figure 3.5(a) indicates that the surface wave phase velocity on

AT cut quartz fanges from 3 .147 Kn/sec along the x crystal axis, f

which conpares favourably with the vaLue of 3.16 Km,/sec calculated by

Deresiewicz and Mindlin (82) and a simiLar result which can be extracted

from the graphs of Coquin and Tiersten (24) (rigure 3)] , to 3.512

Km/sec along tine Z' r*i". Note that these velocities are calculated

by a procedure which neglects substrate piezoelectricity, so that the

actsaL phase velocities may be raised by smal1- amounts, ( <'7%), due

to piezoelectric stiffening. The phase velocity does not increase

nonotonicall-y with 9, but undergoes 1oca1 maxima and minirna in the

region 32o< lgl <+zo. This suggests the existence, within these

angular limits, of orientations for which the wave and power flow vectors

are colinear.

3.522 MisaLignment Angle.

Curve (b) of Figure 3.5 shows that there are indeed paths on the

AT cut crystal characterised by a zeto misalignment angle; these occur

along the X and Z' u*", and in the four directions defined by 9= 1S4o

and 9= 1+O.So. Reference to the previous graph verifies that each

of these orientations is associated with a Local ¡naximum or rninimum

in the surface wave phase velocity. The greatest misalignment,

4 + 1oo, arises v,¡hen g = !-s4o.
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3 ;523 Electroacoustic Coupling Factor.

The d.ependence of electroacoustic coupling factor, represented by

Itu/ul , upo., wave vector orientation on the AT cut quartz surface,

is illustrated in Figure 3.5(c). This plot indicates that the coupling

is satisfactorilly high, with regard to avaíLabLe bandwidth and el-ectro-

mechanical conversion losses using IDTs (70), (7L) , over the range

-45o<9<+So, for these paths to be of practical device utility. A

peak of electroacoustic coupling, where ll"l"l +,075%, is available

in the vicinity of g= tg4o. outside of this useful region the

coupling decreases steadily and. becornes essent íatLy zero alon g tine Z

axis.

3.524 Utility in Microsonic Cornponent Design.

Because of their widespread appl-ication in volurne mode crystal

oscillators, AT cut quartz plates are readily avaiLabLe at comparatively

low prices. ft is somewhat surprising, therefore, that this partícular

cut has received litt1e attention, of either a theoretical or an

experirnental nature, in the surface acoustic wave context (82), (83).

Table 3.1 summarises the characteristics of surface acoustic

uraves propagating in those directions, on an AT cut quartz crystal,

which provide colinearity of the wave and power flow vectors. In view

of the discussion in section 3.0, it is clear from this table that the
I

Z axis, ( I = 99o), is totally unsuited to most practicaL device

designs because of an essentialLy zero value of electroacoustic coupling

factor. On all of the other orientations listed, an IDT couples

satisfactorilly to a surface wave.

Besides the three properties described in the introduction to

this chapter, a further most useful quantity in assessing the utility
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Table 3.1-

Surface Acoustic Wave Propagation Chaxactetistics for

Colinear Directions on AT Cut Quartz.

of a propagation path to nicrosonic component design is òÉlò9 , the

slope of the misalignment angle curve, Figure 3.5(c). This parameter

decides the misal-ignment angle should the transnit-receive transducer

pair be dis-oriented, during the photo-fabrication process, from the

optirnum path;- obviously the smallest possible value of la/r'aVl is

an advantage. Although elastic anisotropy introduces the problem of

acoustic,,beam steering,r, i.e. of paths for which þt O, its effect

can be used to advantage to assist in controll-ing the diffraction of

a surface wave bearn from a transducer aperture (68), (84). In

propagation directions for which òþlOe is negative, anisotropy

narrows the launched acoustic beam rel-ative to that which is radiated

by the same transducer on an isotropic surface; the inverse effect

arises for situations wherein a/Zae is positive.

In the light of this discussion, the paths on an AT cut quattz

crystal which are most suited to the demands of microsonic component

design are the two for which g = 
*-34o. Along these directions

òflAe is smalL and negative:- hence even though Tabl-e 3.1 shows that
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a niSalignnent angle of approxinately one degree results f,ron every

two degrees of pattern disorientation, anisotropy tends to reduce the

width of the launched surface acoustic wave beam. For g= t34o tte

electroacoustic coppling is quite high - in fact the largest available

on an AT cut surfaÖe, and 74. of the naximurn known for a quattz crystal,

(which is for propagation along the X axis of a -2Oo rotated Y cut QÐ).

Finally these two paths are well separated, ín aî anguLar sense, by

68o, so they seem nost useful for inplementation of the basic crossbar

surface wave directional coupler design of Figure 2.5.
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CHAPTER IV

SUBS]:RATE ASSESSMENT _ EXPERIMENTAI

4.0 Introduction.

As stated in the closing remarks of the previous chapter the AT

cut of a quattz crystal appears to neet all the substrate requirenents

needed for implementation of the crossbar directional coupler design.

But this conclusion has been reached solely from the analytícaL results

presented in section 3.5, for which little supporting evidence can be

found in the litterature (24), (82) , (83). Measurements of surface

acoustic wave phase velocity as a function of wave vector orientation

on an AT cut crystal are deeply immersed in the velocity - temperature

dependence curves plotted by Schulz et al. (83), but considerable

effort would be required to extract numerical values of velocity from

their results , and this task cou1d. not be performed accurately from

the published graphs.

Because of the close agreernent between the analyticaL resul-ts

produced in this study and those of Slobodnik and Conway (67) fot

surface acoustic wave propagatlon on Y cut quattz, there is every

reason to have confidence in the results of Figure 3.5 for the AT cut

(which is a +3501-5' rotated Y cut). However as many facets of the

projected research progranme, including the design and perfofmance

evaluation of the crossbar coupler, rested upon an accurate knowledge

of propagation conditions on the seLected substrate it was deemed

advisable to seek some experimental confirnation of the analyticat data.

The propagation paraneter which can be measured most easily in

practice is the surface wave phase velocity, which can be determined

by .constructing a sirnple delay l-ine with one transmit and one receive
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traneducer. Reference to the flow charts of "Anison" and "Pianm"

contained.in Appendices I and II shows that if experinental verífica-

tion of the analyticaL velocity curve can be obtained, the accutacy of

the nost difficult, segnents of the computation has been established.

Careful rechecking of the aLgebra and prograrnrning involved in the final

step which calculates the nisalignnent angle wil-1 eliminate errors in

thís procedure.

4.L Delav Line Fabrication on AT Cut Quartz.

Precise details of the delay 1íne photofabrication procedure have

been docurnented (78), so that only essential details are repeated here.

The devices were forrned on one inch square AT cut quartz crystaLs, of

thickness one eighth of an inch, which, being in excess of ten surface

acoustic wavelengths at the design centre frequency of approxirnately

9 MHz, guaranteed dispersionless propagation (75). Each IDT consisted

of 5 electrode pairstwhich determined a transducer quaLíty factot,

a = 5 (70), (77). The centre electrodes of the two IDTs were 1.25
'4,

cns. apatt in the finaL pattern, a sepalation which afforded a delay

of approximately 4¡secs. Transducer apertures of 20 surface wave-

lengths ensured. that atL measufements were rnade under near field

conditions (34).

A photographic mask of the hand-cut rubylith pattern of the

transducer pair was taken initiall-y on a Kodak high resolution plate

and then, by contact printing, was transferred to Kodalith sheet fi1n.

This offered a simple, but comparatively accurate rnethod for positioning

the mask in relation to the substrate. The sheet film could be cut to

ÏOr, rttu, of N electrode pairs contains (2N+1) fingers.
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provide an edge naking a selected angLe to the axis of the transducer

pair; this could be aligned with the sides of the crystal which were

I

the X and Z axes. The IDTs were etched fron a vacuun-deposited

alurniniurn fi1n, visually estinated to be only 0.03 microns thick -

considerably less than the 0.1 micron layer planned. Such a thin

coating would have been of 1itt1e use in transducer .studies, because

the large resistance per sguare of the netal overlay (85) would l-ead

to sígnificant departures from ideal performance (86). But in the

neasurement of phase vel-ocity, this problem would not be of importance'

In all five delay lines were fabricated (78), each on a separate

substrate, with the transducers aligned nominally along the X and Z'

crystal axes, and at angles of 3Oo , 45o and 600 to the X crystal axis.

One such completed pattern is pictured in Figure 4.L. Throughout the

experirnental phases of this surface wave study considerable time and

effort was expended in the design and ¡nanual preparation of rubyLith

masks and in the development of successful (in terns of an acceptable

device yieLd) procedures for each stage of the photofabrication process

(7S). In fact, as will become more evident from the discussion of

Chapter V, these procedures were being irnproved and up-dated continually

in later device manufacture.

4.2 Transducer Bandwid th and Conversion Loss Considerations.

Srnith et al. (70), (7L), in their lossless three-port anaLysis

of a surface acoustic wave IDT, show that for each propagatíon path

and substrate rnaterial there is a transducer quality factor, Qr,

determined by the electroacoustic coupling factor, such that

8
Q, = (fo./Af)

Lv/v

1
2 G.20L)
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Figure 4.1

(Opposite )

AT cut quartz crystal and a 9 l,[tlz IDT pair.
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for which rnaximum bandwidth can be achieved with ninimum electro-

mechanical conversion 1oss. This means that for the sirnple uniforrn

IDT of Figure 1.1, which consists of N electrode pairs, the minimum

one-vray electromechanical conversion loss of 3dB (due to bidirectional

launching) can be achieved when * - Qn. On paths of strong electro-

acoustic coupling Q, is small, so that a rnimimurn conversion loss

transducer offers a conpaÍatively trigt. fractional bandwidth, Lf/fo;

ê.g., for a surface wave propagatíng aLong the Z crystal axis on Y cut

lithium niobate, l\u/ul = 2.5%, so that Lf/f o = O.25 1JL).

The analysis of Srnith et a1. (70), whose results are replotted in

Figure 4.2 i-n a manner which faciLítates discussion of weak coupling

situations, indicates that this bandwidth can be broadened by external

loading, the price paid being an íncxeased convefsion 1oss. In this

approach it is possible to draw upon the considerable volwne of research

which treats the insertion loss-bandwidth trade-offs in broadband

natching to arbitrary impedances (87), (88) and to vol-une rnode piezo-

electric transducers (89) - 02). That externaT círcuit loading can

be effective in widening the bandwidth of IDTs on a stfongly píezo-

electric material has been demonstrated clearly by practical measure-

ments of insertion loss for broadband surface wave delay lines on

lithiun niobate substrates (71), (26), (93).

This technique asswnes even greater importance when the mediurn

possesses 1ow electroacoustic coupling. For example, consider the

ptopagation paths angLed ^t 
*-34o to the X crystal axis on AT cut quartz.

rn this situation, Table 3.1 shows that la*t'lvl = o'o75%, so that for

an IDT with 3dB conversion loss the fractional bandwidth is, from

equation G.2Ol-), 0.045. This bandwidth is insufficient for many
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Fígure 4.2

(Opposite )

Lossless three-port chaxacteristics of a surface acoustic wave IDT.

[after (70), Figure 10]

t- is twice the electromechanical conversion loss

is the acoustic reflection loss

is the acoustic transmission loss
))

= '11 /4k'N = Q--lN is an internal (radiation) quality factor d.eter--m

nined by the electroacoustic coupling factor, k2, of the mediurn,

and the nunber of electrode pairs, N, in the IDT.

= - *, C,, is the transducer quality factor due to external circuit

connections. R, is the external damping resistance, and C- is the

capaci.tance of the IDT.

Minimum electromechanicaL conversion loss for a particular N results

when Q.e

Re

Te

Qi

Qe

Qi
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practical applications - e.g. the transmission of carrier frequency

pulses of short tirne duration - and must be extended by loading the

transducer with external circuit elements. To date the main utiLiza-

tion of weakly pieToelectric rnaterials has been as substrates in nul-ti-

tap surface wave delay lines (28), (29). In these devices the taps are

sirnple bidirectional IDTs, of few electrode pairs, which rernain untuned

to ninirnise the anount of energy which is withdrawn from the main

acoustic signal. Perhaps this is why, with rare exception (94),

details of transducer tuning and matching circuits, used in e>çerimental

studies of surface waves on 1ow coupling nedia are not provided in

general.

The fol-lowing section describes the design approach adopted

throughout the current investigation to increase the bandwidth of,

and to impedance match, surface wave IDTs operating on quattz. An

attempt is rnade to relate the behaviour of these broad-banded arrays

to the theoretical perfornance predictions (70).

4.2L Tuning and fmpedance Matching of Transducers.

In Figure 4.3G) an IDT is represented by a shunt equivalent

circuit comprising à capacitance, CT, and a parall-el resistanc", Ru,

(7L), where

Ct = transducer capacitance

and R = transducer radiation resistance.
d

The transducer is tuned and matched to its external circuit connection,

(represented by the voltage generator, ês, of source impedance, Rs,

norrnall-y of 50 ohrns ), by rneans of a transformer , the secondary winding

inductance, Ls, of which resonates the transducet capacitance at the

operating frequency t or i i.e.,
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(¿) Equivalent circuit for a tuned and matched IDT.
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(b) Simptified equivalent circuit for a tuned and matched IDT.
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array transducers.
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. L" = t/ t'tzC, ( 4.2LL)

In this shunt representation the radiation resistance is (70)

Ru= n/+t<2Ncrc,t U'212)

where k2 (* z l$u/ul ) i", as usua1, the electromechanical coupl-ing

factor. Thus associated with the transducer and its equivalent circuit

of Figure 4.3(a) is an internal (radiation) quality factor defined to

be

Qi = -cflu
which, from equation G.2L2), has the value

Qi = ¡t /+t<2N G.2t3)

By assuming that the matching transducer is ideal and has a unity

coupling factor the equivalent circuit may be rearranged into the more

convenient form shown in Figure 4.3(b). This diagram indicates that

the quality factot due to the external circuit connections is

Q" = c^r R*cT G.zrl)

where R = rr'R-, due to irnpedance transformation, and n is the secondaryg s'

to prinary turns ratio. The loaded circuit quality factor becomes

Q" = Q'Q",/(Q. * qe) (4.2L5)

From the equival-ent circuit of Figure 4.3(b) it is clear that the

porl¡er radiated by the transducer is

a
RPR G.2L6)

(4.2t7)

while the available source power is

P. = "' /+*ASS

If a resistance ratio, R, is defined to be

R=R./R. =Q/Q.ga'eL G.2L8)
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then'the radiated to avai1able power ratio can be written as

vre = 4F./o*R)2 (4'2Ls)

which is a maximum when R = 1; i.e. when Qi = Q" - 2qL'

In surface acoustic wave ptopagatíon directions for which the

electroacoustic coupling factot is sma11, equation (4.213) shows that

a high value otQi is encountered, which leads' in turn' to large

values of Ql required for optimum power transfer ' This Q" nay be

too great to accomodate, without severe envelope distortion, the short

rectangular pulses (typically :I-z/asec bursts of 10 MHz RF) commonly

launched in rnicrosonic devices. The only way to reduce Q" is to lower

Q.byreducin8R*.Aninevitableconsequenceis''asemphasisedby

equations (4.2L8) a¡d (4.zLg), a reduced radiated to available power

ratio and hence Large anounts of ener gy ate dissipated in the external

circuit el-ernents. The technique is, therefore, to select a suitable

value of Q.l (= 2 for AT cut delay lines) which, in a given situation,

fixes the necessary Q" and. which further determines, through equation 
,

(4.2LÐ, the secondary to prirnary turns ratio' A surface wave delay

line whose transmit and receive transducers have been tuned and matched

by.this procedure is pictured in Figure 4'4'

4.22 Etectrorne chan ical Conversion Losses.

Inal-]-experimentalaspectsofthisstudyitwasassumed,under

the constraint of operating with short signal- pulses, that bandwidth

was of prinary importance, so that rnoderately high electromechanical

conversion l0sses were tolerated. By way of example consider once

again the performance of two IDTs, each of 5 electrode pairs, operating

on the path which rnakes an angle of 34o to the x crystal axis on AT

cutquattz.Theexternalqualityfactorforeachartay."Qe=0.5,
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while each has a radíatíon quality factor, calculable from equation

G,ztÐ, of Qi + 100, so that Q" / 9¡. + 0.005. The anaLytical results

plotted in Figure 4.2 (7ù predict a two-way electromechanical conver-

sion loss of 40clB for this transducer ¡iair , antd an acoustic reflection

loss of 46ð8 at eact- array. As is discussed in greater detail in

section 5.34, a two-way conversion loss of 42.5d8 was recorded experi-

mentally under the afore-stated conditions.

4.23 Testing of Delay Lines.

The five delay lines were tested by applying a L¡*sec pulse of

RF carrier to the transmitting array and observíng the signal received

at the second transducer (78). For four of the delay lines a surface

acoustic wave signa1- of Large ampl-itude was detected at the receiving

IDT, the strongest response being for centre frequencies in the vicinity

of glvtlz, the approxirnate design centre frequency. But for the crystal

whose transducers were aligned along tine Z' u*i", no surface wave signal

could be detected. In view of the ana1-ytical curve of Figure 3.5(c),

which shows that the electroacoustic coupling between a surface wave

and an IDT is essentialLy zero for this wave vector orientation, this

result was not surprising. For extremely weak coupling situations the

discussion of sections 4.2I and 4.22 reveals that a very large delay

line insertion loss arises - so great, in this particular instance,

that no surface wave signal could be observed at the receiver.

4.3 Phase Velocity Measurement Procedure.

The simplest method of determining surface wave phase velocity is

to measure accurately the distance, L, between corresponding points on

the transmit and receive transducers and the elapsed tine, T, between

excitation of the launching altay and detection of the propagated
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signal at the receiving array; the desired velocity can then be calcula-

ted as

v = LÆ (4.301)
s

For the fou¡ useful AT cut quartz delay lines the predicted largest

velocity difference, namely that between the waves propagating along

the X crystal axis and at 600 to this axis, can be seen, from Figure

3.5(a), to be onLy 6%. Hence quite an accuîate practical procedure

is needed to observe the smal1 changes in velocity for different delay

lines.

A block diagram of the equipnent used in this experinent is presented

in Figure 4.5 while the photograph of Figure 4.6 pictures the actuaL

itens. An extremely short pulse, of O.7¡.r,secs duration and of 9NtIz

carfief frequency, hlas applied to the transnitting transducer of a

delay 1ine. The "A intensified by B" and "De1ay Time Multiplier"

facilities of the Tektronix 585 CRO, (the latter having been calibrated

previousl-y using a stabl-e RF source and frequency counter), allowed

the time delay, T, to be measured to arL accvtacy of O.2% (T * 4¡,secs).

A Nikkon Measurescope enabled the distance, L, between the centre

electrodes of the two IDTs to be recorded as L2.485 t0.2mm. From

these two results and equation (4.301), the surface wave phase velocity

was calculated.

The four working delay lines were subjected to this experimental

procedure. Each step of the process was repeated several times and

the results average'd to improve accuracy further. The precise orienta-

tions of the del-ay lines were measured by means of the Nikkon Measure-

scope, which permitted a determination of the angular separation between

the delay line axis and the crystal edges. But during machining of
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Block díagram of experimental arrangenent for measurements of surface

wave Phase velocitY.



Figure 4.6

(Opposit e )

Items of equipment used in surface acoustic rvave phase

vel-ocity rneasurenents .
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the AT cut substrates frsn the original crystal, the edges of each

plate were' oriented with the X and Z' u*"" only to wittrin 1to.

The single quantity which can be recorded least accurately in the

above ¡nethod is the time de1aY, Ti this can be removed from the final

calculation of surface wave phase velocity by resorting to phase

interference techniques (95), (96). This indeed wâs done, and the

measured velocities showed close agreement not only with those observed

by the simpler "elapsed time-distance" procedure but al-so with the

analytícal values. However it was realized Latet that a number of

uncertainties, r¡¡trich could have been resolved only by detail-ed equiva-

l-ent circuit anaLyses of the now-dismantled transducer tuning circuits,

could have introduced smaLl phase shifts which woul-d have a rninor, but

noticeable (in terrns of the desired experimenta1- accutacy of approx.

O.3%> effect on the measured velocities; for this reason these results

are not presented here. Alternatively, to avoid the necessity of a

detailed circuit analysis, phase interference measurements should

have been taken at two frequencies corresponding to adjacent maxina or

minima (95) or two receiving transducers should have been emp1oyed (96).

L 4 Results of Surface Wave Velocity Measurernents on AT Cut Quartz.

The four experimentally recorded surface wave phase velocities

are plotted in Figure 4.7, together with an analytical velocity curve

drawn from the results of "Pianrn" applied to free surface propagation.

All of the measured values show a discrepancy of less than 0.3% witl:

the theoretical- veLocities. CJ-ear1y tne tf.Oo angular tolelance

described in section 4.3 could not significantLy influence this agree-

ment. The harmony of these theoretical and practical phase velocities

engenders further confidence in the analysis and computational procedures,
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and,. as discussed in section 4.0, provides strong justification for

the design of microsonic components on AT cut quartz using the analy-

tical data sumrnarised in Figure 3.5.
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CHAPTER V

DESIGN A}ID FABRICATION OF A MICROSONIC CROSSBAR COUPLER.

5.0 Introduction.

Chapters III and IV have discussed at length the properties of

surface acoustic waves propagating on an AT cut quartz cxystaL. They

lead to the concl-usion that this particular substratè can be utilized

effectively in the construction of a rnicrosonic directional coupler

which exploits periodic nass-loading of the propagation surface as the

coupling mechanism. Attention is now focussed upon the design and

fabricatíon of such a device. Details of pxactical- device perfornance

do not fo11ow immediately but are deferred so that subsequent.chapters

can develop an analysis of coupler behaviour based on the intimate

description of the device contained here. This a11ows theoreticaT and

experimental coupler response curves to be presented together and to be

compared cl-ose1y in Chapter X.

5.1- Design of Metal Overlay Patterns for the Crossbar Coupler

Throughout experimental studies of the surface acoustic wave cross-

bar directional coupler two separate and slightly different masks were

used to fabrícate the metal overl-ay patterns. These are pictured in

Figure 5.1, patts (a) and (b), and are labelled as style A and style B

respectively. Both are essentially identica1- in their geornetry, and

both evolved from the sarne design strategy. The only important

difference between the two masks is that style B includes an additional

IDT, which permits the amplitude of a launched surface acoustic wave

to be monitored before it encounters the region of periodic surface

nass-loading. Although couplers of style B have five transducers, they

are four port devices. Because of the basic similarities between the



Figure 5.1

Surface acoustic wave crossbar directional coupler pattern on

AT cut quaxtz.

(a) (Opposite) Photograph of device mask, style A.

(b) (page óB) Photograph of device mask, style B.
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two patterns, the design concepts fron which they emerged will be

discussed joiritly. i

5.11 Orientation of Transmission Paths.

For the reasons detailed in section 3.524, the nain transmission

paths of the crossbar coupler, (i.e. between ports 1 and 2 and between

ports 3 and 4) are, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, placed at angles of

t34o to the x crystal axis on AT cut quartz. Furthermore it may be

recall-ed from section 3.52 tl:rat because of the inherent symrnetries in

this particular cut, surface acoustic waves propagating in these two

directions have identical characteristics.

5.12 Periodicity of Surface Mass-Loadlng Perturbation.

The fundamental principl-es upon which the coupling mechanism of

the crossbar coupler, as pictured in Fígure 5.1, depends were introduced

in section2.3. A surface wave launched in port 1, sâY, is, in part,

coherently scattered through interaction with the region of periodic

surface rnass loading into a surface wave which is detected at port 3.

The balance of the acoustic energy is transmitted directly to pott 2,

there being virtually no signal back-scattered to port 4, or, theoret-

ically, converted to volume rnodes. In this particuLax context, vühere

both the incident and scattered signals are surface T{aves, the general

conservation conditions, equations (2.zOL) and (2.2O2), reduce to

BlsFi + B,p + 0 (s.121)

(s.L22)

The notation

and ut. = -(^,1s
where fundanental frequency operation has been assumed.

is as established in section 2.2; vLz

wave vector of the incident wave , 0J

parameters of the scattered wave and

(^t: and, p, are the frequency and.
7- tL

and fi- are the corresponding
,S

l-" tie wave vector of the
p

s

F
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periodic surface perturbation. Figure 5.2 depicts the wave vector

diagram drawn from equation (5.tzt) and related to the centre frequency

behaviour of the coupler whose geonetry is shown in Figure 5.1.

From this díagram it is clear that a necessary band centre condition

which ¡nust be fu1fi11ed in order that the coupling interaction be

cooperative in terms of spatial dependence, is that '

lÊnl 2 lpol cosû (s.L23)

Thus the width, d,

(s.L24)

in which, as indicated in Figure 5.1,

of each mass-1oar1ing strip must be

d = (trosec9)lq

)o b"ing the wavelength of the incident wave at the device cen'tre

frequency. The surface rnass-loading perturbation is composed, there-

fore, of elements which are a factor of sec9 wider than the electrode

fingers of the IDTs in each of the ports and which are placed normal to

the X crystal axis, (refer Figure 5.1), so that B^ i" colinear withtp
this axis, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Ttris choice of ß ensures that a signal of large amplitude is
'-P

coupled to port 3 when port 1 is excited. At the same time it neans

that the amplitude of the directivity wave, back-scattered to port 4,

is sma1l, because the wave vector of this signal cannot satisfy the

conservation relation (5.L2L) and thus cannot arise frorn an interaction

which is cooperative in its time and spatial dependences.

5.1-3 Frequency Response Considerations.

Intuitively the coupling mechanism could be expected to exhibit

a predominantl-y sin x,/x frequency dependence, where x = NlT {cs - C^to)/ Cto,

N being the number of mass-loading strips in the interaction region

and cuo the device centre frequency; this anticipated response provides

Ù = 34o.
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Figure 5.2

Centre frequency wave vector diagram for the

coupled signal in the microsonic crossbar coupler.
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a.an aþproximate 3dB fractional bandwidth of (7,/SN). Figure 5.1 shows

that couplers were fabrícated with N = 10, (style A), or N = 20, (style

B), these values being thought to afford a suitable compronise between

bandwidth, (inversely proportional to N), and strength of coupled

signal (proportional to N). IDTs of five electrode pairs were to

provide the means of electromechanical conversion ai the four ports

in both device styles. When externally tuned and loaded as described

in section 4.2L, these transducers should possess a bandwidth - electro-

rnechanical conversion loss characteristic suited to experimental studies

of the coupling mechanism:- most importantl-y they should provide

sufficient bandwidth to a11ow a complete exploration of the main lobe

of the coupling response whil-e tolerating only sna1l distortion of the

launched surface acoustic wave pulse envelope.

5.14 Prepar ation of Masks for Photofabrícation Processes.

Techniques almost identical- to those outlined in section 4.!

for the deLay lines forrned on AT cut quartz (78) were used to prepare

the original rubylith and fínaL photographic masks for fabrication of

the crossbar couplers. A photographic reduction factox of 25:1 allowed

the rnask for coupler styl-e A, as il-lustrated in Figure S.1(a), to fit

onto a one inch square substrate area, so that this device could be

constructed on the same AT cut crystals used in the delay line experi-

ments described in Chapter IV. Couplers of style A were designed to

functíon at a centre frequency of 10.3MHz and to have a separation

between ports (i.e. between transducers 1' 2 and 3,4 in Figure 5.1(a))

of 1.3cms; the latter should a11ow propagation of pulse lengths

approaching 4y.secs without interference, at the receiving transducer,

due to a signal el-ectromagnetically coupled from the input port. A1-1
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IDT apertures were of approximately ten surface wavelengths, so that

all measur.ements could be made in the near field region (34).

Crossbar couplers of style B were planned to fit on a sonewhat

larger AT cut quartz plate of dimensions 2.0 inches along the X crystal

axis, 1.5 inches along tine Z' a*is, and 0.15 irrches thick. A photo-

graphic reduction of 20:1 from the original rubylith pattern to the

fínal mask provided a design centre frequency of 10.61'tftlz and a transducer

separation of approximately 4cms along the rnain transmission paths.

Hence the nain advantage of coupler style B, apart fron the avaíIability

of an additional monitor transducer, was the provision of longer

propagation distances, which should enable the detection of surface

wave pulses in excess of 10¡¿secs duration without interference from

an electrornagnetical-1y coupled signal. Thus practicat neasurernents,

which would have to be rnade in a pulse mode to avoid the build-up

of spurious signals, (perhaps due to electromagnetic coupling or to

surface wave reflection at the edges), would be more representative of

CW perfornance in the improved coupler of styl-e B. In keeping with

the greater path lengths, the transducer apertures in this pattern

were increased to thirteen surface wavelengths so that measurernents

could be taken once again under near field conditions (34).

In both coupler styles elements of the surface mass-l-oading grid

were of a non-uniform length. Figure 5.1 ilLustrates that the perturbed

surface area was that il-luninated by both the launching transducer and

by the transducer receiving the scattered wave (i.e. by IDTs 1 and 3

ox 2 and 4). Another feature common to both styles A and B was the

incorporation of large metallised areas of the substrate surface

between ports:- when earthed these plated regions should reduce the
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electromagnetic coupling between transducers.

5.2 Fabrication of the Crossbar Coupler.

All of the surface ü¡Ave crossbar couplers were constructed by

the sarne photolithographic nethods, although, as detailed below, these

differed somewhat from the procedures described in section 4.L fot delay

line fabrication Q8).

5.2I Metal Overlay Deposition.

The material rnost comrnonly employed in IDT manufacture on a quartz

crystal is aluminium. This metal offers the advantages of good

adhesion and acoustic impedance rnatching to the quartz substrate (73).

But because the interaction in the crossbar directional coupler was

to be províded by surface mass-1oading, a material of greater mass

density than aluninium, (P= 2.7) (97), was needed to obtain appreciable

coupling with moderate overLay fíLn thickness. The obvious choice

was go1d, whose mass density is P= tg.3 (97).

Initial attempts to fabricate the pattern of Figure 5.1(a) from

a gold film vacuun deposited upon an AT cut quartz surface were plagued

by poor metal adhesion. Two methods by which this problem could be

overcome were contemplated. FirstLy an extremely thin interface Tayer

of a suitable material (chromium) could be applied to the guartz

surface before deposition of the gold. Although this nethod offered

a permanent and possibly the most ideal solution, it would have com-

pounded the problerns of deposition, (only a single filament being

availabLe in the vacuum chamber), and of etching (necessítating a more

sophisticated and perhaps a two-stage process). These factors

suggested that a concentrated effort should commence on the second

approach, which rested upon the belief that more elaborate substrate
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cleaning procedures would substantially increase overlay adhesion.

Ttre first .improvernent involved the.design, construction and ímp1e-

¡nentation of a vapour degreasing unit (trichlorethylene reflux bath)

to be used immediately following the normal cleaning procedures (78)

and inmediately prior to sealing the substrates in the vacuum chamber.

lJtill'zation of a recently installed glow discharge unit comprised

the second improvement to the cleaning procedures. With these addí-

tional processes, a device yield in excess of 8O7. was obtained for the

frequency range of interest (a 10MHz centre frequency requires a line

width of approximately T5microns for one IDT electrode).

The fingers of an IDT are spaced at a periodicity conducive to

the coherent reflection, at subsequent electrodes, of a launched surface

acoustic wave (73) (refer Fígure 1.1). For this reason the whol-e of

the AT cut crystal surface was coated with a cornparatively thin,

(typical-ly O.lmicron), layer of gold; from this IDTs, which could be

expected to function with quite smal1 inter-electrode reflections,

would be etched at a later stage. A mask was lowered over the crystal

surface and a further thick fi1m, (typicalLy 0.5 - 2 míctons), of gold

was deposited over a cíxcular region at the centre of the substrate:-

fron this the periodic surface rnass-loading bars would be formed.

5.22 Prepar ation of Photoresist Mask.

KTFR photoresist was applied, erc.posed and the desired image

developed in the usual manner (78). The photographic mask was oriented

relative to the substrate by the technique outl-ined in sectíon 4.L; it

was found that with this method the transmission paths of the crossbar

coupler coul-d., with care, be aligned to within 10.50 of their exact

location as deterrnined by the crystal edges. Thus the overall
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toletance in siting the rnain coupler paths at

axis becar" 1t.50 (refer section 4.Ð.

5.23 Etching of Metal Overlay Pattern.

t:+o to the x crystal

An iodine solution (98), (fOg. IZ, 2Og.KT, 400m1. H2O), diluted

as stated to provide a controllable etch rate of approximately .08 microns,/

nínute at ó8op, yielded the desired pattern from the! photoresist nask

on the gold overlay. Because of the disparity in thickness of the two

gold films, on placing the quartz crystal into the etch the IDTs

rapidly formed frorn the thin overLay, but considerable tíme was required

for the mass-loading bars to be etched from the much thicker central

region. It was observed that íf this mass-loading film was too thick,

there was a tendency for the resist to be attacked, after a considerable

period of time, by the etch; this resulted in darnage to the completed

transducer patterns. Although this factor, together with the associated

problem of under-cutting, did not pose any serious problems in device 
-

fabxication during this study, it does present a practíca1 limitation

to the fabxication of strongly mass-loading grids by chenical processes.

After etching the remaining photoresist was removed by a commerciaL

stripping solution. Completed directional coupler patterns of both

styles A and B are pictured in Figure 5.3.

5.3 Prepar ation of Crystals for Experimental Device Studies.

Additional tasks had to be undertaken to prepare the microsonic

crossbar couplers for experimental study. These included steps to

reduce interference from spurious signals, the provision of external

circuit connections and the incorporation of suitable exterhal tuning

and loading for the IDTs.



Figure 5.3

Completed surface acoustic wave crossbar coupler patterns

etched in gold on an AT cut quartz crystal.

G) (opposite) Coupler Styl-e A or, 1" square AT cut

quartz crystal.

(b) (page 77) Coupler style B on (2"* 1.5" ) AT

cut quartz crystaT,
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5.31'SuÞpression of Unwanted Surface Acoustic Wave Signals.

Ttre photographs of the directional couplers contained in Figure

5.3 show that the transducers in each port were located quite near to

the corners of the crystal. In this situation one of the najor

sources of spurious acoustic signals was the surface wave, launched

in the reverse direction by the bidirectional IDTs, which was reflected

at the edges of the crystal (54), (78), (99) - (101) back towards the

receiving transducer. "Apiezon W", (b1ack wax), (27), (1O2) sma11

quantities of which were melted onto the substrate surface immediatel-y

behind each arxay, as depicted in Figure 5.3(b), damped these unwanted

signals by more than 30d8.

5.32 External Circuit Connections.

Thin gold wires, 5 thousandths of an inch in dianeter, so1-dered

directly to the transducer terminal-s with pure indiurn, using a low

temperature (5O0on) soldering iron tip to avoid damaging the thin

film overlay, proved the rnost effective means of providing external

circuit connections. Although commercial fluxes faciLitated the

creation of a neat, solid joint they were sufficiently corrosive to

attack the gold film over a period of time. Thus in aL1- ptacticaL

devices somewhat untidy, but good ohmic contacts were made without

the aid of a flux.

5.33 Mountine of Crystals.

For the purpose of experimental study, the crystals on which

couplers of style A had been fabricated were placed in the jig shown

in Figure 5.4(a). Because this was the first directional coupler to

be investigated, the jig was quite simple. Single tuned and matched

input and output circuit connections were provided; measurements of



Figure 5.4

Surface acoustic wave crossbar directional couplers

rnounted and tuned in preparation for experimental study.

(a) (OPPosite) CouPler stYle A.

(b) (Page 80) CouPler stYle B.
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coupling factor were performed by connecting the same output circuit,

in turn, t'o each of the detecting transducers. This experirnental

arrangement functioned quite satisfactorilly, but because of the lack

of electrornagnetic, shielding, care had to be exercised to make certain

that an electromagnetically coupled signal (of much gteatex amplitude

than the propagated surface acoustic wave pulse) did not saturate the

receiving amplifier.

To overcome this problem in the pxacticaL tests on couplers of

style B, the crystals were housed in the more elaborate jig illustrated

in Figure 5.4(b). The box was rnade from aluminiun, and the crystal

was held in place on the floor of the central cornpartment by adhesive

tape - the proxirnity of the metal ground plane, on which the cfystal

rested, to the launching and receiving IDTs gteatty reduced the

arnplitude of the electromagnetically coupled signal. Single input

and output circuits were contained in separate compartrnents; access to

the transducers was obtained by passing short lengths of wire through

sma11 holes drilled in the intervening wa11s.

5.34 Tunins and Matchine of Transducers

The transmitting and receiving IDTs üIere tuned and impedance

natched by the basic method described in section 4.21. However, to

facílítate tuning and to permit monitoring of the voltage applied to

the launching transducer, a CRO probe (10 Megohm, 7 pf) was placed

permanently across each transformer secondary winding, the required

inductance of which became, therefore,

L = t /r'sz (c + C-) (5.341)
SSI

where c, represents, as before, the transducer capacitance and c" is

the total- additionaL capacitance due to the cRo probe, wiring strays, etc.
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. It is instructive to investigate, analytícaLLy, the effect of

the capaci.tance, Cs, upon IDT per.formance. For this purpose the

definitions of externa! load resistance, Rg, (Figure 4.3), external

quality factor, Qe,, fequation G.2L4)] , ana transducer radiation

quality factor, Qi, [equation G.2ßù , are retained from the discus-

sion of section 4.2L, and the quantity

Q" = - *, t" (5 '342)

is introduced to take account of the extra capacitance. On propagation

paths of weak electroacoustic coupling, Qi>)Qs, Qe so that from

Figure 4.3 it can be seen that the loaded circuit quality factor is

QL * (Q"+Q")

å c,rR, (C" + Cr) (5-343)

Experimental measurements on couplers of style B deternined,that

CT = 1 .lpf and C" = 1lPf. By providing the value of R, required by

the above relationship, each IDT was tuned to provid" Ql 5.0, and

hence Q" = 0.5. As detailed in section 4.22,1oss1ess three port

junction theory predicts, for this situation (Qe / QO * 0.005), a

two-way electromechanical conversion loss of 4OdB; in practical studies

of style B crossbar couplers a Z-way conversion loss of 42.5d8 was

recorded. In view of the facts that the theoretical conversion loss

is calcuLated fron an anaLysis based upon the over-simplified equivalent

circuit of Figure 4.3 and upon the assumption of an ideal transformer,

this agreement is quite acceptable.

But it is important to note, from equation (5.343), that this

predicted two-way conversion loss of 4OdB can be achieved, in the

presence of this particular capacitance, C", only with a loaded circuit

quality factor of Qo = 5. The analysis contained in section 4.21
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indiêates that in the absence of any additional capacitance, the same

transducer'performance c.an be obtained with QL = 0.5(å Qu); i.e. the

cornmunication bandwidth can be increased by the factor (C" + Cr) / Cf.

Although the conparatively 1ow value of Qe used in e:çerimental

studies of style B'crossbar couplers introduced a high insertion loss,

compensation in the forn of adequate transmitter power and receiver

amplification was avaíLabLe, and the relativel-y wide bandwidth afforded

by working with Ql = 5 ensured a raîge of frequency excursion suitable

for the exploration of the conplete main lobe of the coupled signal

response.
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CTIAPTER VI

MET}IODS OF I\,IICROWAVE ANAIYSIS APPLIED TO ELECTROACOUSTIC

FIELD PROBLEMS

6 .0 Intr orluction .

Perhaps the most useful analytical tools of microwave t-heory are

the reciprocity rel-ation, the orthogonality condition for the normal

modes of an electromagnetic waveguicle and the expression which describes

the anplitude of a normal mode excited by a known source distribution

(103) - (105). Auld (106) has pioneered the applicatíon of these

concepts to studies of electroacoustic interaction systens. His

fundamental paper which highl-ights the many sinilarities between the

electromagnetic and acoustic field equations, extends the three electro-

magnetic relationships to encompass the effects of elastíc and piezo-

electric enelgy storage. These techniques have been exploited by

Auld ancl other workers in anaLyses of various surface acoustic wave

phenomena:- incl-uded in this category are propagation (106), (107)'

(1OB), transduction Q2), (1OB), amplification (1oB), (109), surface

loading (l_o8), (l_l-o) and scattering (1os), (110), (111-) . I'hes;e

investigations proved quite fruitful and clearly demonstrated the power

and widespread applicability of this approach to electroacoustic fiel"d

problems. In particuLar these methods offer a convenient means for

evaluating the theoretical performance of the surface acoustic wave

crossbar directional couPler.

This chapter develops expressions for the reciprocity relation,

the normal mode orthogonality condition and the amplitude of a coupled

normal mode as they relate to propagation in a piezoelectric waveguide.

In so doi.ng it prepares a foundation upon which the crossbar coupler
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analysis, as contained in Chapters VII, VIII and IX, catt be built.

Derív.ations of the three relationships can be undertaken in either

of two formulations (LLz), (113); the "direct", which involves products

of the field variables, or the "mixed" or rrcomplex", which involves

products of the field variables and their complex conjugates. Closer

examination discloses that the two formulations provide results of

similar utility and, in determinations of the required expressions'

lead to analyses of similar complexities. For definiteness this

chapter, and those which fo11ow , a:..e written within a 'rcornplex" frame-

work. As ernphasised by ülaldron (107), a choice of this formulation

demands that, in extensions of the basic analysis to perturbation and

variational treatnents, attention be given to the phase relationships

which exist between the field quantities.

Because the electroacoustic reciprocity relation, and descriptions

of the methocls by which it may be derived from Maxr¡i¡e11's equations and

the fundamental piezoelectric field equations, have appeared several

times in the litterature (106), (1oB) , (LLz), (113) , in a nurnber of

different forns, its val-idity will- be assumed and the relationship will-

not be verified from first principles. An orthogonality condition

for the normal modes of a piezoelectric waveguide will be established

from the reciprocity relation. These two results will be used to

determine an expression for the amplitude of a normal waveguide mode

excited by a known source distribution. Although both the orthogonality

(3Ð, (72), (LO6), (108), (1L1) - (1'L4) and the coupled mode amplitude

re1_ationships (34), Q2), (106), (1-OB), (109) , (],Lz), (113) are to be

found in the litterature as we11, a detailed treatrnent is warranted in

order to present the expressions in the form most suited to the
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ultirnate goaL:- i.e., analysis of the surface wave crossbar coupler'

Throughout. this chapter opportunities to place the results in pefspec-

tive with the work of other researchers are created.

Chapter VII takes the analysis developed here in an electroacoustic

waveguide context and modifies it to deal with interaction on a surface 
'

as encountered in the microsonic crossbar coupl-er.

6.1 Not ation for Field Variables.

The principal field variabLes of propagating electroacoustic mode

"i" may be summarised as follows;

Electromagnetic

E. (3x1) vector <-----------+ electric f ield
J
H. (3x1) vector-magnetic field
J
J. (3x1) vector current densitY
J

e. (3x1 ) vector<------>transverse component of electric
t.

-a field

h

ex.
L

t

hx

(3x1) vector 1--------t longitudinal component of electric

field

(3xr) vector +transverse component of magnetic

fiel-d

(3xL) vector <-------Þlongitudinal component of rnagnetic

field

L

1

1
T

Acoustic

( 3x3 ) mat r ix <--------------> a coust i c s tr e s s

(3x1) vector æacoustic vei-ocitY

(3x1) vector acoustic body force density

v.
1

F.
1
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(3x1) vectoræ transverse conponent of acoustic

stress on a surface of specified

norrnal

(3x1) vector

stress on a surface of specified

normal

(3x1 ) vector <----->transverse component of acoustic

velocity

tx.
1

t
1

v

v (3x1 ) vector <--------->longitudinal component of acoustic
x.

1-- velocitY

Al-l- fiel-d quantities are capable of interpretation as the real parts of

complex numbers containing the usual- time variation factot; in the

fieLd expansions of section 6.34 the "j<^:t terrn has been onitted from

both sides of the relation, but is included by ínplication.

Further'generaL notation includes : -

6í angular frequency of mode i

B. wave vector' (real-) of propagating rnode i
IL

S outward normal of surface S

q matexLat conductivity

1/ material viscous darnping coefficient

¡* compl-ex conjugate of field quantity X

AT transpose of matrix A

l-ex El-ectroacoustic ReciÞrocity Relation.

The reciprocity relation is concerned with two field solutions,

6.2 Comp

(E., H.
7-' 1_

Ti, ti) and (tj,"j, Tr, v.¡),
^t

of Maxwell's equations and the
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basiê electroacoustic eguations describing a non-magnetic, piezoelectric

rnaterial p'ossessing a Tinear cond.uctivity relation. Field solutions

,'i,' and "j" are assumed to be of the same angular frequency, oJ.

Gauss's divergence theorem (115) permits the reciprocity relation to

be e>cpressed in the integral form (103), (106), (10S), (1t2), (113)

ft (t^, " 1¡-.
E.*
^J

/,

x H. - T..vÍ
L1-1

=
- T.*.v.11

dS

J.x - n.*T.¡. * *rIT.r. * u,T.F.
J_ij-J-l--L^J

)

T )f

(6.201)

)¿v

(ô.20:¿)

(6.203)

(-E
1

The left hand side of this equation is an integral over the surface,

S which encl-oses volume v of the piezoelectric mediurn. Contained

within this volume are the electric current densities J-' J- and the
J'_J

acoustic body force densiti". l' 
F. which are the sources of the

electroacoustic fiel-ds. The I'oo,ru relationshi.p is trul-y reciprocal,

with respect to field solutions "i" and "j", only if

Jt

and Fî

=aE

= -lv

r = Lri

f = lrJ

Í

r

To satisfy these constraints the rneclium rnust have a tinear conductivity

relation, and the on1-y body force densities must be due to viscous

danping.

Several features of this reciprocity relation, equation (6.2O7'),

are worthy of note. Firstly, for reasons which will become apparent-

in Chapter VIT, the usual quasi-e1-ectrostatic approxirnation (106),

( 108) - Ylþ has not been made. Secondly, the

surface integrand is the sum of Poynting-vector-type products; the

electromagnetic Poynting vector (103), Pe, and the acoustic Poynting

vector, (t1ó), Pu, carr be written in terrns of the field variables as

E(V x E = 0
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P = ExHx (6.204)
.^9N'
and P = -v. Tx 1ó.205)

.3 / H

Final1y, although the reciprocity relation is applicable to a general

electroacoustic interaction system, the volune integral does not

contain any piezoeiectric coupling terms.

ó.3 An Or onalit Conditi for the Normal Modes of a Uniform

Piezoelectric Wavesuide .

Commencing with the complex reciprocity relation, equation (6.2O1-),

this section proceeds to derive an orthogonality conditiotl for the

normal modes of a piezoelectric waveguide.

6.31 A Uniform Piezoelectric Waveguide.

The propagation system envisaged in this and the subsequent

section of the analysis is a general. píezoelectric waveguide' one

example of which is sketched in Figure 6.1. This structure has its

main axis along the x coordinate direction, and is assumed to be of

uniforrn geonetry in both transverse directions. S, and Sr, located

at x, and x, respectively, are cfoss-sectional planes of the waveguide;

S- comprises the total- guide-wa11 surface between these reference

planes. The surface S, (= St + SZ+ S*), rvhose outward normal is

p, encloses volume v of the guide-

6.32 Boundary Conditions at the Waveguide Wa11s.

In accordance with the usual electronlagnetic and acoustic boundary

conditions, the waveguide wal1s are assumed to be perfectly conducting

and stress-free. These requirements can be rnet simultaneously by

the deposition of an infinitely-thin, perfectl-y-conducting netal over-

lay onto the piezoelectric wal1 surfaces. As discussed in section

3.4, this concept has been used widely in calculations of the strength
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of electroacoustic coupling between a surface acoustic wave and an IDT

(25) , (67) ,. QZ>.

6.33 Derivation of an OrthoeonalitY Conditi on -

A derivation of the desired orthogonality condition is based upon

the complex reciprocity relation in which fie1d solutions rri't and trjrr

are replaced by norrnal WavegUide mOdeS ilmrt alld trlltr' as SUch these rnOdeS

afe source-free solutions of the electroacoustic equations describing

propagation in the structure. Putting the current and body force

density sources equal to zero, i.e

J =J =P =P =Q (6'331)

-m ^l ^!n -n
equation ß.2OI) reduces to

{ (E x Hx + E-* x H- - r-. "i - T.-x' v-)'4Ç = o ß'332)l,'þ^_" -^t -- J J ! J J P

The boundar-y conditions, which force the tangential components of

electric field and the components of stress to be zero at the wavegtride

wall-s, ensure that there is no nett power florv across Sr' Hence

equation G.332) becomes, with reference to Figure 6 ' 1 
'

[,
(Ex

m nn
*H*+Exx

T

m

H
m

H
J

v
m
).k ds)rTv

n
T n

+ T
sz

(E
m

xH*+E*x - T *. vnm

(6.333)

).t ds = ov*
nn m

where the sign of the integral over S, arises from the fact that the

outward normal on this surface i" -þ'

For the *th for*"r¿ 1+x) propagating normal mode the fields 
'-i I x

(:r, 
5, :r, 

v ), have a spatial dependence of e 
u t rtt 

' rt is clear'

from an examination of equation (6.333), that the integral over S,

dependsonl-yonxr,andtheíntegtaLoversrdependsonlyonx'Since

x, and x2can be chosen arbittatíly, it is necessary for each surface
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integral to be identical1-y zexo, except when P Prr*, in which case

mn

m

m

v ).t ¿s
n

the integrals are independent of x, and x, and cancel on substraction.

Thus for propagating normal modes, (i.e. F real),

/,
(E xH*+E* xH

_m
T. v* T x. v ).k dS = 0

0
ßt/m

m n n
P

n
F

*r*-T*nn
=

SO being an arbitrary waveguide cross-section.

accornodat-es the situation in which P^ = - Bn,

same, but oppositel-y travelling, modes. When F* = Frr, t and n are

the same waveguide mode traveJ-ling in the same direction and

).t ¿s = 4P(E

B ß.334)tn

The above rei-ationsh:ip

i.e. rn and n are the

m

6ln
(6.s3s)

T
n

H
n

X

T
m

xI{*+E*xH
-n ^p ^ItT n

o

Pm

where

P = + Real Part (E
/,

x x (6.336)
n

o

Providing that a1,l fielcl variabl-es are peak r¡a1ues, P can be interpreted

as the total pol\rer cafried along the waveguide axis by norrnal mode n

(103), (106) , (116).

Combining the resul.ts of equations 6.334) and (6.335) yields the

desired orthogonal-ity condition;

L
=Q I / B/m / n

6.337)
= 4P Fr = É"

Other workers (72), (106), (108) have derived this, or an almost identi-

cal, orthogonaLíty xeLation for the norrnal modes of an electroacoustic

waveguide. Equation (6.337) expresses the mode orthogonality condition

(e xH* + Ex xHmnnm-
-T n v * - T x.

n n
v dS) k

m

0
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in the precise manner required in section 6.4 to deduce the amplitude

of a nornal rnode excited by a known distribution of sources.

6.34 Derivat'ion of a Simplified Orthogonal-ity Condition.

Although the relationships to be derived under this heading are

not needed in the main analysis, they are essential to an understanding

of the overall application of nicrowave analytical rnethods to studies

of electroacoustic interaction systerns. They are vital, as we1L, to

the secondary ain of this chapter, nanely to relate the results obtained

in this present treatnent to those of other researchers in this field.

The procedure is to employ the techniques developed by Co11in (103)

in the purely electromagnetic situation to sirnplify the orthogonality

equation G.337). Through the notation introduced in section 6.1,

the fields of forward propagating norrnal piezoelectric waveguide mode

m can be expanded into transverse and longitudinal components:-
-i B x

E = (e. + e )e-'m:j".å
-i I x

H = (h + h ) . "'*

-fr -tt ^Tt

"-j 
Pr* G -34L)

ntx
ã efll _ fll

-j
v=
^,n

A corresponding

Substitution of

that

e

*"t *ht
-n 

ælfl

expansion exists for the ,r*h fo.*urd propagating node

the expanded field forms for both modes m and n shows

(tt
rym

+v)
x_m

x

x
-n

xF

/,
ll0 Ic

)K
e xht t

m Èn

x-t t tt -t * v dS=O

*f-

þ^t þn

x) vk tt
ry lll

.vt x
-m

x
¡ lll

ßtn
- fl -m

=4P ts

(6.342)
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This'reduced expression results from the fact t1nat all other vector

product térns in components of I and, H are normal to þ, thus vanishing

on formatíon of the scalar prod.uct, while all other nixed products of

the transverse and longitudinal components of J and u nust be zero.

An equally valid substitution into the orthogonality equation

G.337) iè a forward (+x) travelling normal rnode m, whose field expan-

sion is provided once again by equation ( 6.34L), afid a reverse (-x)

travelling norrnal mode n, whose field expansion is

(e
j P,'"

e)
n t xdn

G.343)
( -rr + )

n
n tPn

(-t )e
j Þ,,"

T
n t tx

-n
iBx

v = (v v ) "''tntx -n

A comparison of equations (6.34I) and (6.343) reveals that the trans-

verse components of acoustic stress ancl magnetic field, and the longi-

tudinal components of acoustic velocity and electric field change sign

when the direction of propagation is reversed (103) , (114). That these

phase relationships pertain for plane volume (longitudinal ancl shear)

and surface acoustic waves, at least in isotropic media, has been

verified (t].z). Inserting the fiel-d expansions of equation (6.34L)

for rnode m, and of equation rc3ß) for mode n, into the orthogonality

relation (6.337) provides

eE

H

n

xpj
hx e

n

+k
n
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rc 346)

Note that because rnodes m and n afe now propagating in opposite direc-

tions, the situation wherein P,n = p' cannot be cons,idered in relation

to the above integral.

Subtracting the integrands of equations G.342) and ( 6.344) leads

to the simpler orthogonal-ity condition

(e xh )F ).t - t *
t t t vt

rylll
-t .v

(6.34s)

for the normal modes of a píezoelectric waveguide. Omitting purely

acoustic terrns, equation (6.345) becomes

-m dn

m

* na *).t ¿s = o
-n

-t v

I,'3 p BlîIn

which is the usual relation expressing the orthogonality of the power

carried by two non-degenerate norrnal propagating modes of an electro-

magnetic waveguide (i-03). Considering only the acoustic fiel-d terms

the same equation shows that

* * B/n (6 .347 )(-t t "J x
-m

)dS=O p /
n

xPfl

which is the orthogonality relation quoted, without proof, by Oliner

et a7. (L14). But equation (6.347) is not a corresponding statement

of power orthogonal-ity for two non-degenerate acoustic modes; however,

by invokirLg an assumption of eLastic isotropy, this expression can be

processed further to produce such a result. Bertoni (l-11) proves the
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powero orthogonality of surface acoustic waves directly fron the original

orthogonality condition G.337) .

A final comment relates to the construction of equivalent circuits

for N-port electroacoustic interaction systems (1tz), (113). The

field expansions of equations (6.34I) and G.343) for forward and

feverse propagatíng modes would seem to suggest a foinulation in which

voltage represents electric fie1d, at an electromagnetic port, and

velocity at an acoustic port. For this convention, an impedance

interpretation GtÐ, (113) of the reciprocity integrals determines an

expression of the forn

(6.348)-Z
J1

The more common reciprocity relation
(6.34e)

results from a choice of equivalent voltage to represent st::ess at an

acoustic port and, as usua1, electric fiel-d at an electromagnetic port.

6 "4 An Expression for the Amplitude of a Normal Piezoelectric Wavesuide

2..
J1

2..
1J

2..
aJ

Mode Excited bv a Known Source Distributron

This section exploits the reciprocity re1-ation, equation (6.201),

and the orthogonal-ity condition, equation (6.337), to determine an

expression for the amplitude of th" ,rth normal piezoelectric waveguide

mode launched by a known distribution of current and body force density

soufces.

6.41- A Uniform Piezoele ctric Waveeuide Containing Sources.

The propagation structure under consideration is once again the

uniform piezoelectric waveguide illustrated in Figure 6'1. Detail-s of

the normal propagation modes of this guide, in the absence of any soufces,
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aÍe assumed knovm. Suppose now that sources of electroacoustic fiel-ds,

in the forn of an electric current density, !,, and an acoustic body

force density, F, are introduced into a limited region of the waveguide'

as sketched in Figure 6.2. The problem is to calculate expressions

for the resulting fields, at least for those sections of the waveguide

sufficiently far from the sources for the fields to.be expanded as a

linear superposition of normal propagating modes. One important

concept in t-his derivation is drawn from electromagnetic theory (103)

and provicles that in the vicinity of reference planes 1 and 2 a cornplete

solution for the fields of the perturbed waveguide can be obtained as

an infinite surn of propagating and non-propagating normal rnodes.

If careful attention is paid to the location of the reference

planes and to the methods of waveguide termination, this analyticaL

process can be simplified considetabLy. Outwardly exponentially

growing modes can be rejected from the solution on the basis that the

guide terminations cannot produce suitable sources to sustaiu thtrrlt.

pLacitng the reference planes at a sufficiently large distance from the

sources ensures that the amplitudes of outwardly exponentiaLLy decaying

nodes are negligible. Furtherrnore the inwardly ptopagating modes,

shown dotted ín Fígure 6.2, can be el-iminated on the assumption that

the waveguide is so terrninated as to a1low no reflection for any of

the outwardl-y propagating modes. Thus at reference planes ! and 2

only outwardLy propagating normal modes remain; representative members

are labelled as lti 
-,5¡. , T¡-, Ii ) and (!r*, lr*,tr*, .'r*) in

Figure 6.2. Explicitly .uf.lfuUle e>çressions for the amplitudes, Ci

+
and c.-, of these modes are sought in the following section.

6.42 Derívation of the Coupl ed Normal Mode AnPlitude.
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.Once more the derivation stems from the cornplex reciprocity relati.on

of equation (6 .2OL). Field solution rtirr is that excited by a known

distribution of sources , J í, of current density , and lr, of acoustic

body force density. On it" ott"t hand field solution "j" is chosen

to be -a specific waveguide normal mode - in partícuLar , the nth

forward. ptopagating rnode, (ur*, 
"r*, 

,r*, tr*), where the superscript

+ denotes a wave travelling-lt ti" **-ort"Lrorr. This means that

99

J. = F. = Q

-J -J
and the reciprocity reLation simplifies to

ó
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As noted in section 6.33, the perfectly-conducting, stress-free bound-

aries al1ow no contribution to the surface integral from the waveguide

wa11s, so that equation G.422) can be re-expressed as
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n

Section 6.47 d.etails the method whereby the fields radiated. Ly

sources J. and F . can be expanded as an infinite sum of outwardly
11

propagating rnocles; i.e. of reverse (-x) travelling modes in the region

to the left of S as shown in Figure 6.2, and of forward (+x) travelling
1'

modes in the region to the right of Sr. Hence
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Here positive node numbers are assigned to modes propagating across

S, in the +x direction, and negative mode numbers to modes propagating

across S, in the negative x direction. Substitution of these normal

mode expansions into equation (ó.4n) determines that
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The nornal rnode orthogonality condition, equation (6.337), can be

applied to this relationship to show that all contributions to the

integral over S, are zero, and that the only non-zero contribution to
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the j-ntegral over S, occurs when n and n are the same mode.

frorn equation (6 .426), emerges the,following expression for the am

tude, Crr+, of the nth forward propagating waveguide mode;

-,1 +*T +*T
F.

1
)¿v G.427)

4P n

where P is, as defined by equation ( 6.336), the total power carried by

forward travelling rnode n, and aLL fiel-d quantities are peak values.

By choosing mode n to be the field of the reverse propagating normal

mode and repeating the foregoing analytical- procedures, the amplitude,

cr, , of the ,rth (-x) travelling waveguide mode is determined to be

-xT -xT (6.428)

+
c
n

c
n

v
n

+(-E J.
1T
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n

+J
a

vn
F. )dv
-L

Equations G.427 ) and (6.428) are the required expressions for the

amplitudes of norrnal piezoelectric waveguide rnodes launched by a known

distribution of sources, J, and FO. Similar, and closely re1-ated,

formul-ations of the same results have been publ-ished by Auld and Kino

(72), (106), (1-OB) and , for the specific case of piezoelectric surface

tvaves, by Bertoni (111). But the treatment presented above leads to

results which, as will- be discovered in Chapter VII, can be applied

more directly to an analysis of the rnicrosonic crossbar coupler (L72),

(113).
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CHAPTER VII

THE APPLICMION OF MICROI^IAVE METHODS TO ATI ANALYSIS

OF THE SURFACE ACOUSTTC WAVE CROSSBAR COUPLER.

7.0 Introduction.

In this and the following chapter, the anaLytícal techniques

described previously in the context of an electroacoustic waveguide

are re-examined and modified to permit their application to studies of

propagation and interaction on a surface. This prepares the way for

a theoretical investigation of the surface wave crossbar directional

coupler, which culminates in the analytical predictions of device

performance contained in Chapter IX.

Figure 7.1 iLlustrates the general surface coupling configuration

upon which attention is currently focussed. A launching transducer,

T , radiates an essentially uniform-width surface acoustic wave towards
p'

a perturbed area of the substrate surface. At this stage the inter-

action is not restricted to one due to periodic mass-loading of the

propagation surface; this constraint is introduced in the next chapter,

when the investigation is oriented rnore specifical-1y towards analysis

of the crossbar coupl-er. The shaded region of Figure 7.1 represents

some general non-uniformity on the free surface, (perhaps due to surface

roughness, material- overlays, or other changes in the surface properties

of the substrate), which causes scattering of an incident surface wave.

Because, as is discussed in more detail in Chapter VIII, the caLcuLa-

tions rest upon a first order perturbation treatment, the interaction

region is assumed to have only a srnal1 effect upon a propagating surface

t{ave. Hence most of the acoustic energy launched by transducer TO is

transmitted directly to the receiving transducer, Tq, but some is
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The general surface acoustic wave coupling

configuration.
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scattered in all other directions. The question which the rest of

thiS chapter seeks to answer is, "Hovf much energy is scattered at a

general angle I , and is detected by transducer Tr?"

Chapter V describes the fabrication of the experimental crossbar

couplers on an AT cut quartz crystal. This substrate material is only

weakly piezoelectric and for present purposes can be replaced, in the

analysis , by a non-piezoelectric medium possessing the sane elastic

properties. Thus in this investigation of surface scattering E andfl

fields are omitted and only the acoustic fields , T and v are retained,

Both the practíca! and anaLytical results presented in section 1O.3

support the val-idity and accuîacy of this simplification.

Although the configuration of Figure 7.1- leads to the coupling of

propagatíng modes on an interaction surface , a ca1-cvlation by scattering

to a set of normal modes is still- possibl-e. But the absence of a

uniform cross-Section waveguide a11ows the normal mode system on the

surface to assume a different structure from the discrete norrnal mode

set encountered previously. The first important task to be under-

t-aken, therefore, is to separately establ-ish the mode orthogonality

conditions relevant to the surface situation. This step is made

nathematically more tractable by the introduction of axtífícial- periodic

boundary conditions (112), (1-13). Once the desired mode orthogonality

relation has been obtained, a calculation of the amplitudes of the

normal rnodes scattered by the surface perturbation proceeds by a method

cornpletely paraLl.el to that used in Chapter VI.

Clearly the determination of the amplitudes of artificiaL normal

modes is not of practical interest. Quantities actually recorded in

experiments are the ratios of the signal amplitucles Launched at a trans-
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mitting transducer anð. detected at each receiving transducer:. The

second significant task is to show how the very ¡nany normal modes of

surface propagation relate to the transducer input and output. This

problem is facilitated by incorporating a scattering matrix notation

into the analysis; in so doing a convenient description of transducer

properties and, in particular, of the relationships between their

terrninal voltages and the (artifíci'al) normal mode fields which they

excite, is provided.

7.1 The Nor mal Modes of an Acoustic Propagation Surface.

On the free surface a continuum of norrnal ¡nodes ' ptopagating in

all directions, displaces the d.iscr'ete normal mode set of a uniform

waveguide.

7. 11 Periodic Boundarv Conditions.

An artificial assurnption, conmon in quantum mechanical contexts

(112), (118), of periodic boundary conditions is necessary to introduce

the concept, essential to this style of analysis, of discrete normal

nodes. Specificatl-y this assumption is that the entire system of

substrate, transducers and scattering region has, as depicted in Figtre

7.2, spatial periodicity of Large periodic distance, L, in two dimensions.

T\,r¡o useful effects result from this procedure. Firstly the normal

rnodes on the surface are forced to have wave vector components ' ín the

plane of ttre free surface and resolved para11e1 to the periodic

boundaries, which are integral multiples of 2't1/L Gt7), (118). This

ens.ures that the normal modes form a discrete set and that an orthogon-

aLity relation between'different modes can be derived in terms of a

perirneter integral. Secondly the finite nature of this perirneter

integral promises that the normaL rnode amplitudes can be properl-y
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Fígure 7.2
Periodic boundary conclitions in the surface scattering problem
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normaiised if so desíred. Although the introduction of periodic

boundary conditions is a clear departure from the experimental device,

it will be observed that the distance L cancels from all subsequent

evaluations of quantities of interest. For such quantities it is

asserted that this attificíal procedure nevertheless affords a

sufficiently accurate description of the experiment'

7.2 Transducer Scatterins Matrix Notation

Todeterminethewayinwhichtheverymanypossiblesurface

normal modes couple to the transducer input and output, the viewpoint

ofFígureT.3isadopted.Forsimplicitytheoutputtransduceris

assumed. to be a lossless, unidirectional IDT (71), (119) - QZt) and

the periodic boundaries afe so oriented that the normal modes of the

periodic boundary conclition can be classifl.ed lnalf as input modes to,

and' na::fasoutputmodesfrom,thattransducer.Thisintroducesthe

rnul_ti-port repf esentation of a transducer shown in Frgure 7.4' The

behaviour of such a component can be characterised by the scattering

matrix p, where

S
o0

S

S

S

oj

-j0S
d

0-n

Here the input transducer modes, which from Figuxe 7 .3 can be seen to

have positive wave vector components, [3*, along the x coordinate axis '

are assigned positive mode numbers , j ' The output modes ' which have

negativexWavevectorcomponents,areorderedinthesamefashion,but

are assigned negative mode numbers, -J' There is' of course' a one-
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to-ope cofrespondence between each input rnode, i, and the companion

output node, -i, which is obtainecl.by reversing the wave vector of the

input mode. In this scattering matrix forrnul-ation the index zero

refers, as indicated in Figute 7 .4, to the electrical port, wherein

both input and output acoustic modes exist.

ït is convenient, in equivalent circuit representations of the

surface acoustic wave IDT, to normalise all the equivalent voltages

and currents in the ports so that the power carried by each rnode is

k I C I 2 
whete C is the amplitude of the tth ,rotn'ul- mode, and k is a

nn
constant applying to al-1 rnodes. By this norrnalisation process the

equivalent characteristic impedances at each port are set equal to

unity, so that the transducer scattering matrix exhibits the usual

symmetry,

s-¡-o = tot

about tlre principa1 ó"íagonal. The orthogonaLity reLation devel.oped r-n

the foll-owíng section preserves the consistettcy of characteristic

impedance between the acoustic ports , and. a suitable selection of

scaLe for the impedance of the electrical port makes certain tha'L- the

power normalisation is rnaintained"

7.3 Derivation of an Orth oeonalitv Relation for the Surface Norrnal Modes.

As in the electroacoustic waveguide anaLysis, the derivation of

an orthogonality relation proceeds from the complex reciprocity relation,

equation (6.zOL), in which fieLd solutions "i" andrtjrrare replaced by

normal- (source-free) surface modes m and n; i.e.,

f, (-r )Í **v-r dS
m n n

^t
d

) 0 (7.301)
m

Figure 7.3 shows that the surface of integration consists of the surface
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SO, which comprises four cross-sectional planes directed into the

material and passing through the periodic boundary perirneter, (normal

to the subst¡ate surface), together with closing surfaces formed by

the propagation surface and a paralle1 plane deep in the material-

The stress-free nature of the propagatíon surface means that this

does not contribute to the integral of equation (7.301). Sirnilarly

because the propagating modes, in this situation, are surface waves

the integral over tlne paxa]'1el closing surface can be made zexo by

choosing a plane at a sufficient depth. Thus the above relationship

reduces to

*
T

( -Tvmn
æ

T*. v ).¿s
m

o Q.302)
n

0

But this expression, as it stands, cannot be used as the basis of an

orthogonality relation, since the right hand side states tþat the

surface integral is always zerot for a1-t mode combinatiotls. Ïn co¡nmon

with the electroacoustic waveguide study, an integral- is sought over

the partial perimeter surfaces S, and S' as defined in Figure 7 .3,

such tlrat the result is zero for different modes, but is non-zero when

the fields are derived from the same mode.

The integral to be examined is

(-r . t * TX
n

).¿s
L

(7.303)
n

Altogether three separate combinations of wave vector pairs for modes

m and n must be dealt with; these are treated as individual cases below.

Case L: Modes m and n are the same mode, propagating

in the same direction. (i.e. m=n and p*= prr)

v
m,>T,

Vlhen modes m and n are identicall-y the same mode, the integrand
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of the expression (7.303) has no nett spatial variation, which

leads to the result that

T,
).¿s

1

where the positive sign is chosen for waves propagating with a

positive x wave vector component. Here, âs.in the eLectro-

acoustic waveguide analysis, P can be interpreted as the total

acoustic power carriecl norrnal to S, by a unit amplitude, (Crr=l ),
thn normal surface rnode provided that the stress fields, T,

and velocity fields, J, are peak value quantities.

Case 2: Modes m and n differ in both wave vector

components, (resolved para11e1 to the per:iodic

boundaries), by non-zero nrultiples of 2Tf /L.

Observe, from Figure 7.3, that the integral over surface S,

can be spl-it into two separate contributions, namely those over

planes Su and SO, which pass through adjacent sides of the

periodicity square. Because both components of the wave vectors

of modes m and n djffer by non-zero mu1-tiples of 2n/¡-, the

structure of the integrand of expression (7.303) forces the

integrals over Su and SO to each be zero. Hence, for the

conditions of case 2, wlnich includes the possibil-ity that modes

m and n may be the same, but oppositel-y propagating, normal

surface mode,

)r
0

mln
(7 .30s )(-T . .r, *

mn T
n

v ).¿s.m -I

Case 3: Modes m and n differ in only one wave vector

component, (resolved para1.7e1 to the periodic

(-T .rr* - T*..,-mnnm
NÈd

+
-4P

m=n

Q.304)

t,
1
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boundaries), by a non-zero rnultiple of 2'll/l-.

Restricting consideration to surface acoustic h¡aves travelling on

isotropic materials, this case can arise only in the circumstances

described by Figure 7.5. One pair of wave vector components, narnely

those that d.iffer by n2'ft /L, (n / 0), are of egual magnitude, but are

oppositely directed. on the p]-ane paratLeT to these components,

designated Sb,the structure of the integrand of (7.303) is sufficient

to guarantee that the contribution to the integral over s, from So is

zero. Elastic isotropy reguires that lF*l = lp,rl , so that the other

wave vectof component pair, resolved para11e1 to Su, must be of equal

magnitude and similaxLy directed. Therefore the integrand of expres-

sion (7.303) displ-ays no nett spatial vartation on the surface Su and

must be examined carefuLTy in order to derive the necessary orthogon-

al-ity relation. The detailed analysis of Appenclix III furnishes the

desirecl resul-t that the integral over Su is also zero, which completes

the proof that

T
1

mn fl
(-T.rr* -T )k ).afr = Q nln (7 .306 )

m

for this finaL mode wave vector combination'

The surface normal- mode orthogonality relation, obtained by combi-ning

the studies of cases 1, 2 and 3 above, is;

T, (-T.v* -T'tÉ.v).dS. = !4p m=n Q.3O7)-mn_nJNL
É d = o mln

as has been noted already, the positive sign is chosen for trans-

input modes. A further relationship, involving an integral over

where,

ducer

S, (refer Figure 7.3) may be deduced frorn equation (7.3O2), which expÍesses

the fact that the integral over the total perimeter surface of the

periodic boundary is zero, and equation Q.3O7). This second result is
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z

S
a

Figure 7.5

I,rlave vectors of normal surface modes in orthogonality derivations.

case 3: Modes n and n differ in only one lvave vector component

bY a non-zero nultiPle of Zrf/L
(Isotropic medium assumed).

x

S¡
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r/ (-T . v '* - T #. v ).ds^ = !+p n=n (7.30s)
o | - rn- n n m -¿)^Èá

"2,=Onfn

where now the positive sign applies to transducer output nodes.

A comparison of equations G.337) and Q.SOZ) shows the similar

form taken by the normal mode orthogonality conditions in both an

electroacoustic waveguide anð. an acoustic surface situation.

7.4 An Expression for the Am olitude of a Norrna 1 Surface Mode Excited

by a Known Source Distribution.

In keeping lvith the corresponcling segment of the waveguide analysís,

section 6.4, this calcul-ation starts from the complex reciprocity

relation, equation (6.zOL), in which fields 
IO 

utd v. are those excited

by the acoustic body force density soufce, Fi, and field solution "j"

is replaced by normal- mode n (n positive or negat-ive)'

Hence equation (6.201) rnay be written as

f,
* x )rT

( -T.
_L

v
n

V.
J

T
*n

) ndS (v F. )dv Q .4oL)
_1

where v is the vol-ume enclosed by surface S' as defined in Figure 7'3,

ancl the source, Fi, is contained within this volume of the subst-rate.

The argum"nt ¿"tlfoped in the preceding section allolvs no contribution

to the surface integraL of equation (7.401-) from either the upper of

lower closing surface, so that this relationship becornes

f (-r.. vx - rx. v.).ds = [ crrjt. F,)dv (7.4o2)
/.s ' ;i' ^F oî -í. J" *n -1"o

in which SO is, as establ-ished in Figure 7.3, the perineter surface of

the periodic boundary.

Adhering to the anaLytical- approach used in the electroacoustic

waveguide study, and reintroduced in the derivation of the surface
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nor¡n?1 mode orthogonality relation, the integral over SO nay be

separated into integrals over the regions S, and S, (refer Figure 7 .3).

Recall, too, frorn section 6.42, that it is necessary to adopt separate

expansions for the excited fields, in terms of normal mode amplitude

coefficients, on these two surfaces. Thus put

c

onS ( 7.403 )
1

and

T.
1_ m

n1
cv

tr
m=1

r
n=1

Lm=-I

T
m

N

v
m

T
m

v
m

m

n

c

c

T.
t-

v.
_L

-oê onS
2

wherein the spatiaT variation, with respect to x and z, of the normal-
iÉ 'r

mode n is as e" /*n

Continuing the now well-known procedure (103), (LL27, (113), an

expression for the coupled normal mode amplitude coefficients can be

obtained by substituting from equations (7.4O3) and (7.4O4) into the

integral- relation (7.4O2) , and by using the orthogonalíty conditions

Q.ZOZ) and (7.308) to simplify the integrands. The result, which is

true for both positive and negative mode numbers, is

Q.404)

Q.40s)C ( *T
vn

F.
L

)¿v
n

Here P retains the interpretation establ-ished in relation to equation

(7.304).

A comparison of equations (6 '427 ) and (7 '4o5 ) emphasises the

similarities between the coupled mode amplitude expressions in the
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acoustic waveguide and surface interaction contexts.

7.5 Determina tion of the Output from the Detection Transducer.

To show how the very many normal- surface rnodes, scattered from an

interaction region, relate to the signal output in the electrical port

of a detection transducer, the scattering matrix formalism introduced

in section 7.2 is ernployed. Through this approach the output signal,

out '
from the transducer can be determined to be

oo

c (7. s01 )
out

the sum being over all input modes to the transducer. Expressions

for the amplitudes (Crr, fl=1 ,2,... oo ) of the coupled normal modes

are avail-ab1e frorn equat-ion Q .4O5) , so' that

1
læ-

Là-t to,, t'Jt

(7.s03)

c

n
ScL

n=L
0n

c F.
LI dv (7.soz)

out 4P v

In orcler to proceecl further advantage is taken of the property of

forrvard and reverse propagatíng surface acoustic waves, of mode numbers

n and -n, l:espectively, (and of the same frequency), namely that

v
n

*=-V
_-n

When the wave r"notion is in isotropic media, this result is evident from

the very nature of the Rayleigh wave particl-e clisplacements z- 2 dímen-

sional, confined to the sagtttal p1-ane and describing a retrograde

ell_ipse at the free surface, as detailed in section 3.1-5. If the

substrate is anisotropic, the same velocity field reLation obtains,

but the proof is more difficul-t. Because an iterative computerised

calculation is required to analyse anisotropic surface acoustic wave

propagation (67), (78), Qg), (refer sections 3.25,3.35) it is conven-

ient to al-l-ow the machine to verify the above re1-ationship. Appendix I
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provides a specific example of the surface wave displacement coefficients

and decay constants for forward and reverse travelling waves in an

anisotropic material; from these results it is clear that equation

(Z.SOS) is sti11 valid.

This enables the expression (7.502) to be modified to show that

1
S v T dv (7. s04)cout 4P -n0 -n

oOI
n=1

where the syrnmetry property'of the scattering matrix has been uti-Lízed

a1so. It is now possible to interpret the inner-bracketed term of

equation (7.5O4) as the actuaT velocity fiel-d of a unit amplitude,

(C = 1), acoustic wave radiatecl towards the scattering region by a
n

power P signal applied to the detection transducer. In view of the

experimental. device design described in section 5.1-, in which aLL

transducers operate in the near field region, it is reasonabl-e to assurne,

in the pr:esent approximation, tlnat an IDT of aperture W launches,

towards the scattering region, a uniform, but limited-width, surface

acoustic tvave. I-Ie¡ce the fiel-d amplitudes within the square brackets

can be evaluated so as to ensure that power P is carried

Because interest centres on calculating the fraction of the

incident energy scattered in a partícular direction, the further assump-

tion, namely that the perturbed ar:ea of the substrate surface is il-1umin-

ated by another Limited-width surface wave signal- of power P, is appro-

priate. This determines c1ear1-y definecl amplitudes for the body force

densities, F, r induced by the incident wave interacting with the surface
' 7-'

perturUatioi. The properties of the symmetric scattering matrix

establish that the output power at tle detection transducer is llCorral 2,

so that the ratio of output to incident polver is
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U"
where v_ is the velocity field of the power P signal launched fron the

_s

detection transducer towards the scattering region, and 
lO 

t" the body

force density created at the scattering region by an incident wave of

power P.

Now this resul-t can be related to the general "u.fu"" scattering

situation illustrated in Figure 7.1. The ratio of the output signal

amplitude (rneasured at transducer Tr) to ttre input signal arnplitude

(applied to transducer TO) is

Scattered Amplitude d"]
(7.sos)

Incident Anplitude

Here v,- is the velocity field of the uniforn, but limited-width surfacer
wave which propagates from the receiving transducer, Tf, tonrards the

scattering region, a power P. FO is the acoustic body force density

created by the ínteraction of an identical- surface wave, launched from

transducel T., with the perturbed area of the propagatíon surface. In
p'

applying the formula of equation (7.505) it is important to note that

the phasot" b and FO are the usual peak value quantities.

Equation (7.50;) forms the basis for the theoretical predictions

of surface acoustic rüave crossbar coupler perfornance presented in

Chapters IX and X.

v ."]F.
1

2 2

/'un

t
4P

vx D
F
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CIIAPTER VIII

THE CAICULATION OF SOURCE DISTRIBIIIIONS BY PERTURBATION THEORY

8.0 Introduction.

chapters vI and vII have described techniques for calculating the

amplitudes of norrnal modes excited by a known distribution of sources,

for interactions in an electroacoustic waveguide and on an acoustic

propagation surface. Two pre-requisites for this undertaking ale a

description of the normal (source-free) propagating modes of the system

and the availability of an explicítLy calcu1able expression for the

souÍce distributions. This chapter outlines a genetaL method for

caLcuLating the soufce distributions using a pefturbation theory' The

rnethod is of ruidespread applicability and is , in fact, the only approach

to a solution in a Large number of wide-ranging problems. Brief dis-

cussions are presented in relation to both an electronagnetic and an

acoustic propagation structure. A specífic example, formulated in the

Latter context, examines the coupl-ing interaction from two distinct vierv-

points; tlr.ese lead to two different, but equally viable, interpretations

of the perturbation expressions. The detailed caLculatLons of Chapter

fX further amplify the acoustic applications '

8.l- No tation for Field Quantities.

In order to obtain the most general results, the notation normally

resefved for descriptions of linear relations in vector spaces in

expositions of the quantum theory (1,L7) is introduced. The electric,

fnagnetic, acoustic stress and acoustic velocity fiel-ds aIe regarded

as field quantities; the values of al-l of these at aLL points of the

system und.er study form the fiel-d vector lX> Simil-arly, the sotrrces

of el-ectromagnetic and acoustic fields, i.e. the current density and the
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nechanícal body force density, at aLL points , ate combined into the

single nulti-dinensional vector lZ> . The linearity of the field

equations allows the assertion that the source vector is derivable from

the field vector through a relationship of the form

lZ> = BIX) (8.101)

where B is a linear operator depending in detail upon the boundaries of

the system and upon the properties of the nediurn at aLI points of space.

The Perturbation Expansion

The imrnediate aim is to derive relations, which are corfect to

first order, between the new fields and sources which ate created when

the boundaries or the materlaL properties are subject to some srnall

perturbation. An unperturbed operator, BO, perturbing operatol, 81,

and perturbed operator, B, can be defined such that

B = B0 + lB, (3.201)

and the perturbation is sma11 when I tends to zeto. Follolving the

usual perturbation theory approach (117), it is assumed that both the

perturbed fiel-d, lX) , and the perturbed source, lZ> , can be expressed

series in À; vLz,as a power

lx>

lz>

= lxo) + llxr)
^2 

ßr)+

+

+ (8.202)

(8.203)- lzo) + Xlz/ tr2 nl +-

Here l*Ot and. lr', are the unperturbed fields and sources, while

l"rt and lrl are the first order perturbation corrections. These

expansions can be substituted into equation (8.1-01-) to show, after the

collection of like powers in À, that

Lot = Bo I*0, (8.204)
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. ) lz¡ = À u, l*0, * Bo ì lxr> ( 8.20s )

Term a Term b

Eguation (A.ZOS) is the desired "r.pr"".l-on 
for the additional sources

introduced by perturbing the propagatíon structure.

8.3 Derivation and Interpretation of Express ions for the Sources in terms

of the Perturbation Expansion.

The interpretation of equation (B .2O5), and its application to the

search for expl-icitl-y caLcuLabLe expressions for the sources of a

perturbed system are illusttated now in both an el-ectromagnetic and an

acoustic context.

8.31- Sources in a Perturbed El-ectromagne tic Prooasation Structure.

A suitable exarnple is afforded by the el-ectromagnetic waveguide

into the cross-section of whj.ch is placed a rod of conductivity, Ú '

Sources of electronagnetic fields are the conduction current density,

J, and the charge density, q. For a.c. fiel-ds the time-varying com-

ponent of charge density is not independent of j, uut the two quantities

are related through the continuity equation

y.J + (lq,zàt) = o (8'311)

Currents flowing in the conducting rod provide additional sources, the

distribution of which is described by equation (8.205), for the excita-

tion of electroma gnetic fiel-ds. A more detailed exanination of equa-

tion ( B.2OS) is needed to determine the meaning of each of the terms a

and b on the right hand side, how they can be evaluated, and which of

thern contribute to the coupling integrals by which one caLculates the

anplitudes of the normal- modes excited.

Term a is the result of the perturbation, À81, acting upon the

unperturbed field, lxo) . These two quantities are known - indeed
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they.are assuned known in the staternent of the problem - so this tern

can be calculated readily. In the present example of a perturbed

electromagnet ic wave guide

ì81 lxo) = d lEo) (s.312)

where lE^) is the unperturbed electric field-vector. Terrn b arises
U

from the action of the unperturbed operator, BO, upon the perturbation

component, )lXr) , of the fiel-d. This Tatter component is, in general-,

unknown, so that the term eO I lXr) cannot be calculated simpl-y. But

fortunatel-y it usually makes no contribution to the coupl-ing integral,

as described by equations (6'427) and Q'4o5), for any normal node'

The vanishing of this tern in the case of a conducting rod located

rn¡ithin an electromagnetic waveguide can be demoustrated easily; the

only source curlents rvhich can flow under the unperturbed operator,BO,

are confined to the waveguide waLls tn¡here the uor¡nal rnode electric

fields a.re zero.

The preceding discussion indj.cates that the success of the per:tur-

bation treatment in the present context rests upon the fact that, of

the two source ternts on the right hancl side of equation (8.2O5), the

first provides coupling to the norrnaL modes and is explicitly ca1cu1able,

while the second, a1t-hough not explicitl-y ca1cul-abl-e, is uncoupled from

the normal- modes.

8.32 Sources on a Perturbed Acoustic Propagation Surface.

In the acoustic context attention is focussed upon the interaction

which i.s of primary interest in the study of the microsoníc crossbar

coupler. Coupl-ing between an incident and an emergent surface wave is

provided by the addition, to the propagation surface, of a tegion of

uniforrn periodic mass-1oacling. Depending upon the precise manner in
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which the surface perturbation is introduced into the analytícaL mode1,

two differ.ent interpretations of equation (8.205) are possible' These

two separate viewpoints , and tfre interpretations to which they 1ead,

are discussed as cases 1 and 2 be10w. In both instances the sources

of acoustic fields are defined to be those force densities which can-

not be expressed as the mass acceleration product of the unperturbed

medium, or alternatively, from equation G.273), as the divergence of

the unperturbed stress tensor.

Case 1. One convenient mode1, illustrated in Figure 8.1(a), takes

account of the periodic mass-loading by incorporating

atoms of a sliglnt:-y greater mass than those of the substrate

material- into regions of the stress-free propagation surface

ín a manner which correctly represents the spatial period-

icityofthedepositedoverlayintheactuaLdevice.

using this modeL, and the above definition of acoustic

sources, it is obvious that no additional sources are

created by the mass-loading; indeed none ale present in

the problem, The perturbatr'-on equation (S.205) therefore

becomes

o - ÀBr lxo) * Bollxr) (8.32L)

Although, as in the electromagnetic example, term a is

explicitly caLculable and t-erm b is not, equation (8.32L)

can be rearranged as

) lz ) - -B^ ) lx.) ß.322)''-e' U l-

rvhere )lz") = )u, lxo) (8'323)

in which form a suitable interpretation can be made.
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(a) Periodic surface mass-loading accounted for by

appropriate introduction of atoms of greater

nass into the substrate surface.

Stress-free Propagation
\ Surface

Periodic Surface Mass Loading Region \.
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-) 
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coustic Wave

v

w(f, x rz.)c ijkl,

x

Wave
Surface Acoustic

(b) Periodic surface mass-loading accounted for by

an externaL systern of levers which applies an

appropriate periodic stress distribution to the

propagation surface.

Figure 8.1

Analytical models of the periodic surface mass-loading used

to interpret perturbation expressions for the sources.

v
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The right hand side of equation (8.322) results from

the action of the perturbed field upon the unperturbed

boundary. Thus equations G.322) and (8.323) lea¿ to the

conclusion that the pèrturbed fields launched by the

scattering rnechanism can be considered as having been

excited by an actual source distribution, Àl z") , applied

to the unperturbed boundary. In this way the effect of

the surface perturbation can be replaced by that of an

equivalent source distribution, Àl z") , which acts on the

unperturbed system and which is exp1icitl-y calculable

through equation ( 8.323 ) .

Figure S.l- (b) shows an alternative'analytical model in

which a system of external J-evers, the ends of which are

bonded to the substrate surface, creates, on that surface,

a stress pattern identical to that resulting frorn the

interaction of an incident surface $Iave and the periodic

mass-loading. The function rvþ , .rjOr- , x, z), (which is

a function not on1-y of position on the xz ptopagation

surface, but al-so of the mass density , P , and the elastic

constants, .rjnr, of the overlay) is used to describe the

spatial- and materia1 property dependences of the mass-

loading interaction, and hence also of the acoustic stress

pattern on the model surface.

An interpretation of the source equation (8.205), as it

applies in this situation, is now sought. Once again term

a is explicitly ca1cu1able, and can be written in the form
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tl
Àn, lxo) = w(p, .i.¡rr, x, z) ft lvo) (8.324)

where lvO) is the unperturbed surface acoustic wave

velocity evaluated at the free surface, y = O. Term b

must be zero because under the unperturbed operator, BO,

the propagation surface is stress-free for aLt fields;

thus

Bo)lxl) = o (s.32s)

The utility of this treatment rests upon the fact that

of the two source terrns on the xight hand side of equation

(8.205) the first provides coupling to the norrnal modes,

and is expl_icitl-y caLcu],able, whil-e the second, individual

components of rvhic]¡ axe unknown, makes no contribution to

the coupled fields.

8.4 Additional, and Equi.valen t Source Distributions.

Tlre studies of sections 8.31- and 8.32 iLLustrate the trnro different

situations in which changing the propagation conditions within a system

can be viewed either as an additional-source or as a source-free pertur-

bation. An important result, common to all three interpretations

discussed previously, is that the on1-y source distribution, either

additional or equivalent, coupling to the normal modes through the

interaction integral is

)l zr) = tre, lxo) (8.401)

It ís cLear, from the exarnple in section 8.32, that the precise form of

the )n, depend,s upon the manner in which the perturbation is incorpor-

ated into the anaLytical model. Because the elements of ) n, I XO)

are explicitly calcu1ab1e, the above expression provides a result which
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can be used directly in equations G.427), (2.4O5) and (7.505) to

determine the amplitudes of the normal modes excited by this source

di str ibut ion.

In section 9.2 the sources described by equation (8.401) are derived

in detail for the particular perturbation caused by the addition of

periodic mass-loading to a surface acoustic wave propagation surface.

Latex sections of Chapter fX utilize these expressions for the sources

to calculate the amplitudes of the normal modes which they launch.

The viewpoint of section 8.32, case 2, is adopted in all of these sub-

sequent calculations. As is ernphasised by equation (8.324), and as

will become apparent in section 9.2, this approach allows consideration

not only of the predominant effect due to the rnass of the perturbing

1ayer, but also of the Less significant effect due to the "elastic

stiffness" of the overlay material.
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CHAPTER IX

A DETERMINATION OF THE THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF TIIE SI.JRFACE

ACOUSTIC WAVE CR.OSSBAR COUPLER.

9.0 Introduction.

By drawing directl-y upon the results of many of the preceding

chapters it is now possible to derive detailed and explicitly ca1cu1-

able expressions for those parameters which a1low a theoretical assess-

nent of the microsonic crossbar directional- coupler. The ultinate

goals of the following analytLcal- proceclures are to obtain descriptions

of the strength and frequency dependence of the coupled and directivity

signals.

9.1 A Procedure for Anal-vsis of Directional Coupler Performance.

Theoretical preclictions of crossbar coupler behaviour rest upon

the general coupled amplitude ratio expression of equation (7'505)'

The particul-ar scattering situation to which this result is now to be

applied is depicted in the metal overlay patterns of Figure 5.1-.

EssentLaI features of the coupler, common to both styles A and B, are

il-lustrated in Figure 9.1. The device is, of course, reciprocaT in

that a wave launched at transducer 1 is coupled to tlansducers 2 and 3 '

but not to 4, while a signal applj.ed to transducer 4 is coupled to

transducers 2 and 3, but not to 1-, etc. To avoid confusion the con-

vention is adopted, throughout this chapter , that the input signal is

launched always from transducer 1; this means that the coupled wave is

detected at transducer 3, the tiansmitted signal at transducer 2, and

the unrvanted directivity or back-scattered signal at transducer 4'

From equation (2.505) tfte coupled to incident surface wave amplitude

ratio is
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(e.101)

and the directivity to incident surface wave amplitude ratio is

D = I ["^. F, dv f , o, (e.102)
UæÞJ

All of the field varíab1es in these two expressions retain the meanings

established in section 7.5. ! 
t" the peak value of the body force

density produced by the interaction of an input surface acoustic wave,

of beam-width W and of power P radiated from transducer 1 towards the

scattering region, with the surface perturbation. The quantitiu" k
and v, are the peak acoustic ve1-ocity fiel-ds of simil-ar surface waves

+

l-aunched, again towards the interaction area2 fron transducers 3 and 4,

respectively.

Further examination of the expressions for the coupled and direct-

ivity signal amplitude ratios is warranted. Significantly the general

description of the scatterecl to j-ncident amplitude ratios, equation

(2.505), impl-ies that some energy is scattered in all directions and at

a1-i- frequencies. The crossbar coupler design procedure of section 5.1-

seLects an orientation and a periodicity for the surface mass-loading

perturbation such that of the sma11 amount of forwarcl-launched surface

hrave energy not transmitted d.irectly from transducer 1 to transducer 2,

almost all is coupled to transducer 3. In theory, onLy surface hlave

signal-s of very smal-l- amplitudes are radiated in all other directions,

the directivity signal detected at transducer 4 being a particuLat

example of these.

Detailed consideration is given, in the fol1-owing section, to the

development of a procedure which facítitates calculations of the coupled

to incident signal ampl-itude ratio, using equation (9.101). The

c
ll"u

/4Pdvu,-
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struetufes of equations (9.101) and O.LO2), which at first sight seen

essentially identical, suggest that a corÍesponding calculation procedure

for the directivity signal amplitude ratio can be deduced; this is under-

taken in section 9.L2, which al-so indicates the greater complexity of

the directivity signal analYsis.

9.11 Coup1ed Sienal Analvsis Procedure.

For a fixed incident wave direction, the coupled wave amplitude

varies with output wave vector orientation in a manner which depends

upon three factofs associated with the integxaL of equation (9'1Ol-)'

The first of these is the term 3. I'which 
depends upon the directions

taken by the input and exit waves , and upon theit anguLar separation, T '

A second factor aríses from the properties of the integral itself'

The discussion of section 8.32 indicates , ànd' the calculations of section

g.23 show in detail-, that the acoustic body force density, 
^L' 

can be

replaced, at Least for the present surface rnass-loading interaction,

by an acoustic surface force density, 
:t 

Ot, acting on the unperturbed

propagation boundarY, Y = O. This allows the volume integral of equation

(9.101-) to reduce to an integtal over tlne area, A, of the scattering

region which is i1l-uminated by both transclucers l and 3. The term

r- r iÊ.r
[ "u. {E, af)l adds an er t:'þ spatial dependence within the surface,

*r,]r"

Ê= Er.Êu+
Ê, 

o. the wave vector

transducer 1,

Ê, O" the wave vector of the signal scattered towarcls trans-

1u.", a,

B
l_p
of the input

( e.111 )

signal launched fromHere
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, þ, 
is the wave vector of the surface perturbation,

and .,g is a position vector in the plane of the surface.

It is c1ear, from Figure 5.2 and the acconpanying discussion of section
.tì

5.L2, that Ê = o and hence eJ E'.5 = L at the centre frequency. In

as much "" P, and p, are frequency dependent, this tern also describes

the frequ"r,l, t".oJrr"" of the coupled wave amplitude. These two

iB rproperties of eJ F'þ ate exploited in the ensuing caLcuLation procedure.

The third source of scattered amplitude dependence upon output

wave direction is more subtle and requires a closer study of the

expression (9.101-). C, , the coupled to incident surface lvave ampli-
0

tUde at the centre frequency, OO, can be expressed now in the form

tto =lIY"' 1' 
u') ax dz) r o"u

- (þ . 
^1 

utl A / 4wPu (9'tLz)

where the superscript "0" denotes a term evaluated at the propagation

surface, Y = O. Here also, from equation (7.3o4),

-f /o* 
near rart 

I
.*lu- Ir_lT

xJu
P dy (9.113)

j = x, y, z

is the cornponent of acoustic power f1ow, per unit bearn-width of the

scattered wave, in the direction of the coupled wave vector ( nominal-ly

assurned to be the x coordinate direction in the above expression).

w, as shorvn in Figure 9.1, is the aperture of the IDTs. The same

figure introduces the additional quantities H and L which are the half-

width and half-length, respectively, of the mass-loading grid; with

these, equation (9.LL2) can be further modified to obtain

c (^,
0

(v
J

o Fr dy) +r¡a ,/ 4 wPu
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i.e. C ='oo
In this expression

(t, F, dV) 2L A / 4eu cos I

A = A/4LH (9.11-s)

ì" un area cottectíon factot which relates the actuaL axea of the

scattering region, A, to that of a rectangle of sides 2L and 2H. As

defined in Figures 5.2 anð' 9.L, g is the angle between the incident

and perturbation wave vectors; the device configurations pictured in

Figure 5.1- set 9= 34o. Equation (5 .L24) states that the periodicity,

I , of the surface perturbation is related to the centre frequency
p'

wavel-ength, )

nent that

of the input surface wave signal, through the require-

0 (e.114)

0'

)
p

This result

= \ol z cosg

can be used in equation

= , )o (rr3o. F, dv) A

G.LL4) to determine
.J

/ zP cos" I
u

( e.116 )

(e.117)

0

where N is the number of rnass-1-oading elements in the scattering region.

l¡lhen written in this form, it is obvious that the coupled wave anplitude

ratlo is increased according to "".29, as the angle of separation,

T = 29, between input and output waves is increased. Equation (9.117)

serves not only to highl-ight the third source of scattered amplitude

dependence upon the direction of the output wave but also to present

the expression for the coupled wave amplitude ratio in a form well

suited to calculation.

The prior discussion suggests that an analysis of the magnitude

and frequency response of the coupled signal proceeds most simpLy by

following the three separate steps outlined be1ow.

c
QJ
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.1. From the perturbation approach of equation (S.401), determine

the surface force density sources created by the application

of periodic nass-loading to the propagatíon surface:- this

provides the (-1 utl factor of equation (9.LL7).

2. Use eguation (9.LL7) to calculate c-, the coupled to incident
o

surface wave amplitude ratio at the device centre frequency.

3. Separately explore the coupled signal frequency response as

described by

¡(¿^¡ ) = ll. iÊ.s 6¡¡ (e.11s)

in ruhich p is given by equation (9.111).

Note that step 2 requires, as assumed already in sectíon 5.1-, that a

single wave vectot, F r, be assigned to the periodic surface perturbation.

The coupled mode frrnãtiorr, F(c^v ), takes account of the finite extent of

the scattering region. In section 9.6 an argument justifying this

treatment, which neglects contributions from higher harmonics of the

scattering pertulbation, is presented.

o 12 Directivitv Signal Analysis ?r<¡cedure.

A comparison of equations (g.fOf) and (g.tOZ) emphasises the basic

fact that the coupled and directivity signal-s are scattered by the same

distribution, ,-1 Utr, of acoustic surface force density. But an

analysis of the strength and frequency response of the directivity wave

is conSiderably more complicated because the wave vector diagram for

this scattered signal does not c1ose, even at band centre; this property

is inferred in Figure 9.1, and is enlarged. upon in section 9.5. Never-

thel-ess the calculation can pfoceed in sinilar steps to those describecl

previously for the coupled signal-.
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.1. Calculate, by anaLogy with equation (9.L17), the quantity
I

ou = * Ào (.*r40. F, dl) A ,/ BPu "o"29 
(g.Lzl)

0ry

which contributes to the directivity signal amplitude ratío at

the centre frequency.

2, By anaTogy with equation (9.11-s), separately evaluate the func-

tion

G(c^r )

where now

ll"'É.' * (e.L22)

(9.t23)

(9.L24)

Ê Ét + l3o * Po

Since Êl o, "i 
Ê'l I t at band centre, so that the centre frequency

directivity to incident signal amplitude ratío, DçJ, must be evaluated
o

by uti1-lzing the results of steps L and 2;

D
QJ

c(a] / A=D bJo0

= cu F(û' )
o

A is, as usua1, the area of the surface perturbation illuninated by

both transducers t anð,4; - i.e. the entire scattering region showu in

Figures 5.1 and 9.1-. The frequency response of the directivity signal

amplitude ratio is determined soleLy by the coupled node integral of

equation (9.L22).

Nor:ma1-1y the directivity of a directionaL coupler is expressed as

a coupled to directivity signal amplitude ratio (in dB). This quantity

and its frequency variation can be calculated by combining the above

result , equation ( 9. L24) , with those of section 9.11 , equations ( 9.117 )

and (9.1-1-B), to show that

Directivity =
Coupled Signal Ampl-itude

Directivity Signal Amplitude
I

/ I G(c^v )
QJ

o

(9.Lzs)
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9.2 Derivation of the Source Distr ibution Produced bv Periodic Mass

Lo on a Surface Acoustic Pr a tion Surface.

Ttre effect, on surface acoustic wave motion, of mechanically

L.oading the boundary has been examined in connection with studies of

propagation (1OB) , (tZZ>, nicrosonic waveguide structures (48) - (50),

scattering (108), (110), (111), and IDT perfofmance (1OB), (110)' The

derivation of acoustic source distributions undertaken here is based

directly upon Skeie's perturbation treatment (110) of the rnass-loaded

propagation sufface. His results are reproduced onl-y in the detail

required for an understanding of the analytícaL procedures and for the

correct interpretations to be p1-aced upon variables in subsequent ca1-

culations. As later sections of this chapter show, the utilizatLon of

these source terms in deriving expl-icit expressions for the scattered

wave amplitucles differs considerably from Skeie's rnethod; sections 7'5

and 9.1 have developed an integral technique suited to the investigation

of scattering on a surface in preference to the scattering matrix

formulation establ-ished by Skeie to explore a one-dimensional situation'

9.2i- Surface Acoustic l^fave Propaga tion on a Free Surface.

consider, in the notation of chapter lfl , a surface acoustic wave

travelling in the +x direction on the surface y = o of a substrate

which is non (or weakl-y) piezoelectric, but which may or may not be

elastical-ly anisotropic. The surface density of the elastic energy

carried by this wave motion is
Ø

w
1
2 I, ik

¡lÉ

ikT S dy
e

irk = xryrz

and the surface density of the kinetic energy is

(9.2]-L)
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/æ' *n = +r-t / o 
ro u]* dv 

i,k = x,y,z 
o.z.z)

l¡lhen a uniforrn surface acoustic wave propagates through a lossless

nediurn the phase velocity and particle displacement components adjust

themselves in a way such that

^w=W.-w
o o.2r3)

9.22 Surface Ac oustic Wave Propaeation on a Unifor:rn1-y Mass-Loaded

Surface.

Suppose now that the wave motion is perturbed by depositing onto

the substrate surface a thin 1ayer, of height h, of a rnaterial with

different elastic properties. This situation is illustxated in Figure

9.2. Providing that the overlay is sufficiently thin it is reasonable

to assume, in the first approximation, that the particle displ-acements

are of a constant ampl-itude throughout the total thiclcness of the fil-rn

and that-they ale described by the displacement components for propaga-

tion on the free substrate surface. Under these conditions, equations

(g.Ztt ) and (g.ZtZ ) show that

2 0 o*
AW -P UJ u ) ( e.221)

k

ån (tr.or* Silo Sr*o* u.
1 a

wlrere the stresses, Tik, have been expanded, through equation (3.zLL),

in terms of the fourth order elastic constant tensor, .iLtr, and the

strains, S1r. In this relationship the primed quantities are properties

of the overlay material, while the superscript "0" denotes acoustic

field quantities to be evaluated at t},e free surface of the unloaded

substrate.

Equation (9.221) describes a ficticious energy unbalance between
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Stress-Free Propagation Surface
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x
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Propagating Wave

Substrate

Figur e 9 .2

Surface acoustic wave propagation on a uniformly
mass-loaded surface.
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the lcinetic and stored elastic surface energy densities associated with

the wave motion in the layered medium. In practice this enefgy

difference does not arise because the surface wave phase velocity and

particle displacements are readjusted, on addition of the overlay, to

maintain AW = O. But the above expression for AW offers a conven-

ient method for deriving, correct to first order, two important results.

The first of these is the phase velocity perturbation, which may

be an increase, if the overlay stiffens the substrate, or a decrease'

if the overlay provides mass-loading. A precise knowledge of this

ve1-ocity perturbation is the key to the design of ttrin film guides for

surface acoustic waves (30), (48) - (50), Q23) and of laminated media

surface wave dispersive delay lines (2), (4), Q24):- it is also an

important parameter in Skeie's clerivation of a reflection coefficient

fox an individual finger of an IDT (110). But in the present study

the phase velocity perturbation plays only a secondary role. In

analyses of microsonic crossbar coupler performance the scattered wave

ampl-itudes must be predicted by a perturbat-ion treatment of the surface

nass-loading interaction. Thus, as stated in section 5.2, and as

detail-ed for indiviclual- devices in sections 10.3 and l-0.8, practical

couplers are fabricated from comparatively thin surface nass-loadirrg

overlays (of height less than I% of a surface acoustic wavelength)

for which the velocity slowing is quite srna-l"l, (typicall-y less tlna¡ 3%).

But should it be desirable to know the velocity perturbation in a

particular situati e.8., to facil-itate the design of a scattering

grid functioning at a precibe centre frequency - approximate results

for certain substrate and overlay rnateriaL combinations are p1-otted by

Skeie (110) , and more accurate values are calculated by other workers
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(4g),, (50) exploring nodes of propagation in surface acoustic waveguides.

The second irnportant result which can be derived frorn the fictL-

cious energy unbal-ance of equation (9.22L) is the distribution of

surface force densities due to the presence of the overlay. A

calculable expression for these sources is, of course, of vital import-

ance to a theoretical investigation of crossbar diréctional coupler

performance.

9.23 Source Distributions on a Uniformly Mass-Loaded Surface.

At this juncture the overlay is assumed to be elastically isotropic;

this is in harmony with the device fabrication procedure described in

section 5.2, where the deposited mass-loading fil-m is go1d. Now the

elastic constant matrix, .j.nrn,, of the overlay naterial can be replaced

by its isotropic counterpart, which involves only Lamés's elastic
ll

constants, ) and /" . Skeie udes the stress-free plopagation surface

boundary conditions to show that the energy unbalance of equation

(9.227) can be manipulat ed (L1,2) into the form

zAW= h P,2 lzr t

oox 0 0xa¡r (l + l ) *r u uz -Puuxx
20vu.u.s1X

0x

,z (e.zsL)(l *2f. ) i=xry

in which B Gu/v ) is the surface acoustic wave vector on the unperturbed
/s

substrate. Differentiation of AW with respect to t-he components of

particle displacements yields the components of reaction surface force

density,

AF. = - [ ¿(AW) /òu. 
'l i =x,y,z (9.232)

1 L 1l

which, from equation (9.231-), are
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2

^F 
= h¿^¡ P 4P(^ + l-" ) u

x
o

x
v
s

2 (À' * zi)
.t0

AF = hc's'p uy'y
Q.233)

(e.23s)

0
AF z

Reference to equations (8.324) and (8.401) shoÛs that the above

expressions for the reaction surface force densities have the struc-

ture predicted by the general perturbation theory of Chapter VIII:-

the sources, Âai, are cal-cul-abl-e in terms of the unperturbed field
0quantitie", ti , which are the displacement components on the free

(unplated) surface, and the properties of the boundary perturbation,

narnely the material constants, À' , lt' ^na i, of the overl-ay. As
't I '

nentioned briefly in section 8.4, the analysis presented here a11ows

the sources described by equation (9.233) to contain both rnass loading
tt

terms, (in p), anð. stiffness loading terms Gn y ) (10S), (110).

Because the substrate is, ín genexaT, anisotropic, the transverse com-

ponent of particle displacement is usually Ãon-zeto, which 1eads, in

turn, to a non-zero value of Lrr.

The el-astic isotropy of the oyerlay permits the surface force

densities of equation (9.233) to be written in a manner nore suited

to nunerj-ca1 evaluation. In isotropic media the shear wave phase

tl

velocity, va , and the J-ongitudinal- wave phase velocitY, t1, are

determined by

{y /p )
1
2 G.234)

v

uÈ_

v
Pz

h t't2 ,]
S

I

t
I

1
,i > ry')

1
2and v (À +

The ratio of the two volume wave vel-ocities is fixed by the Poisson's
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ap = h<u2x
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ratio, d , of the material to be

q = (ta / ut
,), (0.5-ú)/(1 -cr) (e.236)

With these three rel-ationships the sources of equation (9.233) can be

0
ux

2 G.237)AF =ha f v
u

v
2AF = h(s f 1 (vt u

z z

in which for:n they are more amenable to calculation.

9.24 Source Distributions on a Periodically Mass-Loaded Surface.

The surface force densities of equation (9.237) are those caused

by the addition to the propagation surface of a continuous, uniforrn

mass-loading fil-m of thickness, h. But the practical crossbar corrplers

il-lustrated in Figures 5.1 and 5.3 have a mass-l-oadíng provided by a

per:iodic array of netal- strips, etched from a continuous overlay, so

that their profile, in a cross-sectional pLan.e containing the X

crystal axis, is rectangular, as slcetched in Figure 9.3. The function

((*,y) which d.escribes this profile can be deconposed by Fourier

theory into its harmonic components;

It- 4(1 -q) {ur'/'"r']f

0', u"r')

0

$ (*, y) 2h
Îf

hl
1-rL

cos ßx-1cos3ßx+l-cos5ß/P Z t P 5 t
X-

p

("jFo* * "-'Po"> -, ("jtFn* * "-j'Én")3

* , (" 
j5 Po" * "-jtPo",

(e.241)
5

In this expression ß_ (=Zfr/ 
^.^) 

is the rnagnitude of the perturbationtp p

wave vector. Later calcuLations of the coupled signal- ampl-itude

consider only the contribution arising from P- = - ß -, while derivations-----'-o- -- l-p lp'
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Figure 9.3

Periodic mass-loading of an acoustic propagation

surface.
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of the directivity signal amplitude consider contributions from

ß = 1 ß. As noted ín section 9.11, this approach neglects the
/^p /p
higher harnonic components of the periodic surface rnass loading,

(i.e. ß = lS ß , lS ß,- etc. in equation G.241)) and its validity'/P tP' /P
¡nust be established carefully; this task is undertaken in section 9.6.

It can be seen fron the expansion, (9.24L), that the surface

force densities for periodic mass-loading of a surface acoustic wave

propagatíon surface are deterrnined by equation ( 9.237 ) with h replaced

by h/Í ; i. e.

2AF = (h/f1 )or P t-4(1 -q)(v./v=)x

AF (hh1 ) or
a

v
Pu/y

2 0
u

X

o (9.242)

2
AF (h/r1) or Pz

1-(v 0
z

, al
/v)'l

SJ
ut

The ÂF. have an obvious time
L

"*ot[rr.-(Êo* Êr,r]
and spatial depenclence of the form

which has been omitted from, but is

impl-ied within, the above expressions.

9.3 Derivation of the Centre Fr eouencv Couple d Wave Amplitude Ra.tio.

Armed with the above calcuLable expressions for the surface force

densities, equation (9.117) can be expanded into a form which allows

an evaluation of the centre frequency coupled wave amplitude ratio,

CU , in a specified situation. This expansion procedure is handled
0

most easily in three stages, as detailed in the foll-owing three sections.

o 3l- The Mass-Loading Interaction Power

The singly most diff icult factor to manipulate in equation O.1-fi)

is the ,,interaction power,, teln, (t3 Frdv). Equation ( 3.224) recalls

that the components of surfu." u.oJrtic wave particle displacement in
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anisgtropic nedia are of the form

c s
eu

1
e

r= I L = XtY¡Z

rr¡hile equation (3.323) shows that the corresponding result in piezo-

electric materials differs only in the respect that summation is over

j=l to 4. Thus the free surface particJ-e displacement components are

L
J

(j) i = xry,z (e.311)
u

L

the surnrnation being over j=l to 3 when piezoelectricity is absent or

neglected, and over j=l to 4 when piezoelectric properties are included

in the analysis. A comparison of the results presented in Appendices

I and II reveals that when the substrate is weakly piezoeLectric, the

iotaL surface wave particle displacement components are essentially

the same whether the computational process considers the medium to

be non-piezoelectr ic, píezoelectric , ot piezoelectric with an idea1

metal overlay. The ensuing caLculations aIe based upon the data

outputs of computer progfan "Anisom", (Append.ix I); the discussion of

section 10.31 clenonstrates that this negl-ect of piezoel-ectric contribu-

tions does not reduce the accuracy of theoretical- predictions of the

coupled wave amplitudes.

Figures 5.1 and 9.1 indicate that the incident wave radiated by

the IDT in port 1 of the experinenl¿l çrossbar coupler travels at +34o

to the X crystal axis, on the AT cut quartz surface, and has, in the

coord.inate notation of Figure 9.1, a positive x wave vector component.

Hence the free surface particle displacenents for this wave are

I ol -f^(j)Ltt"Jl = ¿'-.i'ci"' = Ki i=x'y'z (9'3Lz)

1

3 - o(( 
j) 

csy/u jco (t-x./v 
")t (j)

o c
1
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the Çr(j) ,"ing those listed i.n Appendix I ( page 4), and the "l ]r",

denoting a. fiel-d quantity associated with a wave launched by the IDT

in port 1. The above e>çression a11ows numerical values for the u..O
¡.

to be substituted into equation (9.242) to obtain the surface force

densities, (1, aVl.

Ttre second factor that nust be known in order to compute the

interaction powef is'rrro, which is defined, in section 9'1, to be the

peak velocity field .; a "simil-ar" surface acoustic wave launched frorn

transd.ucer 3 towards the scattering region. This wave iS "similar"

in the sense that it carries the same pov\ter per unit beamwidth as the

input wave radiated from transducer l-. Figure 9.1- discloses that the

wave whose velocity field. a. :, 
propagates along the path angled at

-34o to the X crystal axis and has a positive x wave vector component.

The free surface velocity field contponents of this signal are

l- ol \- /:\
l"o".J3 i^+ art" = j-Mi i,=x,v,z (9.31-3)

where the C. 
(j) ut" to be found in Appendix I (page I ). As recorded

1

in section 3.52, and as evidenced by the anaLytíca1 curves of Figure

3.5, the AT cut quartz cxystal exhibits elastic symmetry about the X

crystal axis. One result of this symrnetry property, which rnay be

deduced from the numerical data in,Appendix I, is that in equations

O.3Lz) and ( 9.3I3) ,

*
K Mxx

K
v =-M*v

o.3L4)

K
z =-M*z

The same relationships ho1-d for the displacement amplitude coefficients

of a1l- pairs of surface waves which differ only in the sign of their
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wave vector conponent resolved normal to an axis of elastic symmetry,

on an anisòtropic substrate.

Eguations (9.242) and (9 ,3L2) provide expressions for the components

of the surface force density, (F1 dy), as formulated í¡ a coordinate

system determíned by the rurr" .rl.ror of the signal launched fron trans-

ducer 1 (now labelled the x' coordinate direction) and the free surface
I

normal- (V ). But equatior, (9.313) describes the components of the

velocity fiel-d 
^%O 

On a system whose orientation is governed by the

wave vector of the signal launched frorn transducer 3 (x' coordinate

direction) and t-he surface normal (y" ). This coordinate notation is

iLlustrated in Figure 9.4, which shows that the x" coordinate system

is rotate d an angls 0 = 29 about the y' a*is from the x coord.inate

system; cTear|y '0 is the angular separation of the input and coupled

r¡uave vectors. Before attempting to calculate the interaction power,

(v o r, dY), the usual tensor transformation
t?

J
(9.31s)

ti = "ki tk

in which a. = cos(*. " . *.') must be employed to obtain expressions"k1 K1

for the component" of *rr0 in the x coordinate system. These are

established to be 
Ñ

0
l

(9.316)

v

jdM

j <,r

j@

v

[-' x

[""1

M cosTx
+ M sin?'

2x
J

["roJ ,

[",0 ] ,
sinî + M cosî

z

Now the interaction potllef can be expanded as the surn of component

products through the relation (9 '3L7)

( t3 . 
[ "rt]

0 rral)
J 3 l-

+
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o(v F dy) to be expressed as
3 1

Equafions o.242), (9.3]2) and. (9.316) aL1ow these contributions to

MK
["rol,

x
')'l

t
s

I 
o'-] 

,

,]

1-4 ( 1-q v
( v

f v

K Mcosî+MsinTx z

(e.318)
J.l

YJr

l",o], Io'"],

A -3n-fÍ v

-3h o
rrtJ K

z -M sinT +M cosî
x z

in which form they are caLculable from a knowledge of the elastic

properties of the overlay ancl the surface wave propagation character-

istics on the subst'rate.

9.32 Tf;re Power Per Unit Be amwidth of a Surface Acoustic V{ave.

The final quantity which must be expressed in a calcuLable form

to perrnit an evaLuation of the centre frequency coupled amplitude ratio

from equation (9 .ffl), i.s Prr, the component, in the clirection of the

tvave vector, of acoustic power flow per unit beam-width of the surface

wave. Equation G.24I) shows that the conponents of acoustic powe r

flort' per unit beamwidth of a surface wave are

í"

oo

j
x) dv o.32L)

where P , the component normal to the free surface, is zero. The two
v'

non-zero corrtributions, P* and Pr, can be written in the form

p- = 4 r,.y lRear part (R. I O.322)
7 ' L 1r

where it is c1ear, from the structure of the integrand of equation

(g.32t) and from the analysis of section 3.2, that the R. can be

expressed in terms of the surface wave particle displacement amplitude

P.
1

1 Real Part (T. . ù
LJ

j = xryrzL = xrz
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coefficients, ci(i), the decay constants, oa(i), urrd the elastic

constants of the medium. Conputer programs "Anisom" and "Pianm"

calculate the complex quantities R* and R, which, in the data outputs

contained in Appendices I and II , aÍe loosely labelled as the longi-

tudinal and transverse "power flow componentS", respectively. For

the chosen propagation paths of the crossbar coupler., (i.e. at !Z4o

to the X crystal axis on AT cut quattz),

Real Part (Rz) <<

which ensures that the rnisalignment angle

/ = arctan I neur (P) / Real (P*) ]

= arcta.n I near (R) / Real- (R*) ] c g -323)

between tùave and pov\Ier flow vectors is essentialLy zexo.

In section 9.11 and, in particular through equation (9.113),

P is defined to be the component of acoustic power f1ow, per u.nit-
u

beanwidth of the scattered wave, in the dírection of the coupled wave

vector; i.e" of the wave travel-l-ing towards transducer 3 from the

perturbed surface region. Figur:e 9.1 indicates that this wave pfopa-

gat'es at an angle of -34o to the X crystal axis; hence

p = 4ulRearpart(R)l (9.324)-u ' L x

where R is the "longitudinal" power flow component whose nunerj-ca1
X

value is list-ed in Appendix I (page I ).

9.33 An Explicitl v CaLcu]-able Expre ssion for the Coupled to Incident

Wave Amfi litude Ratio at the Device Centre Frequency

Ihe results of the two preceding sections can be used now to

derive an expl-icitl-y cal-culable expression for the centre frequency

coupled to incident an:pLitude ratio, C* . Substitution from equations
0

(9.31s) and (9.324) into (9.L1'7) yields
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2n 
P

)o"-o
1 NAT

lneal (R*)] Reilfv
(9.331)

wherein

l- 1-4(1 -q

+ K
v

M cosîx
+ M sinT

zt

+ 1_ -M sinT + M cosTxZ
(9.332)

The individual- terms of these two relationships fal-l into three separa'te

categories; those deterrnined by the device geometry, those describing

the elastic properties of the overLay materiaL and those depending upon

the characteristics of a surface acoustic wave propagatLng on the free

substrate surface. For the particul-ar directional coupf-er cottfigula-

tions of Figrrre 5.1, each term of equations (9.337) and (9.332) can be

given, through lhs ¡6su1ts derived in sect-ions 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3, a

definite nulnerical va1ue.

Equation (S.g:f) shows that the centre frequency coupled amplitude

ratio depends linearly upon three factors;

1. the number of mass-loading strips, N,

2. the overlay height relative to the centre frequency surface

acoustic wavelength, (h/ À0),

and 3. the mass density, P' , of the overlay.

All of these features are in accord with those which rnight be deduced

fron an intuitive study of the device designs pictured in Figure 5'1'

9.4 The Coupl ed Sienal Frequency ResPonse.

t
S

v

v

M
v

(

Reca11, from the discussion of section 9.1 and, in particular,
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from.equations (9.111) and (9.11S), that the frequency response of

the coupled to incident signal ampl-itude ratio is described by the

coupled mode function

F(¿,) = [["tÊ't*))
in which

Ê= Ft. P*. r-t

and the íntegration is over the finite area, A, of the scattering region

i1l-uminated by both transducers 1 and 3. The coordinate notatiorr

chosen for the process of evaluating F(¿u) is established in Figure 9.5.

Also shown in the same figure is the centre flequency wave vector dia-

gram for the coupled signal; because this closes, Ê,= O at band centre,

and F(<^rO) = A.

For the selected coordinate notation,
,, 

"i(Êr* 
* Pr*F(<^r) = J J

pr* denotes the x component of Pl,
to p P=*. nquation (s.+or) makes

ß^ )*' 5x dz dx (9.401-)

and sirnil-ar definitions aPPIY

use of the fact that neither

+

lvher e

andpx

nor (Ê
t*

p
p t_

. 
E=, 

has a z compouent, even when at / ao. Thus put

f -- Fr* " Fr* * Fu* (e '4o2)

so that the integral- of equation (9.401) reduces to

F(Gr) = ff.iþ*or* (e.403)
)/

If integration is carried out first with respect to z tl:'e contribution,

FR (ût ), from mass-loading bars to the right of the origin in Figure

9.5 , is
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Coordinate notation for analysing the coupled signal
frequency response.
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L (H-xtan I )

t l' "jP" dzdx
/ o /Gtt+xtant )

L

, [ (H-xtang) ejÉ" *
/o

tR (c¡)

Ttris expression can be integrated by parts to show that

FO(ar ) = 2

F (c^Y) = 2

tanù ("jÉL - r)
ß2
' G.+oq)

LtanO .iFr
ip

In an identical- ¡nanner the contribution, FL(d), from bars to tlre

left of the origin can be calculated from first principles. Alterna-

tively this factor can be deduced fron the expression for f^(c^r ) bV

substituting

-L for L

and - tan9 for tant

in equation (9 .4O4), and multipl-ying the result by -I to account for

the changed direction of integration; this procedure provides that

+ L tane "-iF 
L + tane(r-"-jÊ L)

L jp
(e.40s)

Adding equations (9.40Ð and (9.405), and performing simple aLgebrai'c

manipulations deterrnines that the overall frequency respònse of the

coupled signal is governed by the function

2

p 2

(þ!-
aaF (at) = 2 + san

PL
2

( e.406 )

where c = 2 H

Ltan9
-1

.)

(e.407)
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and Þoth sides of F(<¡ ) have been divided by )^2 to obtain the dinen-'()
sionless function r'(- ).

9.4L CaLculation of the Coupled Signal Frequency Response.

Although the function F (c^v) furnishes the desired description of

the coupled signal frequency response for the device whose geometry is

illustrated in Figure 5.1, it is of use onLy if a further result,

formulating F in terms of the fxactíonal off-centre frequency, caî

be derived. The difference, A(¡, between the device centre frequency,

aO, and the actuaL operating frequency, Ø, at any instant of time, is

Àc^Y = (i - (/.tO (9.+rr)

By reference to Figure 9.5 this difference frequency caî be expressed

in the alternative form

ac^t- vs ( Pr* - Pr*o) sec' - ( g.4L2)

in which ß" is the x wave vector component of the signal, of frequency,t*o
aO, launched from transducer 1. Provided that operation takcs p-1-ace

at frequencies near band centre the coupled signal, of frequency

OJ I Ø0, can be regarded sti11 as a surface wave direct-ed torr¡ards

transducer 3; hence the relation

Lc,¡ = r"( F:* - p, ) secg (9.4L3)
-*o

Suruning equations G.41,2) and (9.4L3) produces theis equally va1id.

expr ess ion

Lc¿ = t"

s

ßl3x sec I,pQo

B ) secgrp

( ß-/l-X

( Êr*

+

=v +

v
s

T
P sec I

Êr* +

(e.4L4)
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wherg the latter results emerge from equation (5.r23), used in con-

junction with Figure 5.2, and from equation (9.4O2). The above

relationship can be rearranged into the rnore convenient form

Ac^¡ 2flL cos I o.4Ls)
-o

which, when used in conjunction with equation (9.406), a1lows caLcula-

tion of the coupled signal frequency response for a rnicrosonic cross-

bar coupler of specified geometry.

9.42 Tlne Nature of the Couoled Sisnal Freouencv ResPonse.

on intuitive grounds a1one, the configuxation of the rneta1 overlay

patterns pictured in Figure 5.1- suggests that the coupl-ed signal wculd

exhibj-t a frequency behaviour of basically sinx,/x dependence, where x =

N ff ( aCJ / CJo) and N is, as usual , the number of mass-loading elements.

This establ-ishes an apprîoximate 3dB fractional banclwidth of (7'lBN)'

But the occurrenc e of an additionaL factot, to take account of the

varyíng length of these scattering bars which, as is indicated in

Figure 9.1, do not all intercept the fu11 wirlth of the incident acoustr'-c

beam, could be Predicted as well.

These expectatiolts are reaLízed in the anaLytical expressions

describing the couplecl signal frequency response. The dimensions of

the scattering regions in both coupler styles are such that c, defined

by equation (9.4O7), is greatel than unity; this fact is evidenced by

the photographs of Figr-rre 5.1-. This rneans that the function, F'(c':),

of equation (9.406), is dominated by the (sinpL/FL) term; L, being

the half-length of the interaction grid, is proportional to N, and

equation (9.4L5) shows tllat. P is proportional to (At;/aO). The second

introduces a sna11

ßt,
2 I

0

tern of equation (9.406), sin2 (FL/2)/( PL/z)
2
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correction to the basic response and deternines a 3dB bandwidth slightly

greater than that provided by the (sinfL/Ë.L) factor a1one. All of

these features are demonstrated more clearLy ín the theoretical coupled

signal response curves, calculated by conbining the results of equations

(9.331), (9.332), (9.406) and (9.415), and plotted in section 10.3.

9.5 The Masnitude and Fr equency e of the Directivity Signal.

The proced.ure to be followed in a dexívation of the relative rnag-

nitude and frequency behaviour of the directivity signal is outlined

in sectí on 9.1-2. By analogy with the corresponding expressions for

the coupled wave ampJ.itude ratio, i.e. equations (9.331) and (9.332),

the quantity o'", introduced in equation (9-L2L) can be deduced to tre
0

aa (e.s0l-)D t)o J'l tv h

I
S P NA T1

0 Inear (Rx)l ,or'V

K
X

cosT+ M x'sinî
where now

t- r. - 4(1-q'(t 
)

')']

1
lr "Lx

K l-t*sinlÎ *M*.o"r'lzl x z )

z

+K MXyv

+ v.t
v

(e.s02)

Here the contplex conjugates of the M. arise through the property of

fórward and reverse propagating surface acoustic waves which is formu-

7ated. in equation (7.503); it may be reca11ed, from the discussion of

section 9.1 and from Figure 9.1, that the velocity fie1d, Y4, associated

with the directivity signal analysis is that of a wave travelling in

the opposite direction to the one whose velocity fie1d, vr, appears in

the expressions for the coupled signal amplitude ratio. The values of
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the M. are determined sti11 by equation (9.3L3), in which the C..
1

(j)

afe taken from Appendix f, (page I ). But as noted in section 9.L2,

the wave vector diagram for the directivity signal does not close at

the centre frequency, so that D - -. alone does not described the-o
directivity to incident wave amplitude xatio at t^t'.

The remaining task, therefore, is to calculate the coupled mode

function

G(<,:r ) ' ll"'u ' dA

wherein

4pþ,Ê + p + P

and integration is over the area of the interaction region illuminated

by both transducers 1 and 4; i.e. the whole scattering grid. iigure

9.6, which retains the coordinate notation established for the calcuia-

tion of the coupled signal frequency response' clearLy irldicates that

both the positively (+x) and negativel-y (-x) directed perturbation

wave vectors arising from the fundamental- Fourier component of the

mass-loading periodicity (refer equation (9.24L) ) can contribr.lte to the

directivity signaL. Because these wave vector diagr:ams do not close

Ê , as defined above, is non-zerol and can be resol-ved into its x and

z comoonents. B and ß . ft can be seen that the only differ:ence'lx lz
between the resultant p's in diagrams (a) and (b) of Figure 9.6, is that

p* chanees sign. Initially the caLcuLatlon of C(<^¡ ) presented below

considers onLy the contribution fron the (+x) term of

the situation depicted in Figure 9.6(a).

From the preceding discussion the coupled mode functiotr can be

B
I

i. e. fromp

written as
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z

x

t^

þt
þI

I
¡

-)p*

p,

Pr, +x Perturbation vector

po ; -x perturbation vector

Ê"

L----
ßtx

Figure 9.6

Wave vector diagrarns for the directivity signal.
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. 
c(c.r) = I /.t'"" ut þ* dx dz (e.so3)

the components of the resultant p teing

ß=ß-+ß*þ.(e.so4)l-x /-tx /-px / 4x

andß=ß-*þ*þ.t z l-Lz l-pz / 4z

Pursuing the approach used in the coupled signal response anal-ysis, the

contribution to G(c,; ) from rnass-]-oading bars to the right of the origin

in Figure 9.5 is

GO (<^r )

j 
13,"e ozox

Perforrning this integration leads to the rather unwieldy result that

J F -jP,H

1ó1.

e
jn

j þ*"
e

H ytz
9.sos)

p,

where ,l = Pr, * f*t - frLtane
(e.s0ó)

and r= P*" + prttanù - P"n

The variable interchanges detailed in section 9.4 a11ow the deduc'uion,

from equation (9.505), of the corfesponding expression fot GtkJ), the

contribution to the directivity fesponse from scattering bars to the

left of the origin. These two functions, GR(at ) and GL(o), can then

be surnmed to obtain the total response. Following considerable

algebraic manipulation the emerging result is

4

p:
L sin6 + tang(cos B tt - cosÉtzt Lcosôix)

c*(cr ) 1 c +e

c (ar) Xsin px

(x tan2 g ) (9.s07)
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inwbich X = F*l þ,
( e. so8)

and å = ß (H-Ltan9)lz

In accordance with the treatment of the coupl-ed signal frequency

response function, G((t ) has been divided by the square of the centre

frequency surface wavelength, ì0, to yield the dimensionless function,
t

G (GJ), of equation (9.507). It may be noted, from the above expres-

sions, that c'(,¡) is unaffected by a change in sisn of þ*' This

neans that the (-x) fundamental perturbation wave vector, as ilLustrated

in Fígure 9.6(b), rnakes a contribution to the directivity signal- which

equals that due to the (+x) perturbation wave vectof component; hence

the overall directivity signal response is governed by

c"ç,,r¡ = 2G'(-) (9.509)

9.51- Calcul-ation of the Dire ctivitv Sisnal Freottency Response.

As discovered in the investígation of the coupled wave response 
'

relationshíps such as (9.507) and (9.509) are only useful in character-

izations of p::actical devices when the variabl-es can be formulated in

terms of an actuaL operating frequency, Ø , and the device centre

frequency, OO. This information is available from the wave vector

diagrams of Figure 9.6 which show that

ß=/x 4r\ cos I

(9.s11)
and Ilz

The results of equations (9.501), (9.507) and (9.509) can be com-

bined to obtain the centre frequency directivity to incident signal

amplitude ratío;

sin I(r)

6
0

Ào

4rÍ
Ào

D=DG-o -o )( (n
o

o.sLz)
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Equalion O.125) indicates the technique which can be used to express

the direct.ivity of the crossbar directional coupler in the usual manner;

i.e. as a coupled to directivity signal amplitude ratio. The direct-

ivity arnplitude ratio, as a function of frequency, is

Coupled Arnplitude ti

c F (c,r) / D c (c^¡) (9.513)
Directivity Amplitude o

UJ

where the cont::ibuting functions are described by equations (9.331),

(9.406), (9.501), (9.507) and (9.509). This relationship is the basis

from which the theoretical directivity culves of section 10.3 are

calculated and plotted.

9.6 The Importance of Contributí ons froll t he Hisher Harmonic Components

OJ o

of the Surface Perturbation.

Equation (9.247) highl-ights the fact that the preceding analyses

have negLected. the harmonic wave vector components, 11 J lt 
P o, etc) ,P

of the periodic surface mass-loading perturbation. The va1-idity of

this procedure, in relation to both the coupled and directivity responses,

rnust now be established.

o 61 Contributions to the Coupled Signal.

wave vector: d.iagra¡ns for the higher harmoníc components, unlike

that shown in Figure 9.5 for the fundanental (+x) perturbation v¡ave

vector, faiL to cl-ose. Their q6¡fllbutions to the coupled signal

amplitude must be evaluated, therefore, by the techniques described in

section 9.5. The directivity p1-ots of Figures 10.1 and 10.6 indicate

that such contributions are typically more than 4OdB below that provided

by the fundamental perturbation component for which the wave vector

díagram closes. Thus, in the coupLed signal analysis, the neglect of

harmonic conponents of the surface perturbation is c1earl-y justified'

p
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9. 62 Contrlbution. to the Directivity Signal.

From Figure 9.6 Lt can be seen that the rrave vector diagram for

the nth harmonic cornponent of the períodic surface mass-loading perturb-

ation is similar to that of the funclamental, except that p* is increased

in nagnitude by a factor of n. Equation (9.507) reveals that the

magnitude of the contribution to G'(<^¡), i.e. to the directivity signal

alnplitude ratio, from the rrth harmonic component must be inversely pro-

portional to n. The manner in which the harmonic conponents sum to

provide the complete response is stated in equation (9.247); this

relationship provides two more irnportant features. Firstly, each

contribution is red.uced by the further factor of n contained within the

coefficients of the Fourier series expansion of the perturbation profile.

The overaT1- varLatíon of the directivity signal ampl-itude contributioir

from the harrnonic terms is as t/n2. Secondly the harrnonic contribu-

tions alternate in sign, tending to cancel each other. Hence the

consideration of only the fundarnental component of the periodic surface

perturbation is also valid in an analysis of the directivity signal.
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CHA?TER X

. A COMPARISON OF TI{E T}IXOR.ETICÁI AI{D EXPERIME}ITAL

PERFORMANCE OF TTIE MICR.OSONIC CX{OSSBAR DTRECTIONAL COUPLER

10.0 Introduction.

Before tlne anaTytical results of the previous chapter can be used

to pred.ict the performance of the crossbar directional coupler, several

further quantities must be calculated. The first section of this

chapter presents sufficient details of the ¡neta1 overlay patterns 
'

shown in Figure 5.1, to permit an evaluation of the area correction

factor, A, for each coupler style. NumerLcal data for the elastic

constants of the mass-loading overlay rnaterial, and a descripti.on of a

technique for precisely measuring the height of the scattering bars

are contained in the same section. The experimenta.l- methods which

enable the behaviour of both coupler styl-es to be recorded, and the

procedure by which these resul-ts are processed, are discussed. Theoret-

ical- anð. practical lesponse curves aIe plotted side-by-side and are

compared in the follorving section. The two sets of results are exarnined

firstJ-y on an individual- basis, for each device fabricated, and then

features common to this type of surface acoustic wave directional coupler

are reviewed. Possible sources of the relatively smal-l discrepancies

between theoreticaL and experimental behaviour are considered in the

concluding rernarks of this chapter.

l- AdditionaL Data Reouired for Theoretical Performance Assessment.

Predictions of crossbar coupler response, based upon the analyticat

expressions of sections 9.3 to 9.5, require numerical values for the

dimensions of the interaction region, (from which the area correction

factor can be calculated), the elastic properties of the overlay and

10.
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the height of the rnass-loading bars

10 .11 Dimensions of the Scatteri Surface Perturbation.

The functions F (<¡ ) and G (Gt ), which describe the frequency

dependence of the coupled and directivity signal amplitudes' Íespectively,

are, as shoftIn by equations (9.406) and (9.507), dimensionless. For

this reason the parameters H, L and lO can, in calculations of these

functions, take their numerical values as measured directly from the

original rubylith device pattern. (But note that in evaluating the

magnitudes of the coupled and directivity waves, using equati.ons (9.331)

and (9.501), )O (=v" / fO) must be the actua! centre freqttency surface

acoustic wavelength).

CouPler StYle A.

The rubylith mask for this coupler sty1e, a photogr-aph of which

appears in Figure 5.1(a), was cut to a scale which all-owed the width

of each electrode in the IDTs to be 2mm. This determines that

\nO = 8mm

whil-e measurenlent records the hal-f-width of the interaction grid as

H = 45.84mm.

A scattering region comprising N mass-loading elements has a haLf-tength

¡=(2N-t)d/2

where d ís the width of each element. Through equation (5.L24), the

above expression can be presented in the calcul-able form

¡ = (2N - 1) À0 / B cosù (10.111)

where, for coupler style A, N = 10 and, as usual , Ù= 34o. Figure

9.1 shows that the area correction factor, defined by equation (9.1-15),

is
L-Ltan9l\

2H

(10.112)
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which, on substitution of the above nurnerical values,

^ 
= 0.83

for couplers of style A (with N = 10).

returns

(10.113)

Coupler StYle B

Ttre rubylith pattern for this coupler style was scaled so that

each IDT electrode could, be cut to a width of one sixteenth of an inch.

Ilence

\ÀO = 4.0

and, by measurement,

H = 30.46

both dimensions being in sixteenths of an inch. Once agaín L can be

calculated from equation (10.11-1) , but now there are 20 mass-loading

bars in the scatt exing region. These values provide an aÍea correction

factor

2\= O.74 (10.114)

for couplers of style B (with N = 2O).

r_0 .12 The Elastic ProÞerties of the Overlay.

The gold filn frorn which the mass-loading bars are etched is

assumed to have the elastic properties of the bul-k ¡naterial (97); i.e.

rnass densi tY , P' = L9 -3

Poisson's ratio , ø' = O.42L

and shear wave velocíty,
t

tt = L.239 Km,/sec.

Section 1,O,74 discusses further the accuracy of this step, in view of

the somewhat uncertain elastic properties of vacuum-deposited fi1ms,

and of the dependence of these properties upon film thickness.
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10. 13 Film Thickness Measurements.

During the process of etching.the desired crossbar coupler fiatterns

fron the deposited metal fi1ms, sharp steps are cteated in the overlay

profile. Thus the most convenient nethod, frorn the viewpoints of

simplí-city and avoidance of damage to the completed device , fot measuring

the film thickness is optical interference. This task is made even

simpler by the avaiLabíLity of a Wild M-20 microscope fitte¿ with an

interference attachment (J25). The two sets of fringes, i'e' those

appearing on the gold and the quartz surface, are observed inLtiaLLy

under white J-ight, to establ-ish the order of the fringes. By inserting

a 0.540 micron narrow-band optical filter, the relative fringe shift

can be measured to within one tenth of a fringe, and hence the fil-m

thickness can be determined to within 'Q27 micron. In all practical

crossbar couplers fabxicated during this study, the IDTs are etched

from go1c1 overlays whose heights, as recorded by the above procedure,

l-ie within the range 0.1 to 0.15 microns. The measured heights of

the nuch thicker surface mass-loading fi.lms are quoted in sêction 10.3'

wlren the theoreticai- and practical pe::formance of each individual-

coupLer is discussed.

10.2 Procedure for ExÞeríme ntal- Studies of Coupler Response.

Figures 4.5 and,4.6 illustrate the essentta1_ detail-s of the equip-

ment and experimentaL arrangement employed in studies of the crossbar

coupler. Because of the sl-ightly different construction of coupler

styLes A and B, as indicated in Figures 5.1-(a) and (b), the precise

experimental procedure varies a l-ittle in each case, aîd is discussed

separately be1-ow.
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CouPler StYle A.

The jig in which couplers of this style are mounted is pictured

in Figure 5.4G). A single input and a single output transforrner,

designed by the approach of section 5.34 to tune and impedance match

an IDT, ate provided. In the sty1e A pattern the transducers on the

main transmission paths are sepafateð. by approxirnateLy L.2cms; this

pxopa.gatíon distance a11ows surface wave pulses of up to 3.5¡secs

duration to be transmitted and received without interference from the

signal- which is coupled electromagnetically from the input to the output

transducer. At a specified frequency the amplitude, C, of the coupled

signal (detected at transducer 3), arLd the anplitude, T, of the trans-

nitted signal (detected at transducet 2) are Iecorded by connecting

the sa¡le receiving circuit, in turn, to each transducer. On the

assurnption that the coupling mechanisnt is 1oss1ess, the coupled wave

ampl-itude is expressed in terrns of the incident wave arnpl-itude to

determine the

Coupl-ing Factor (dB) 101 o erO t + (T/c) 2 (10.201)

A sirnilar measurement

and the quantity

of the directivity signal amplitude, D, is made

Directivity (dB) = 2OloArO rc/D) QO.2O2)

calcuLated. The whole procedure is repeated at selected intervals

over the frequency range of interest.

Coupler Styl-e B.

Crystals upon which metaL patterns of coupler style B are fabxi,c-

ated are p1-aced in the more elabourate test unit pictured in Figure

5.4(b). An increased transd.ucer separation of approximately 4cms.



permits the propagation of pulse lengths up to t2.5¡t'secs without

encounteri.ng interference; Ineasufements on style B couplers therefore

can repfesent rnore closely the cw behaviour. Again only singl-e input

and output transducer tuning circuits afe provided. Following the

experimental method outlined above the arnplitudes c, T and M of the

coupLed, transmitted and monitored surface wave signals (the latter

being measured at transducer 5 in Figure 5'1(b)) are recorded' at the

same frequency, by connecting the same receiver circuit, in turn' to

each rDT' Note that the much shorter path length (approx' lcrn') between

the Launchíng and rnonitoring IDTs forces the measurement of M to be

made with a reduced pulse length of about 3¡r secs. The quantity

P (dB) = l-01-oc t,t2 / (r2

170.

r-0
cz)+ ( r-0. 203 )

L

which is a measure o.f the acoustic energy 1-ost - i-e. not received et

either tlansd.uce r 2 or 3 - through the coupling mechanism, is ca1-

culated. Providi-ng that P" is sufficientl-y snall- the lossless coupling

assumption rernains vaLLd and the coupling f,actor can be computed from

equation (l-0.201). The amplitude of the back-scattered wave is noted'

and the directivity evaluated using equation (Lo.2o2). As for couplers

of style A, this procedure is repeated at other frequencies.

10.3 ExperimenLal and Theoretical Results for Individual Devices.

lhis section presents and compafes the theoretical and pra'ctical

fesponse curves for indivídual crossbar couplers; the same resul-ts are

discussed from an integrated. viewpoint in section 10.ó. At this junc-

ture it is approprlale to summarise the anaLytical expressions of

chapter IX from which the theoretical curves of this and the following

sections are calculated.
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Coupled to Incident Signal Amplitude Ratio, rc/T) .

Magnitude at centre frequencY,

- eguations (9.331) and O.332),

Frequency dependence

-equation (9.406) in conjunction with equations O'4O7)

and (9 .415)

Coupling factor

- reciprocaL of above amplitude ratio expressed in dB'

i.e. Coupling Factot (¿s) = 2O 1oSrO G/ü (10.301)

Coup1ed to Directivity Signal Amplitude Ratio, (C/D).

Magnitude and frequency dependence

- equation (9.51_3), constituent functions of which can be

obtained from equations (9.501-), (9.502) , (9.5O7), (9.508),

(9.509) and (9.51-1).

Dir ect ivi ty

- above ampl-itude ratio expressed in dB,

i.e. Directivity (dB) = 20 losro rc/D). (l-0.302)

10.31- Coupler Model 4.1 (Style A, Model 1)

This, the first surface acoustic wave crossbar directional coupler

to be testecl in the study Q26), verifies the assertion of section 2.32,

that coupl-ing between an input and an output wave can be achieved by

the application of periodic rnass-loading to the propagation surface.

The te¡ mass-loading bars in this device are etched from a gold filrn

of height h = 2.ogmicrons and provide, as shmrn in Figure 1o.l-, art

experimental coupling factor of t2.1 dB over a 3 dB fractional band-

width of 0.093, centred on 10 MFIz. This practical centre frequency
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is J/" lower than the design value of 10.3 l'ttlz, due to the velocity

slowing (108), (110) , (122) of the surface wave as it passes through

the region of surface nass-loading. (The "design" centre frequency

is that determined by the acoustic wave velocity on the free substrate

surface and the periodicity of the rnass-Loading elements; it neglects

the inevitabl-e reduction in phase velocity as the wave traverses the

perturbed area of the substrate surface.) Also drawn in Figure 1-0.1

is the theoretical coupled signal frequency response, which predicts

a centfe frequency coupling factor of 1l-.0 dB, or 1.1 dB greater than

obtained in practice. An alter:native value for the theoretical centre

frequency coupling factor can be deterrnined by using the results of

cornputer program "Pianm" rather than "AniSom" to calcULate the free

surface particLe displacement components - i.e. the K. and M- of

equation (9.332). As stated in section 3.26, the sur-face wave par:ticle

displ-acements computed by a procedure uhich incorporates the piezo-

electric properties of the mediull are, in materials possessr'-ng weak

electroacoustic coupling, almost identical to those determined by

negl-ecting piezoelectricity. The coupling factor should be' essentia1-].y

the same, therefore, whether the data of Appendix I or Appendix II is

usecl in the calculation of the theoretical coupling factor. Indeed

drawing upon the results of "Piann" leads to an anaLytical centre

frequency coupling factox of 10.9 dB, on1-y 0.1- dB stronger than deduced

earlier. Because this difference is so sma1l, aL1- subsequent calcula-

tions utí7íze the simpler propagation data supplied by "Anisom" and

listed in Appendix I. The two curves of Figure l-O.L indicate a close

similarity between the pract icai- and theoretical frequency dependence

for the main lobe of the coupled signal respollse.
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.No "back-scattered" directivity signal can be detected over the

entire fre.quency range explored. .The receiver sensitivity and the

noise 1eve1 in the experimental system a11ows signals of amplitude

4 nillivolts p.-p. to be observed on the CRO. Hence the rneasured

coupled pulse arnplitude of approxinately 160 millivolts p.-p. at 10 MHz

means tlrat the centre frequency directivity rnust, in practice, be in

excess of 32 dB. This is suppofted by the anal-ytically calculated

directivity response plotted in Figure 10.1; the curve shows that a

crossbar coupler of style A (with 10 elements in the mass-loading grid),

has a predicted directivity in excess of 47 dB over the device bandrvidth.

Transmitted and coupled surface wave signals for two input pulses

of different lengths are pictured in Figure IO.2" Section 10.4 discusses

the origin and the significance of the two distinct pulse envelope shapes

observed for the propagated surface waves.

LO.32 Coupler Model 8.1 (Styte B, Model 1)

Figure 10.3 discloses that thi-s device, whose twenty rnass-l-oading

strips are formed from an ovefl-ay of height h = 0.749 rnicfons, affords

an experirnental centre-frequency couplin,g ractor of 15.3 dB. The

practicaL 3 d.B fractional banclrvidth of O.O5O is slightly nore than half

that of coupler model- 4.1, which has only half the number of mass-

loading el-ements. This bandwidth is centred on 10.48 ItEIz, a frequency

0.2% lower than the design value of 10.55 Wtz. The theoretical coupled

signal response for this device is also plotted in Figure 10.3, and

indicates a centÍe frequency coupling factor of L4.4 dB, or 0.9 dB

Latger than measured by experiment. General harmony exists between

the theoretical and practical curves describing the frequency variation

of the coupled signal amplitude; the only legion over which
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Vertical scale
20 voLts/cm.

Horizontal sca1e.

t lt'sec/cm.

(a) Input signal applied to transducer 1.

< T + 3¡secs)

Vertical scale

.05 volts,/cm.
Horízontal scale

I ¡*sec/cn.

(b) Coupled pulse received at transducer 3

for input of (a).
(30d8 receiver gaín).

Vertical scale

O.2 votts/cm.
Horizontal scale

Lysec/cn.

(ç) Transnitted pulse received at trans-
ducer 2 for input of (a).

(3OdB receiver gaín)

Figure 10.2

Surface acoustic wave pulse shapes in crossbar coupler model 4.1.
All signals at f = 10.19 MHz.

[,eft hand pulse in photographs (b), (c), (e) and (f) is an electro-
magnetically coupled signal .l
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Vertical scale

20 volts,/cm.

Horizontal scale

O.5 /tsec/cm.

(d) Input signal aPPlied to trans ducer 1.

(T + l¡.rsec).

Vertical scale

.05 volts,/c¡n.

HorLzontal scale

t ¡*sec/cm.

(e) Coupled pulse received at transducer 3

for inPut of (d) -

(3OdB receiver gaín) -

Vertical scale

O.2 voLts/cm.

Horizontal scale

L y'sec/cn.

(f) Transmitted pulse received at trans-

ducer 2 for inPut of (d).
(3OdB receiver gain) '

Figure LO.2 (cont.)

surface acoustic wave pulse shapes in crossbar coupler model A'1'

All signals at f = 10.L9 ïtÍlz.

lleft hand pulse in photographs (b), (c), (e) and (f) is an electro-

magneticall-Y couPled signal ']
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the two sets of results differ substantiall-y is the higher frequency

side-1obe

Itre experinentally determined coupling loss, PL, defined by

equation (10.203), is presented as a function of frequency ín Figure

10.4. P" is less than l- dB at band centre, and l-ess than 1.2 dB over

the 3 dB bandwidth of the coupled signal fesponse. These values, in

thenselves, are sufficiently smal1 to justify the lossless coupling

assumption, and to perrnit the processing of experimental results through

equation (10.2Ol-). But the practicaL neasurements described in section

10.33 1 aîd the discussion of section 10.65, lead to the conclusion that

only a small ftaction of these l-osses are directly attributable to the

periodic mass-loading coupling mechanism'

?ictured in Figure 10.5 are the monitored, transmitted atrd coupled

surface wave signals for two input pu1-ses of different durations ' A

comparison of these photographs t^rith those of Figure Lo.2, for coupler

style A, indicates, by the reduced amplitudes of the electromagnetically

coupled signals, the improved shiel-ding afforded by the jig i1-1-ustrated

in Figure 5.4(b). These pulse shapes are typical of the waveforms ob-

served in experiments with the five directional couplers of this style;

their general form is exarnined. further in section l-0.4.

Of considerabl-e interest is the oscillogram of Figure l-0.5(h) 
'

which shows the signal received at the directivity transducer (IDT 4),

for near mid-band operation. Bearing in nind the geometrica! and

spatial symmetry of the coupler, a comparison of photographs (d) and (h)

reveals that the directivity pulse should appear in the to-2}¡'*sec time

slot of (h); in practice only background noi'se is observed at the

greatest receiver sensitivity. The sma11 pulses to the right of the
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Experirnentally measured coupling loss for coupler model 8.1.
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Vertical scale

20 volts,/cn.
Horizontal scale

Ly, sec/cn.

(a) Input signal applied to transducer 1.

('Ç + 3¡rsecs).

Vertical scale

2 voLts/cm.
Horizontal scale

L ysec,/cn.

(b) Received pulse at nonitor transducer 5

for input of (a).
(4OdB receiver gain).

Figure 10.5

Surface acoustic wave pulse shapes in crossbar coupler model 8.1.

All signals at f = 10.55 MHz.

[r-eft trana pulse in photographs (b), (d) - (h), (j) and (k) is an

electronagnetically coupled signal J
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(c) Input signal applied to transducer 1.

( "l + 1o¡.r,secs).

Vertical scale

O.2 voLts/cm.
Horizontal scale

5 y,sec/cn.

Vertical scale
2O volts./cn.

Horizontal scale

5¡a sec/cn.

(d) Coupled pulse received at transducer 3

for input of (c).
(4OdB receiver gain).

Vertical scale

O.2 voLts/cn.
Horizontal scale

2 y,sec/cn.

(e) Coupled pulse received at transducer 3

for input of (c).
(4OdB receiver gain - time origin shifted

to left).

Figure 10.5 (cont.)

Surface acoustic wave pulse shapes in crossbar coupler ¡nodel 8.1.

All signals at f = 10.55 MHz.

freft hand pulse in photographs (b), (d) - (h), (j) and (k) is an

electromagnetically coupled signal J
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Vertical scale

L voLt/cm.
Horizontal scale

5 ¡*sec/cm.
l-.¿ i , -

(f) Transnitted pulse received at transducer

2 fox input of (d).
(40d8 receiver gain).

Vertical scale

L volt/cm.
Horizontal scale

2 ysec/cm.

(g) Transmitted pulse received at trans-

ducer 2 for input of (d).

(4OdB receiver gain - time origin shifted
to 1eft.

Vertical scale

.Ot voLt./cn.
Horízont,al scale

5 
¡t" 

sec/cn'

(h) Directivity signal received at transducer

4 for input of (d). Directivity pulse

should appear i-n LO-2O¡*sec time slot.
(4OdB receiver gain).

Figure 10.5 (cont.)

Surface acoustic wave pulse shapes in crossbar coupler model 8.1'

All ,signals at f = l-0 .55 ltftlz.

[-eft hand pulse in photographs (b), (d) - (h), (j) and (k) is an

electromagnetically coupled signal.]
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Vertical scale
20 voLt,s/cm.

Horizontal scale

2y sec/cm.

(i) Input signal applied to transducer 1.

( T + 3¡,secs).

Vertical scale

O.2 voLts/cn.
Horizontal scale

2 ¡* sec/cm.

(j) Coupled pulse received at tr,ansducer 3

for ínput of (i).
(40d8 receiver gaín).

Vertical scale

L vo,tt/cm.
Horizontal scale

2 p, sec/cm.I

(k) Transmitted pulse received at trans-
ducer 2 for input of (i).
(4OdB receiver gain).

Figure 10.5 (cont.)
Surface acoustic wave pulse shapes in crossbar coupler model 8.1.

All signals at f = 10.55 MfIz.

ll-eft hand pulse in photographs (b), (d) - (h), (j), and (k) is an

electromagnetically coupled signal.]
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directivity signal time slot (i.e. delayed further in time) arise from

the reflection of the coupled signal at the crystal edges behind trans-

ducer 3. Figure 5.3(b) recalls that acoustically absorbing 'tblack wax"

is placed on the substrate surface behind the IDTs to damp these reflec-

tions; although this procedure reduces the unwanted signals by about

30 dB, they are not removed entirely. The fail-ure to observe a direct-

ivity wave at any frequency within the xaîge 9.6 to tL.5 lvftlz is a feature

common to all the crossbar couplers tested experirnentall-y aní it a11ows

a lower bound to be placed on the directivity of each device. For

model 8.L, the coupl-er presently under discussion, the directivity nust

be great-er than 4L dB at band. centre. This value is supported by the

theoretical clirectivity response for styl-e B couplers, with twenty lnass-

loading bars in the scattering region; this curve is plottecl in Figure

l-0.6 and. predicts a directivity in excess of 55 dB over the 3 dB coupling

bandwidth.

L0.33 Coupler Model- 8.2 (Style B, Model 2)

A gol-d film of thiclcness h = o.50ó microns provides the surface

mass-loading in this model. As in all couplers of style B, twenty

scattering bars are etched from this overl-ay. The experimentaL response

curve, Figure LO.7, shows that a coupling factor of 18.55 dB is achieved

at a centre frequency of 10.50 MI{2, the 3 dB fractional bandwidth being

0.049. Drawn in the sane figure is the corresponding anaLytically-

calculated response which determines a centre frequency coupling factot

of 1,7.7 ðß, o.B5 dB larger than recorded by experiment. As for coupler

rnodel 8.1-, the theoretical- and practical frequency dependences of the

coupl-ed signal ampl-itude are vefy sinil-ar, the greatest discrepancies

occurring in the high frequency side 1obe.
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Theoretical directivity for crossbar couplers of style B
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.Figure 10.8 depicts the experimentaLLy measured coupling loss as

a function.of frequency; P, is less than 1.4 dB over the 3 dB coupling

bandwidth, and is only o.B dB at the centre frequency. After all

practíca1 studies of this directional coupler have been completed, the

mass-loading surface perturbation is removed by etching, without damaglng

the IDTs. This allows a second series of measurements to obtain the

propagation 1oss, Po , caLculable from equation (10'203) as

Po (dB) = 20 1o810 (M,/T)

which is the acoustic loss as the surface wave travels from transducer

5 to transducer 2. The results of this investigation are also plotted

in Figure 10.B; the two experirnental curves in this figur:e disclose

that the quantity (PL - Po ), which is the true coupling 1oss, (i.e.

that due directl-y to the coupling rnechanism), is on1-y 0.1-5 dB at the

centre frequency. This provides verification of the 1ossle-cs scattering

postulation put forward in section 2.2. In keeping with the one-

dimensional scattering situation described by Figures 2.L and 2.2,

(PlPo)isl.argerforfrequenciesabovebandcentre.Amoredetailed

exarnination of the practicatLy measured propagation loss is undertaketr

in section 10.65.

Although no baclc-scattered surface wave signal can be detected,

a lower practícaL ]-init of 38 dB can be placed on the centre frequency

directivity of this mode1.

L0.34 Coupl.er ModeL B.3 (Style B, Model 3)

The experimental response curve of Figure l-0.9 reveals that this

device provides a coupling factot of 18.69 dB from mass-loading bars

of height h = 0.492 microns, and achieves a 3 ðB fxactional bandwidth

of o.o4g centred on 1-0.50 MHz. Drawn in the same figure is the corres-
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Figure 10.8

Experimentally measured coupling and propagation loss for coupLer

Pr,
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nodel 8.2.
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absence of scattering gxíd.
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Figure 1-0.9

Practical- and theoretical coupled

signal response of coupler model 8.3

Theoretical coupling
factor.

X- ?e-lÉ-- Exper imentally measured
coupling factor'.
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ponding theoretical response, wtrich predicts a centre frequency

coupling facior of L7.9 dB - 0.79 dB larger than obtained in practice

- and which shows the usual harrnony with the experinental frequency

dependence. A plot of coupling loss (P") versus frequency, plesented

in Figure 10.10, exhibits a loss of only 0.7 dB at mLd'band, and less

than l-.2 ðß over the 3 dB bandwidth of the coupled dignal fesponse'

The experimentally determined lower bound for the centre frequency

directivity of this crossbar coupler is 38 dB.

10.35 Coupler Model 8.4. (Style B, Model 4)

An interaction grid of twenty mass loading bars, each of height

h = 0.446 nicrons, leads to a practicaL peak coupLing factor of 19.89 dll

in this rnodel. The gxaph of the experimental coupled signal fesponse

is contained in Figure 10.11, and records a fractíonal 3 dB bandwidth

of o.o5o at a centre frequency of 10.52 NHz. A calcutatíon of the

tlreoretical coupling factot determines a peak value of 18'B dB, rnthich

is 1.09 dB stronger than ¡neasured experimentally. The practical- and

anaLytical response curves of Figure 10.1L disp1ay the now famil-iar

close agreement which is notecl in the frequency behaviour of the three

previous models. A coupling loss of 0.6 dB at 10.52 IVftIz, and of less

than 1.1- dB over the coupling bandwidth, is evidenced by the experimental

results plottecl in Figure ].O.L2. For this coupler a practical lorver

]-imit of 37 dB can be placed on the centre frequency directivity.

L0.36 Coupler Model B.5. (Style B, Model 5)

The finaL crossbar directional coupler of this style to be testerl

has a region of periodic surface mass-loading forned frorn a gold overlay

of height h = 0.304 microns. This produces, as plotted in Figure 10.1-3

a practical coupling factor of 24.1 dB at a centre frequency of Io'52 ltklz,
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signal response of coupler model B.4.
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and with a fxactionaL 3 dB bandwidth of 0.049. Calculations of the

theoretical coupled signal response predict a peak coupling factor of

22.1 ð8. The discrepancy of 2.0 dB between the experimentally and

anaLytically determined centre frequency coupling factors is consider-

abTy greater than found in other models. As shown by the graphs of

Figure 10.13, the experimentaL fxequency response also displays,

paxticularly at the high-frequency side-lobe, a Latger departure from

the theor eticaL dependence than noted in the preceding investigations -

A measurement of the coupling loss for this device cannot be

made due to a broken electrocle fLnger in the rnonitor transducer. The

absence of an observable directivity wave al-lows the conclusion that

the practical centre frequency rlirectivity is more ttran 33 dB for this

rnodel of the microsonic crossbar coupler

10.4 Transmitted and Cotrpl-ed Surface l{ave Pulse Shapes.

It is cl-ear from the photographs of Figures to"2 and 10.5 that

the trans¡nitted and. cou.pled surface wave signals have pulse envelopes

of a somewhat different shape. The origin of this variation is i11us-

tratecl in Figures 10.14 and 1O.l-5 for the case of an input pulse of

10¡secs duration, (the carrier frequency being 10 MHz), applied to the

input IDT of a surface acoustic r4/ave crossbar directional coupler having

twenty peliodic mass-loacling bars in the interaction region. This is

precisely the situation to which photographs (c) - (g) of Figure 10'5,

taken during tests of coupler rnod.el 8.1-, relate. A comparison of the

waveforrns sketched in Figures 10.74 and 10.L5 shows that the coupled

surface wave pulSe, detected at transducer 3, is 20 cycles longer over-

aLL, and has a central fLat tegion of the envelope 20 cycles shorter,

than the transmitted pulse received at transducer 2. Experimental-ly
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obseived pulse envelopes , and in particular those pictured in the

oscillograms of Figure 10.5 (e) and (g), are of the shape predicted

by analysis. The differences between the coupled and transmitted

surface wave signal envelopes are accentuated in Figures t0.2 (e), (f)

and 10.5 (j), (k) which il-lustrate waveforms resulting frorn input pulses

of short duration.

10.5 Strons of Surface Acoustic Waves

-Coupler Model 4.2.

Ttre experimental results of section 10.3 suggest that a region of

heavy periodic surface ma.ss-loading, which permits very stlong coupling,

offers one technique for refl-ecting surface acoustic waves with compar-

atively 1ítt1e 1oss. To investigate this possibil-ity a coupler of

styl-e A, but with twenty mass-1oaðJng elements et-ched from a very thick

gold film of height h = 9.63 rnicrons, is fab::icated and tested. The

coupled signal response of this device' as measured by experirnent, is

plotted in Figure l-0.1-6. This discloses a ntininurn coupling factot of

0.43 dB - i.e. the coupl-ed wave amplitu<le is three times larger than

the transmitted wave arnplitude, wl-rich means a coupled to t::ansmitted

powef ratio of 9: L - at 9.7o \vftIz. Because of the 1-arge degree of

velocity slorving as the wave passes through the area of the substrate

surface which is covered by the very thick mass 1-oading bars, this centre

frequency ís 6% l-ower than the design value of L0.3 Nfttz. For obvious

reasons the perturbation analysis of Chapter IX cannot be used to cal-

culate the arnp1itudes of the scattered surface waves in this strongly

coupled situation. It is evident, too, from Figure 10.16, that the

experimenta:-'l-y recorded coupLing factor no longer exhibits the sin(x),/x

frequency dependence noted in studies of devices providing much weaker
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, Figgre 10.16.
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coupling.

Perhaps the nost useful result emerging from this investigation

is the indication that a strongly coupled crossbar coupler (of which

a surface wave reflector is the l-initing case) should be fabricated,

if possibl.e with regard to bandwidth requirements, from a Laxge number

of rnoderately thick mass-1oad,Lng elernents in preference to a srna11

number of very thick bars. Designs based upon the latter approach,

althouglr afforð.ing a wider bandwidth, suffer frorn two intrinsic prob-

l-e¡ns. Firstly, a perturbation analysis cannot be used to predict the

arnplitude of the coupled signal; a guide to the performance of a many-

element mass-loading grid forrned from a rnoderately thick overl.ay can

be obtained from an analysis of the device whose mass-loading bars are

of the same height, but are much smaller in number- Secondl-y, unless

specific al-lowance is made for the phase vel-ocity perturbation intro-

duced by the presence of the surface mass-loading, the centre frequencies

of the scattering interaction and of the IDTs which provide commu-nica-

tion at the ports become separated by significant arnounts.

l-0..6 Experimenta.l and Theoretical Results in SumnarY.

Tabl-e l-0.1 summarises the coupled signal behaviour, both experi-

mental and theoretical, of the surface acoustic wave directional- couplers

whose performance is discussed individual-ly in section 10.3. The

features which emerge frorn an integrated examination of the resul-ts for

all nodels of the crossbar coupler can now be described.

1_0. 61 Bandwidths and Centre Frequencies '

The theoretical or design centre frequencies quoted in Table 10.L

neglect the phase velocity perturbation caused by the appl-ication of

the rnass-loading overLay to the propagation surface. In the light of
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t\)o
F

Table 10.1

Surnnary of Theoretical and Experimental Coupled Signal Responses.

N = number of el-enents in rnass loading region.

h = overl-ay height (nicrons).

A.R. = centre frequency coupled to incident sur-

face wave amplitude ratio
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the discussion of section 9.22 it is not surprising that couplers whose

interaction region is fabricated from a comparatively thick film have

a practíca1 centre frequency consid.erably lower than the design va1ue.

But the table indicates, as expected, that the experimental and the

design centre frequencies approach coincidence as the thickness of the

mass-loading layer tends to zero. The fractional 3 dB coupling band-

widths of aL7 devices tested, with the obvious exception of the surface

wave "reflector", model A.2, folLow closely the predictions of coupled

mode theory.

70.62 Centre Frequency Coupling Factor.

For the first five models listed in Table 10.L, the analytically

calculated centre frequency coupl^ing factors are stronger than those

¡reasured in practice by rel-atively smal-1 amounts ranging betv''een 0.8

and 1.1 dB. A Larger cliscrepancy occurs for the wealcest couplef ,

model 8.5, whose peak experimentaL coupl-ing factox of 24.1- dB is 2.0 dB

less than plovided by theory. The scattering bars of this crossbar

coup1er are etched from a gotd overlay only 0.304 microns thick - the

thinnest of al-1 the mass-loading films deposited in the present study.

That the elastic constants of the bulk material, as used in the theoret-

ica! caLcul-ations, might not adequately represent the properties of

this thin film is the subject of further discussion in section L0.74.

l-0.63 Centre Frequencv Coupled to Incident Amplitude Ratio.

Equations (9.331) and (9.332), derived from the perturbation

analysis of Chapter IX, state that the coupled to incident sulface

wave amplitude ratio is linearl-y proportional to the height of the

periodic surface mass-loading bars, for a coupler of specified config-

uration (i.e. N, @0, substrate and overlay material combination' and
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deviçe geonetry a1-1 being fixed). Points representing the coupled

signal amp.litude ratios and overlay heights as neasured e>çerimentally

for the five crossbar coupl-ers of style B are marked in Figure 10.17.

A sixth point, marked thus @, represents the practicaL performance

of coupler model 4.1. Because Figure 10.17 refers exclusively to

style B couplers, this last result is plotted as the experinentalLy

recorded coupled signal arnplitude ratio for coupler rnodel 4.1 with an

ordinate given by an "effective" mass-loading film thickness of h =L.L4

microns (c.f. actuaL height of 2.09 microns). (By taking account of

the different area correction factors, centre frequencies and number of

mass-1oadi.ng bars in the two device styles, this effective height ís

calculated to be the film thickness needed in a style B coupler to pro-

duce the same peak coupled signal ampl-itude ratio as neasured experi-

mentally in model 4.1) .

As shown in Figure 10.17, these practicaL results suggest that a

1i¡ear relatiotrship between the coupled wave amplitude ratio and the

fij-m thickness exists, for the particular circurnstances of the present

investigation, in the region h < 0.9 rnicrons - i.e. for coupl.ed to

incident surface wave anpl-itude ratios of less than O.2. For overlays

of greater height, which provide stronger coupling, the slope of the

relationship steadily decreases. It is interesting to note that this

lirnit of linear behaviour is reached when the height of the mass-loading

bars is less than O.3% of a suxface acoustic wavelength at the operating

frequency. But the high mass density of go1d, which is more than seven

times the mass density of the substrate materi,aL, quartz, introduces an

"arnplification factor" into the calculatLon of the surface force densities

created by periodically nass-loading the propagation surface.
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'Figure 10.12 presents also the theoretical linear relationship,

between the coupled signal anplitude tatio and the mass-loading film

thickness , as caLculated from equation (9.331) ' using the bulk rnaterial

constants to describe the elastic properties of the gold overlay; this

determines a straight line whose equation is

Coupled Amplitude = Q.259 h ( 10.631 )
Incident AmPlitude

where h is the height, measuïed in microns, of the scattering bars'

The third graph in this fígure is a further theoretical result calcu-

lated from equation (9.331); on this occasion the overlay is assumecl

to have the elastic properties of bulk golcl, except that it is of zero

shear rigidity (i.e. * = o and h"n." va' = o in equation (9-332)).

This provides a relationship of the form

Coupled Amplitude = Q.228 b (to.632)
Incident AmP1itude

which is, as shown in Figure LO.L7, a1-most coincident with the linear:

segment of the "best-fitrr curve drawn through the experimental points '

The s ignificance of the above two analytical relationships is considered

in greater depth in section LO.74.

Figure 10.18 extencls the graphs of the previous figure to accomo-

date mass loading filns of gteater thickness and so all-ows the plotting

of a point to represent the pract ical pexformance of each coupler listed

in Table l-o.l-. once again the result for nodel 4.1-, marked Ô, has

been processed to indicate the perfoÍnance of a similar style B coupler'

But on this occasion the result is plotted as an "effective coupled

amplitude ratio" , ca\cuLated to be that provided by a style B coupler

whose mass-loading bars are of height h = 2.09 microns (i.e. the actual
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thiclcness of the overlay in model 4.1). As anticipated, Figure 10'18

discloses .an increasing discrepancy between the experimental and theoret-

ical behaviour, (the latter being determined from the perturbation

analysis of Chapter IX), with increasing overlay thickness'

10.64 Directivity.

Sections 10.31 to 10.36 report that, over the entire frequency

fange of experimental interest, no "back-scattered" surface wave could

be detected at transd.ucer 4, in any of the cfossbal couplers. The

absence of such a signal al1ows the establishment of a lorver limit to

the practical d.irectivity. For coupler model A'1 this bound is 32 dB

at the centre frequency, which compafes with the theoretical va1ue, taken

from Figure 1_0.1, of a clirectivity in excess of 47 dB over the 3 dB

bandwidth of the coupled signal lesponse. Through equation (9'513)

the coupl-ecl mode analysis predicts a directivity of 59 dB at the centre

frequency and of more than 55 dB over the 3 d3 coupling bandwidth for

styl-e B crossbar couplers (with N = 20). The experimentaLLy determined

l-ower limits for the centre frequency directivity of the five styl-e

B couplers tested in this study l-ie between 33 and 41 dB.

10.65 Coup_l-ing Lgss .

'. PracticaL measurements of coupl-ing loss for four models of coupler

style B, (rnodel 8.5 excluded.), return values between 0.6 and 1.0 dB

at the centre frequency, and between l-.1 and 1.4 dB over the 3 dB band-

width of the coupled signal fesponse. These l-osses, per se' afe

sufficiently smal-l to justify the lossless coupling assurnption by which

the experimental results are plocessed and plotted. But the curves

of Figure 10.8, representing measurements taken with modeL B,2' reveal

that only a srna11 proportion of the observed loss is due to the coupling
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nechànism. As described in section 10.33, a pxopagation loss of

0.65 dB is recorded, in the absence of the surface perturbation, over

the path length of approximately 3 cms between transducers 5 and 2,

at the device centre freguency of 10.50 MHz. This leaves a contribu-

tion of onl-y 0.15 dB loss introduced by the coupling process.

But the observed propagation loss of approximateLy O.22 dB/cm is

an order of nragnitude greater than that which could be due to elastic

losses alone at 10 MHz (L7), (18), (45) , (61), G27). The analytícaI

results of section 3.52 and, more specificaTLy, of Table 3.1, recalL

that the main transmission paths of the crossbar couplers are oriented

along a direction for which f, tn. rnisalignment angle between the nett

acoustic poh'er flow and wave vectors, is zero and Zflae is - 0.45

(g being an angle which d.efines the wave vector orientation on the

propagatíon surface ). A simple cal,culation shows that the total

propagation l-oss of 0.65 dB can be accounted for by an angu1,ar. displace-

ment of the metal overlay pattern, from the ideal- position on the sub-

strate surface, of 11.50. The discussion contained. in section 5.22

establishes that the overall tolerance in siting the main coupler paths

at!Z+o to the X crystal axis is lL.5o, with the fabricatíon techniques

employed in this study.

l-0.7 Sources of Dis crepancies Betw een the Theoretica]- and Practical

Coup l-ed Sienal ResPonses '

Al-though the preceding sections clearly demonstrate that there is

¡¡eneral agreement between the experinental- and the analyticaLty-cal-

culated performances of the surface acoustic wave crossbar directional

coupler, it is instructive to explore the possible sources of the sna1l

discrepancies which do arise, primarily in the centre frequency coupling
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factgx.

10.71 Pattern Misali gnnent During the Photofabrication Process.

The rnost likely source of error is that considered in section

10.65, namely an anguLar displacernent of the device mask from the

optimum design position, (as deterrnined by the substrate orientation),

during the photofabrication process. Using the wider results computed

by program "Anisomtr - i.s. data describing surface lvave pfopagation

on paths in the vicinity of lZqo to the X crystal axis on AT cut quartz

- the theoretical- effect, upon centre frequency coupling, of such a

rnisorientation of the rnetal overlay pattern can be calcuLated. This

undertaking, which rests upon equations (9.331) and (9.332), yields the

results shown in Figure l-0.19; the cufve indicates a coupling factor
+

dependence of lO.3 dB per degree of misorientation for sma11 departures

fron the design position. Hence the rotational location tolerance of

1r.so, noted in section 5.22, introduces an uncertainty of 10.+s ¿s

into the centre frequency coupling factox.

LO.72 Errors ín Preparine the Orieinal Device Mask.

Th¡o different errors, each of which modifies the theoretícaL centre

frequency coupling factor, must be considered under this heading. The

first is an angular misalignment of the periodic mass-loading elements

(i.e. of the perturbation wave vector) in relation to correctl-y a1-igned

input and output paths aE defined by the lDTs in each port. Because

the original rubylith pattern is twenty-five tirnes larger than the

final photographic mask, such errofs should be less than 10.50. A mis-

orientation of the scattering elements means that the coupled signal-

wave vec.tor diagran, Figure 5.2, no longer closes at band centre; its

effect can be calculated, therefore, from the directivity function of
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Dependence of centre frequency coupling factof upon pattern
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(i.e. Rotation of the photographic mask from the ideal

position relative to the substrate orientation) '

I is angle betrireen wave vector of incident wave and X crystal
axis .
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equation (9.507), which returns the results shown in Figure 10.20.

Ttris curve. predicts, for the possible mis-orientation of 10. 50 , à

reduction in centre frequency coupling fact,or of 0.43 dB.

The second source of error v,¡hich can arise in cutting the rubylith

pattern is an incorrectly located output (coupled) wave path, for

correctly aligned input and surface perturbation wave vectors. A

ca|cuLatton of the manner in which the centre frequency coupling factox

deteriorates due to such a non-ideal design is complicated by the need

to consider two separate factors. The first of these is a non-closing

wave vector diagram, the contribution fron which is provided once more

by equation (9.507). A second arises on account of substrate auiso-

tropy, rtrhich causes the particle displacement components of the coupled

surface rvave to be dependent upon the output wave direction. The con-

tributj.on from this factor can be evaluated from equation (9.331) and

from details, supplied by plogram "AniSom", of surface $tave propagatíon

in tlre vicinity of the paths ut !34o to the X crystal- axis on AT cut

quartz.

Figure LO.2L describes the overall dependence of the centre fre-

quency coupling factor upon output wave vector orientation as deter-

mined by combining the results of calculations of the two aforementioned

factors. Agaín an error of this nature should not excee¿ 10.5 degrees;

this lirnit allows for a red.uction in centre frequency coupling factor

of up to 0.3 dB. A further observation which can be made from Figure

LO.2L is that the 3 dB coupl-ed beamwidth is approximately 50; this lends

additional support to the design contention that alrnost all of the

scattered acoustic energy is detected as a coupled surface wave at

transducer 3.
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10.73 The Accur acv of A Perturbation AnalYsis

Section p.2 presents a perturbation treatment of surface acoustic

wave propagation on a mass-loaded surface; upon thiS al-1 subsequent

caLculatLons of the coupl-ed wave amplitude ratios depend. The pertur-

bation analysis makes two fundamental assurnptions. One is that the

surface wave part-icl-e djsplacements on the mass-l-oaded surface can be

replaced by those of the wave nofion on the free substrate surface'

obviously this step is only accuxa'ce when the perturbing fil-m is

sufficientl-y thin to ensr¡re that no significant nodification to the

palticle di.splacements of an incident wave occurs. The other important

assumption is that the input- wave is unattenuated as it travels ttrrough

the region of periodic mass-loadíng. This can only be true of a thirt

overlay which provides weak coupl-ing.

The practical couplers whose performance is discussed in secti6n

l-0.3 are desígned, in general, to have relatively weak ccupl-ing and

should, therefore, be amenable to analysis by a perturbation approach"

Two possible exceptions are cottpler models A.l- and 8.1, both of which

exliibit nod.erate coupling , anó. for which a perturbation calcul-ation may

be sonervhat less accutate. Figures 10.L7 and l-O.l-B ilLustrate the

greater discrepancies which ar:ise between experimentaL and theoretical

results (the tatter being dete::mined from the first order perturbation

anal-ysis) wj.th increasing strengt¡ 6f coupling'

1O.74 The Uncertain Elastic Proper tie s of the Thin Film OverlaY.

In the light of the discussion in the preceding section, it is

surprising to note, from Table l-0.1, that the largest difference between

practical and theoretical centfe frequency coupling factors occurs ' as

shown by the fesponse curves of Figure l-0.13, for coupl-er model B'5
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whicñ possesses the lowest coupling of al-t the devices tested. The

argument of section 10.73 suggests that this is the very coupler for

which a perturbation calculation should be most accurate.

Of the sources of discrepancies described above the only error

which can alter the centre frequency coupling factor of one device

without moclifying the performance of other nodels fabrícated frorn the

same photographic nask, is that described in section 1-0.71; i.e.,

rotation of 'ulre mask with respect to the substrate. But model 8.5

has a theoreticaL-practícal centre frequency coupling factor difference

which is 1<1R rnore than reco.rded for other style B couplers. A dis-

cfepancy of this nagnitude can be caused only by a rotational mis-

alignment 30 greater than introduced in the fabrication of any other

clevice .

As reported in sections 4.3 and 5.22, the overall tolerance on

pattern aligrrment- is 1f .5o, of which lf .Oo is contributed during the

pfocess of substrate nlachining. The five crystals upou which style

B couplers are fabricated. were prepared simultaneously in a singl-e

batch ancl a1-L should possess the sarne misalignntent of su.bstrate edges

from crystal axes. Thus it would seem highl-y improbable that the rnetal

overlay patt-ern of one crossbar coupler is rotated an additional 30 from

the design alignment, compared to the patterns of its companion models.

One plausible explanation resides in the fact that coupLer model

8.5 is formed from the thinnest metal fi1m, (h = 0.304 microns) of all

the mass-l-oading layers deposited in this study. Very litt1e quanti-

tative information concerning the elastic properties of thin metal

films is available from the litterature; most practical data relates to

tensile st::ength measurernent.s (12S) - (131). The results of one such
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expefinent (Ç28), (Lzg) suggest that, at least in regard to tensile

strength, .gold and silver films thicker than 0.25 nicrons behave like

the bulk material, while thinner films have considerably different

characteristics - notabl-y a much higher tensile strength. Such a

variation of elastic propertj.es with film thickness could account for

the experirnental behaviour of coupler fnodel 8.5 as compared with the

peffolmance of the other devices. Unfortunately the experimental ob-

servation of the dependence of tensil-e strength upon film thickness is

not conclusive ; 7atet, but 1-ess conplete, measurenlents of the same

parameter clo not seem to indicate the same behaviour (130),

In inr¡estigations of the input admittance of IDTs on l-it-hiun

niobate Skeie (11-O) sorret jmes notes (in particul-ar, when the al-tlminiuni

electrode fingers are deliberately mass-loaded by a further layer of

gold) closer agreement between theoretic'¿1- an.d experirnenbal val-ues by

assunring that the rnetal- filrns are of zero shear rigidity. Figure l-0.L7

shorvs that the sane assumption l-eads to a lineax reLatíonship, between

the coupled wave amplitude ratio and the rnass-loading fihn thickness,

which j.s almost identical- to that suggested by the pxacticaL results.

once more, unfortunatel-y, there is no evidence of either an experi-

mental- or a theoretical- nature to support the zero shear rigidity assump-

tion. But the two analytically calculated relationships drawn in

Figure 10.l-7 indicate the extent of the possible variation in the

tlreoretical results due to uncertainties regarding the elastic properties

of the mass-loading 1aYer.

The ELectroacoustic Contribution to the Scattering Iltechanism.10. B

The anal.yses of Skeie (110) and AuLd (10S) show that the reflection

coefficient of a surface acoustic wave normally incident upon a netal
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strip,

rnedium,

of fínite height h, deposited upon the surface of a piezoelectric

is linearly propoltional to

€ =-A +A Lv/v stiffness + Av/v ( 10. 801 )
¡n s sc

Iìere A_ and A_ are constants deterrnined by the properties of the sub-¡ns
strate, while the other variables are interpreted as follows;

is, as defined by equation (3.001-), the phase velocity

perturbation caused sol-e1y by the combined effects of

the substrate piezoelecftícity and the overlay con-

ductivity.

Av/"1lsc

Av/v mass is the phase velocity perturbation due so1e1y to the

mass-loading ptovided by the overlay. Clearly this para-

meter is a function of the height and rnass density of the

deposited fil-m.

ar/ul
I mass

l""rt tiffness is the surface wave phase vel-ocity perturbation in-

troduced so1-e1y by the elastic stiffne.ss of the overl-ay.

This tern is a function of the shear rigidity of the deposited

fi1n.

Definitions similar to equation (3.001) can be formulated for In"Z"l*o."
and lt.rZ'ol if so desirect.I I stlffness

In IDT clesign the mass-loading effect is minimised by using thin

aluminium fingers, and the lm/ul^^ t"r* of equation (10.801) may' I lsc
domr'-nate (Zt¡, (732). Calculation shows that this type of interaction,

resulting from the short-circuiting of the piezoelectric fields at the

metallised surface, virtuall-y alone is responsible for the experimental

observation, by Tseng (23), of the Bragg reflection of surface acoustic

waves from a grid of alu¡n:'-nium strips deposited on a strongly píezo-
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electric (PZT-Ð substrate. However in the present study the nass-

loading effect has been reinforced deliberately, and the analytical

calculations of the coupled wave. anplitucle ratios ' as detailed in

Chapter IX, have considered only the first two terms of equation (10.S01).

The curves of Figure 10.17 show that the elastic stiffness of the over-

]-ay makes a smal1 contribution to the coupling in comparison with that

províded by the mass-1oading, but the relative imp6rtance of a con-

tv/v ternr of equation (10.S01) has nottribution arising from the

been established.

sc

For gold filrns on a fuSed quartz substrate (rt'hich, in tegard to

phase velocit-y perturbation, should provirle a feasonable indication of

the behaviour of a surface t,rrave propagating on gold-coated crystalline

guartz, aS used in the experimental versions of the crossbar coupl-er)

Skeie (110) determines that

l¿"l"l + z}l.l- lmass t

for la"/"1 < 2Ø" (10'Bo2)
I I mass

where, as usual, h is the mass-loading film height and P Gc'f/vs) Ls

the magnitude of the surface acoustic wave vector. The crossbar coupl-er

fabricated from the thinnest overlay is model 8.5 for which

h = 0.3O4 rnicrons ,

v = 3.264 K¡n/sec (Appendix II),
S

f = 10.52 MHz (centre frequency, Table 10'1),

and u = ZT1f .

Substituting these values into equation (10.802) discl-oses that

Inu/'l +t'n" (10'803)
| | mass

For the main transmission paths of the couplers, Table 3-1 states that
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' I av/vl = o.o74% (10. so4)
l- ' lsc

while the data of Appendix I can be used in Auld's formula (108) to

obtain

Inrl + o.73 (10'8os)

The results presented in equations (10.803) - (l-0.805), show,

when inserted into equation (1O.BO1), that for even the crossbar coupler

providing the weakest coupling, the rnass-loading contribution to the

scattered wave amplitudes is more than an order of magnitude greater

than that arisi.ng from the "electroacoustic -0ie1ds __ condr;cting

elect-rodes" type interaction. Hence the neglect of this l.atter: mech-

anism in theoretical- caLcuLations of coupler performance is justified.

In view of the aírn of section LO.I, it is rvorthwhil-e to note one

further feature of the scattering process which can be deduced from

the foregoing discussion. Auld (108) denionstrates that when the sub-

strate is elasticalLy isotroPic A, is real; equations (3.1-51) and

(3.L52) can be used in Auld's fornula to obtain the additional resttl-t

that for practicai- isot::opic mater:ia1s this coefficient is negative.

This aLlows the conclusion, based on the structure of equatio;r (10'801),

that the tv,/v and the Av/v contributions to the reflected
mass SC

wave reinforce each other Under such circumstances. ALthough A,n

becomes complex when the medium is anisotropic detailed calcuLatiort

(which, for the particular conclitions applying to the pxactícal cross-

bar couplers, can be undertaken using the description of surface wave

characteristics supplied in Appendix I) shows that these two contribu-

tions stil1 tend to enhance each other. The incorporation of the

electroacoustic component of the scattering rnechanism into the crossbar

coupler anal-ysis would lead to very sl-ightly stronger theoretical
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coupling factors. Therefore this factor acts to widen the gap between

pxactical Vnd anaLyticaL results , and does not offer an explanation for

the existing discrepancies.

0.9 Sources of Discrepa ncies in Relation to the Theoretical and

Practíca]- Results.

Table l-0.1 and. the discussion of section 10.6 highl-ight the general

close agreement between the theoretical and practical behaviour of the

microsonic crossbar directional coupler. In particular they emphasize

that the most significant discrepancies between the two sets of results

occur in deterrninations of the centre frequ.ency coupling factot; values

measured by e>çeriments with five devices are between 0.8 and i-.1- dB

weaker than predicted by theory, rnfrile a further device, rvhich provides

the lowest coupling, shows a departure of 2.0 dB. But the arguments

of sections 10.7L and LO.72 reveal that angular tol-erances on pattern

preparation and alignmeut can modify the centre frequency coupling

factor, as calculated for the ideal device, by arnounts ranging from

+O.45 dB to -L.2 dB. Hence the general agreement between experinental

and theoretical- centre frequency coupling factors, as for the other

device parameters discussecl in sections 10.3 to l-0.ó, is quite sound.
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CIIAPTER XI

TI{E APPLICATION OF PERTOD]C MASS LOADING OF A SURFACE AæUSTIC T\IAVE

PROPAGATION SIJRFACE TO MICROSONIC COMPONENT DESIGN.

11.0 Introduction.

This study of the periodic surface mass-loading interaction has

been colducted, as stated in the ains of the thesis, section 1'4, in

the context of a surface acoustic rvave directional coupler design.

But the potential device applications of this coupling mechanism extend

nuch furürer than this; sotne of the more significant of these, in the

light of the experimenta! anð. theoret-ical results of chapter x' are now

dis cussed .

Ll.L Strrface Acous tic Wave Dir:ectional CouPlers

In this category, which incl-udes devices mofe cofrectl-y describable

as power dividers and a,coustic bearn splitters, a rvide variety of com-

ponent designs has been proposed and testeA (23), G7), (49), (51), (55),

(L2I) , (L26) , (133) - (140); space l-imitations permit a consideration

of onJ-y the more plomising and the more versatile'

Directional couplers formed by two adiacent thin film strip surface

acoustic waveguides afe studied initially in the weak coupl-ing situation

through a perturbation analysis developed by Tiersten (49). As a

consequence of the weak coupling the devices require a Large coupling

Length, (i.e. the distance needed for energy to be transferred completely

frorn one guide to the adjacent guide), and provide only a narrow band-

width. The work of Adkins and Hughes (51) extends Tiersten's analysis

to accomodate both strong and weak coupling. Their investigations

include experimentation with the three directional coupler designs

sketched in Figure 11-.1-. By using much stronger coupling, their sep-
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(a) Separated double guide directional coupler.
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(b) Contiguous double guide directional coupler.

(c) Y junction directional coupler.

Figure 11.1

Thin fil¡n strip guide surface acoustic wave directional couplers

[after Adkins & Hughes (51)J

2

1, 4

3
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arated double guide couplef, Figure 11.1(a), achieves a wider band-

width than Tiersten's device. But this style of coupler is sti11

inherently nar.row-band due to the e>cponential transverse decay of energy

outside the confines of the strip guide (49), (50). Ëstimations of

perforrnance capabil-ities based upon detailed theoretical and practical

studies (51) suggest bandwidths of from L% to 2Úo for coupling factors

within the range of 18-25 dB.

The contiguous directional coupl-er, illustrated in Figure 11.1(b),

is the lirniting case of the separated double guicle coupler, as the

separation approaches zero. This device has not received the same

intensive study afforded the separated double guide coupler, but both

theory and. experiment suggest an improved perfor:mance ove|bhe latter

sty1e. coupling lengths five to ten times shorter, and banclwidths

five times flatter rnay be possibl-e with the contiguous coupler, but the

range of avaíIab1-e coupling factors is reduced to o-.1-o dB (51). I'igure

lL.l-(c) shows the final arrangement to be examined by Adkins and Hughes;

experiments verify the obvious properties of this Y junction coupler,

namely that it provides 3 dB couplíng over: broad bandwidths.

Frorn the investigations unclertaken by Tiersten (49) and Adkins and

Ilughes (51) it seems reasonable to concl-ude that surface acoustic r4lave

directional couplers fabricated from various configurations of thin

fii-n strip guides suffer frorn the four disadvantages listed below'

l_. The components are inherently frequency dispersive due

to the laminated sulface wave propagation structure'

2, Unl-ess epitaxial growth is used to create singl-e crystal

thin filn overl-ays, the surface acoustic waveguides may

have a Large propagation loss at high frequencies '
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If the surface waves are to be lau¡rched by IDTs, which

currently provide the rnost convenient method of trans-

duction, tapered waveguide sections or "horns" must be

employed to collect aLl- the acoustic energy radiated

frorn the transducer aperture, typically 10O surface

wavelengths in width, and to clirect this into the guiding

path, whose width usual.ly is of the order of a surface

wavelength. Inevitabl-y some acoustic losses occur in

these waveguicle transition regions; one set of experi-

mental- measurements (51) report a per horn loss of 5 dB

at 25 Ivftlz.

4.Incertainconfigurationsð"LfficuLtyinconfiningthe

ptopagating acoustic modes to the guides may be en-

countered (51).

ïn proposing the above factors as the major problems associated with

the successful implementation of strip guide couplers, it is assun¡ed

that the cont-iguous coupler overcomes the narrow bandwidth restriction

inherent in ttre separated double guide coupler. The first two problems

statecl above might be surrnounted by the utilizatlon of very thin metal

overlays, which a.chieve surface guidance through the velocity slowing

introduced by the short-circuiting of the electroacoustic fiel-ds at the

surface of a píezoelectric substrate (25), J41) ' These guides prornise

a rnuch l-ower propagatíon l-oss and a frequency clispersion reduced by

three orders of magnitude (51) in comparison with polycrystalline nass-

loacli,ng overlaYs (49) , (50) '

The surface acoustic wave crossbar directional coupler euffers

fron none of the four defects listed above. But it shares, with the

3
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sepafated double guide coupler, the problem of narrow bandwidth. This

becomes pa.rticularLy apparent when the performances of the devices

described in section 10.3 are reviewed in terms of the usual specifica-

tions placed upon electronagnetic microwave directional couplers - e.g.

coupling factors of 3.0 10.15 dB or 2O.O 1f .O dB over the required

bandwidth. The response cufves of Figures 10.7, 10.9 and 10.11 impl-y

that the present crossbar coupler clesign can meet the latter specifica-

tion ove.r a fractional bandtvidth of on1-y s1-ightl-y more than 4%. This

avaiLab1e bandwidth could bc increased by using a nlass-loading region

of graded periodicity, but this necessitates that careful attention be

paid to the overall device geometry to avoid frequency dispersion _-

e.g. "chirped" IDTs of tapered periodicity Q42), (143) could be enrployed

to off-set the frequetrcy dispersion intloducecl by the non-uniform

spacing of the mass-loading eLenents.

A most interesting recent clevelopmen'u is the acoustic surface

wave rnulti-strip coupler, (MSC) , designed and tested by Marshall ancl

Paige (¡.27), (t:ó) - (l-40). Ttre structure of the lt{SC is strown in

Figure LL.2; its coupling interaction resul-ts from an afray of thin

paraL1-e1- metallic strips deposited on a strongl-y píezoelectric substrate.

A sUrface acoustic \llave, with wave vector normal to the strips, is

launched into one haLf of the device, (along ttack A for example), and

establ-ishes, through the electroacoustic fields which accompany the

wave motion, an alternating potential between adjacent metal strips.

These potentials must a1-so appear ín track B, where they excite a new

strface wave. Power fed into one track thus coupLes periodically

baclc and forth between the two tracks as the wave travels along the

substrate. The MSC operates over an extremely broad fractional band-
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Piezoelectric Substrate.

IDT 1 Track A IDT 2

IDT 4 Track B IDT 3

IvISC

(mu1t i-strip-coupler )

Figur e 7t.2.
Schemat ic díagram of the multi-strip directional coupler (MSC) with

IDTs at input and outPut Ports.

[efter Marshall & Paige (136t
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widtlt of between 1oo% and t2Ú/". Strip widths can be selected to be

of a comparable dimension to that of the IDT electrodes, so that no

more stringent resolution requirements are dernanded of the photolitho-

graphic processes. A fundament aL Límitation of this device is that

it must be fabricated on a stlongly piezoeLectric medium. The coupling

length of the IvISC is inversely proportiotral to the electromechanical

coupling constant of the substrate matexía! (L36); the most optimistic

cal.cuJ.ation deternines a coupling length of 20 surface wavelengths on

stfongly piezoelectric YZ lithium niobate (67), (77), which is pleas-

ingly short, but the corresponding length on weakly piezoel-ectric YX

quaxtz (67), (7t), (ZA) is greater than 500 surface rvavelengths.

Hence the MSC performs efficíently only on single cÍystal cuts,

such as YZ l-ithium rriobate, and polycrystalline ceramícs rvhich possess

high electroacoustic coupling; the formet maLexials are generalJ-y quite

expens:lve, (at Least one order of magnitude more costly t1na:n qt3v"ç¡7),

while the latter are limited by acoustic propagation loss to frequencies

of approximately 50 IrHz or less Q4Ð. Obviously the adva'ntage which

the crossbar coupler offers over this device is that the periodic mass-

l-oading coupling mechanisrn does not place any special demands upon the

properties of the substrate; i-n practice, as in the present research

programme, a rveakly piezoelectric single crystal material, €.9. quattz,

pr:oves convenient from the viewpoints of 1ow cost and surface wave

excitation using IDTs. However the rnicrosonic crossbar coupler cannot

appxoach the wide bandwidths avail-able with the lvlsc. The two coupler

designs share the desirable features that coupling can be obtained

through an interaction which is independent of external circuit elements,
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that the surface wave signals are in the forn of broad uniform beams

and ihat the components are fabxicated by the same photolithographic

processes i¡sed to forn IDTs; aLL of these qualities are required of

devices which are to be compatible with existing surface acoustic wave

technology Q3Ð. Following sections show that the MSC and the cross-

bar coupler share, in addítion, a diversity of other possible appLica-

tions.

Sections 2.32 and 10.8 note that the coherent scattering oi surface

acoustic waves can be observed with coupling mechanisms other than that

supplied by periodLcaLLy mass-l-oading the surface (23), (59), (71-),

(1OB), (110) , (L4Ð. Of these, the most- attractive and potentiatty

most useful interaction is provided by a periodic àrray of thin metal

fingers deposited upon a piezoelectric propagation surface Q3) '

Since the phase velocity of a surface acoustic wave decrea'ses as it

enters a metal-pl-ated axea of the substrate frorn an uncoated region (25),

(l-41) , partLaL refl-ection of an incident wave occltls at- such a junc-

tion (108), (110), (114), (L46). In a given situation, where the

materials of the substrate ancl the overlay are specified, the coupled

to incident su::face wave amplitude ratio in the surface rnass-loading

crossbar coupler is d,etermined prim atíty by two factors (t"f"t section

9.33 ) ;

]-. the numbef, N, of elements in the interaction gxid,

and 2. the thickness of the mass-loading film'

This behaviour may be contrasted with that of a coupler exploiting the

',piezoelectric stiffness" scattering mechanism described above (23);

the latter type of device has a bandrvidth inversely proportional to N,

and a coupling factor proportional to N, where N is the number of thin
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conducting strips in the scattering area. The crossbar coupler design

based upon a periodic sufface rnass-loading interaction has a greatex

fl-exibility introauced by the selection of the paraneter 2 above, and

affords, within linits imposed nainLy by fabrication problems and the

range of validity of theoretical perforrnance predictions caLculated by

perturbation analyses, independent control of strength of cclupling and

bandwidth.

l]-.2 Launchine Surface Acoustic Wave s Alone Paths of Low or Zero

Acoustoelectric CouPling.

One experimental method for characterising surface a,coustic wave

motion on an insulating medium requires the deposition of a narfolv

conducting stripe onto the surface, normal to the direction of pro-

pagation. The surface motion is measured b1' recording the electro-

rnotive force generated acfoss this metal stripe in the presence of

a static magnetic fieLd G47), (148). components of the surface v¡ave

particLe clisplacements pelpendicul-ar to the stripe can be resolved in

both magnitude and phase by rotating the appl-ied magnetic field about

the axt'-s of the stripe. But when the sttbstrate is piezoel-ectric a

voltage, (of the same frequency as that generated by the effecf described

above), is cletected across the stripe irr the absence of a magnetic

field; this voltage is due to the electroacoustic fields which accompany

the propagating surface wave. A1-though compensation for this electro-

acoustically induced e.m.f. can be made in experiments to explore the

free surface particle displacements of a surface acoustic wave (148),

in relatecl device applications (149) of this measurement phenomenon it

is advantageous if the excitation of this urrwanted field can be avoided''

An obvious solution is to use a non-piezoelectric substrate, but
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the Broblem of transduction arises. The hybrid transducer (L5O) -

(155), four configurations of which are illustrated in Figure 11'3, is

one rnethod. whereby surface acoustic waves can be launched onto a píezo-

electrically inert substrate. Coupling to the wave is achieved through

a convent ional- IDT and. a thin piezoelectric film deposited on the sub-

strate surface. Experimentally rneasured two-way electroacoustic con-

version losses as 1ow as !2 ð8, obtained with ZnO overlays on fused

silica (153) and on isopaustic g]-ass (]'52) at frequencies as high as

90 lr{llz, are reported in the litterature. The price which must be

paid for this convenience of launching surface waves onto uon-píezo-

eLectrics with IDTs, is a more conplex fabricatiotr procedure, ruhich

requires the deçlosition of thin piezoelectric fi1ms. Further problems

associated with these transducels are frequency dispersion, if the over-

1ay extends over the whole ptopagatLon path, or acoustic reflections,

if the piezoelectric filn is pl-aced only in the vicinlty of the trans-

ducers.

Figure LL.4(;-) shows an alternative scherne which a1lows surface

waves to be excited in non-piezoelectric rnedia; this method relies upon

the scattering, into thc surface mode, of a volu¡le acoustic wave

incident upon a periodically roughened surface (60), (OZ), (ó3)'

Because the surface perturbation nust hal¡e a periodicity of the older

of one surface wavelength, the scheme imposes comparatively stringent

requirements upon the procedures needed to etch or to machine grooves

of specified width, depth and shape. A ¡nore convenient technique,

requiring a structure which can be fabticated by conventional photo-

lithographic processes, is slcetched in Figure 11.4(b) and depends upon

the scattering, into a 'surface wave' of a volurne acoustic wave incident
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Piezoelectric Layer

IDT

Non-Piezoelectric
Substrate.

]DT
Piezoelectric Layet

Ground
Plane

IDT

(neutral)

on-Piezoel ectri
Substrate.

Figur e 11 .3

Four hybrid transducer configurations for generating surface acoustic

waves on non-piezoelectric substrates using IDTs.

lafter Smith (1s4)]
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surface. wave preferred
direction.

Volume Wave Transducer

(a) ny vol-ume wave scattering at a regíon of
periodic surface roughness.

Mass-Loading Elernents .

HFåEEilÐæffiÐ
Surface wave Surface wave

Volume Wave Transducer

(b) By volume wave scattering at a region of
periodic surface mass loading.

Figure 11.4

Surface acoustic wave excitation in non-piezoelectric media through

mode conversion.

ftu) "ft"r Humpþryes and Ash (62)]
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upon.a region of periodic mass-loading applied to the substrate surface'

The perfor¡nance of this transduction scheme is analysecl by Bertoni (11-1),

and can be calculated by the analytica]- steps described in chapters

VII, VIII and IX of this thesis.

A final method, rvhich in some situations may provide the most

attractive solution to the problem outlined at the beginning of this

section, is illustrated in Figure 11.5. This approach, rvhich exploits

the el-ast ic and electroacoustic anisotropy of a singl-e crystal píezo-

el-ectric substrate, is discussed , by way of specific exampLe, ín terms

of a Y cut quart z propagàtion surface. A surface wave is launchecl

frorn an IDT aLigned along the x crystal axis, which has one of the

highest electroacoustic coupling factors available in a quartz cxystal

(refer Figure 3.4 and section 3.52Ð. The region of he¿vy perjodic

surface mass-loading, which provides a pertu::bation wave vector of the

desirecl magnitude and orientation, cohelen'tLy scatters almost al1 of

the incident acoustic energy through an angle of ninety degrees into a

surface wave plopagatlng along tihe Z crystal axis' (Note that in

caLcuha.ti.ng the periodicity and orientation of the mass-1-oading grid

needed to achieve this scattering, account must be taken of the differ-

ent phase r¡elocities of surface waves directed al-ong the x and z axes

of the Y cut crystaL - refer Figure 3'4)'

Detail-ed analysis proves, as indicated by Figure 3-4(c), that there

are no electroacoustic field components coupled to the surface wave

motion whose wave vector lies along the z crystaL axis of a Y cut quattz

substrate. Hence the atrangement of Figure 11.5 a11ovus, in studies

of the surface wave particle notion and in related microsonic device

applications ( L49) of this "vibrated conducting stripe - static
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Ítagnetic field" interaction, the measufenent of generated e.m.f,s

without the need of precompensatíon to account for the electroacoustic

fields. This proposal requires the selection of a piezoelectric sub-

strate r,r'hich has, on a single plane surface, directioiìs of both high

and 1ow electroacoustic coupling, these two path-types being separated

by an angle sufficientLy Large to pernit individtral access to the

launched and scattered. bearns. But fortunately quite a number of corn-

rnon piezoelectric singl-e crystal cuts possess these properties (24),

(25), 167) QÙ, (80). To off-set this restriction, the scheme offers

a method for ¡aunching surface ü¡a,ves onto paths of l.ow ot zero e1-ectro-

acoustic coupling using a structure which can be fabricated ent:'-reJ-y

in the single photolithographic process required to fo::m an IDT.

l-l-.3 Surface Acousti c Wave Delav Line TaPs.

The most commonly used tap in a surface acoLlstic wave delay line

(28), (2g), (L56) is the simpJ-e uniform bidirectional- IDT sketched in

Figure 1-.1. This tran*cducef is analysed by Smith et al-. (70) , (7L),

whose results are repl-otted in Figure 4.2, on the basis of lossless

three-port microwave junction theory. T\,,ro inporta.nt sources of

aberration in these tappecl delay lines are acoustic refl.ections at the

indiviclual taps, and regeneration, the process whereby a signal received

at one tap is reradiated. by a1L other receiving transducers to which

it is electrically connected in paral1e1. One solution to this prob-

lern is the development of tap patterns which contrive to produce

cancellation of these unwanted signals. The design of "low-noise"

tapped surface wave delay lines using this strategy can follow two

courses. Carr (157) has shown experimental-i-y that careful attention

to the spacing of the interdigital electrodes within a tap can reduce
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substantially the amplitudes of the reflected signals. A similar

regard for.the inter-tap spacings should a11ow significant cancella-

tion of both reflected and regenerated waves.

An alternative approach, illustrated in Figure LL.6, employs

weakly coupl-ed periodic surface mass-loading bars as enefgy sampling

elements. These grids, suitably angled to the deJ-ay line axis, scatter

a smal1 proportion of the inciclent surface lvave energy tov'rards a nearby

receiving IDT. Being essentially a four-port stîucture, and therefore

capable of lossless operation while matched in every port, the surface

mass-loading gricls offer one method of breaking the nexus between

electrome chanicaL conversion loss and. acoustic reflection loss inherent

in the simple bidirectional (three-port) f¡f tap (20) '

The lossLess three-port analysis of ,Smith et a1.. (70) predicl-s

zero acovstic reflection from a short-circuited IDT' As emphasised

by Auld (LOB) and Slceie (11-O), this analysis neglects the reflection

of an incident surface wave due to the pfesence, on the propagation'

surface, of the rnetal- fingers which int::oduce periodic mass and "elastic

stiffness" l0ading , and "short-circuiting" of the electroacoustic

fields. All of these effects contribute to a velocity retarclation

and partial reflection of an incident surface wave. The discussion'

of section 10.B indicates tha.t the reflection coefficient at a single

finger can be rnade quite small by operating on a weakly piezoelectric

substrate and by etching the transducer frorn a thin overlay of a

¡naterial whose acoustic impedance matches that of the st¡bstrate - e.g.

aluminium has an acoustic impedance very sinilar to that of quaxtz

(73), (J44>. But the quarter-wavelength electrode spacing of a
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conventional- IDT is strch that a notmally incident surface lvave at the

synchronous (centre) frequency satisfies the fundamentaL Rtagg condi-

tion stated in equation Q.2O3). This tneans that the sna11 anounts

of acoustic energy reflected at each finger sum coherentl-y. In devices

ernploying transducers with rnany electrode pairs or in certain filter

designs (as discussed briefLy in the following section) requiring long

interdigital electrode structures, a reflected surface wave of con-

siderable amplitude can result.

In order to determine the deterioration of IDT perfornance or

the aberrations in frequency response of an "apodized comb" surface

wave filter (26) causecl by this unwantecl reflected signal, its ampli-

tude must be calculated. When the do¡ninant contribution to the re-

fl-ected surface wave arises from the mass-Toading effect of the fingers,

as may be the case on a substrate possessing 1ow piezoelectric couplj-ng,

the analytical expressions clerived in Chaptel IX can be used to ca1-

cul-ate the reflected to incid.ent wave amplitude ta.tio" On strongly

piezoelect::ic mate::ia1s, lvhere the periodic "short-circuiting" of the

electroacoustic fields by the corducting electrodes provides a com-

parable or greater c.ontribution to the reflected wave amplitude than

does the mass-loading interaction, computations rnust be based upon the

more general results of Auld (1OB) and Skeie (l-l-0)

11.4 Surface Acoustic I'rrave I'-i1ters.

A realn in which comrnercial applications for surface acoustic

wave devices seem certain to be realised is fil-ter synthesis. Surface

rvave interdigital transducer structures afford a sirnple and convenient

techniqtre whereby a wide variety of frequency response characteristics

including, for exarnple, general band-pass filters (158) - (160), tele-
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vision intermediate frequency band-pass filters (27> , (134), (1ó1),

(L62) and natched filters for 'rchirped" tadax signals (26) , (34) , Q42)

or for coded pulse trains (28), (29), (34), (156), can be synthesised.

In these and similar applications the snal1 surface acoustic wavelengths

ensure economy of occupied space, which in turn neans sma11 substrate

sizes and 1ow cost. AJ-though the most general frequency fesponse can'

theoreticaLLy, be synthesised by careful-1y designed apodized IDTs (26),

(163), (:164>, it may well be that certain types of response - e.g.

strong band absorption or band rejection - can be provided more effic-

ientLy by appLying a prescribed roughness profile (55), (56), (59),

(60), (63) or mass-loading perturbation (165) to the ptopagation surface.

llhe behaviour of surface acoustic rvave filters constructed using a

surface roughness interaction can be assessed from the one-dimensional

results plotted in Figures 2.L and 2.2 (J9), (60), (ó3). At the

roughened surface an incid.ent surface wave is scattered, over a selected

frequency rarlge, into volume modes, rofiich can be absorbed at some dis-

tance from the free surface. Surface wave filters synthesised by the

addition, to the propagation surface, of a prescribed rnass-loading dís-

tribution, whether the freqrrency selectivity be due to reflection of

an incident wave, or to scattering into volurne modes , can be designed

to meet specified responses through the analytical techniques of Chap-

ters VI to IX. Sittig ancL Coquin (165) have conducted preLiminary

theoretica1- anð. experimental- studies of a surface wave del-ay line which

achieves a linear frequency dispersion relation through the reflection

of an input'wave at mass loading elements deposited at selected points

o1 the substrate surface. But the possibility of developing surface
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acou.stic wave filters, with specified frequency f espollses of a more

general fo.rm, using one of the aforementi-oned nechanisms which entail

perturbing, by surface roughness or mass-loading, the propagation sur-

face, renains to be explored.

11.5 Surface Acoust ic Wave Reflectors.

The reflection of acoustic surface waves at periodic structures 
'

which leads to spurious signals and a departure from ideal performance

in IDTs , ,,apodized comb" fil-ters and tapped delay lines, fràY be en-

couraged in other microsonic device applicatie11s (7i-), (119) , (l-zL),

(L66).

Until recently the two effective techniques by which a surface

acoustic wave could be reflected. with tolerabLe loss were fron an ID'I,

inductively tuned to provide a high quality factor (77) ' when the sub-

st¡:ate is moderately t-o strongly piezoelectric, or frorn a catefuTLy

¡nachined slot or crysta! edge (99) - (101) , (167), (168); both of these

rnethocls yielcl strong reflection ovef only narrow bandwidths. The re-

fl-ection of surface waves at single boundaries in layered media had

also been observed. (l-69), (170), but this approach did not offer any

significant practical- ad.vantages. A new version of the mul-ti-strip

coupl-er tested by MarshaLL et at. (J27), (138) proves a most convenient

method for reflecting surface waves over broad bandwidths. But like

the MSC, this component functions effectively on1-y on substrate mater-

ials with high electroacoustic coupling constants'

That surface acoustic waves can be strongly reflected' over use-

ful bandwidths, from regions of periodic surface mass-loading is demon-

strated adequateLy by the experimental results plotted in Figure l-0.1-6.
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such a reflector has many appLícatíons to rnicrosonic conponent designs,

the more significant of which are discussed below'

11.51 Unidirectional Surface Acoustic Wave'Iransducers.

Most unidirectional IDT designs require either a tuned interdigital

attay to red.irect the backward.-launched surface wave (71), or a bi-

phase (119) or a tri-phase (120) driving circuit and/ot an electrode

pattern considerably more complex than the simple bidirectionaL arxay

for their operation (70), (JL), (119) , (LzO); in these schemes unidirec-

tional transduction is achieved usually at the price of a reduced band-

rrridth. The MSC reflector ( 12Ð, (138) a1lows the design of a unidirec-

tional transducer with a bandwicith only maxgina11-y less than that of

a bidirectional array (70), (71) but nhich is suítable only for strongly

piezoelectric substrates

Figure LL.7G) illustrates how a normal-incidence sufface wave

reflector, forrned from a grid of surface mass-loading bars spaced at

one quarter wavelength, can teditect the reverse-propagating wave

launched from a bidirectional IDT to create a unidirectional transducer '

In this role the mass-loading interaction offers an advantage over the

comnronly employed hi.gh Q interd.igital transducer , in that it requires

no extefnal circuit elements, and over the MSC reflector, in that it

is not limited. to operation on materials exhibiting high electroacoustic

coupling.

LL.52 Long Surfac e Acoust-ic Wave Delay Lines.

At present four techniques are availabl-e for obtaining long signal

delay times using surface acoustic $Iaves ptopagating on a single sub-

strate of finite dirnensions. The first allows a wave to travel around
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the perimeter surface of a suitably shaped si'ng1e cryetal (31) - (33)

(the single crystal material- being,necessary to provide low acoustic

propagation loss). Problerns associated with this arrangement include

the continually changing effects of anisotropy on the propagating wave

as it travels around the curved ends of the crystal, the stringent

requirenents of machining the block profile to avoi{ end reflections,

anrl the fact that this structure does not adhere to the concept of a

pTanax sufface wave device technology. A second method employs a

coi1ed surface wave thin fil-¡rr strip guide (30), (48) - (50); prototypes,

fabricatecl from a thin gold overlay deposited upon a fused quartz sub-

strate, have been tested in the 10-20 MIJz frequency range (30).

Although difficul-ties with spurious signal interference and high pro-

pagation loss did not arise in these 1ow frequency experiments, there

is no guarantee that they, coupled with frequency dispelsion, r"rili not

introduce serious design problerns at rlighet frequencies.

The thircl approach depends upon multiple reflections of the launchecl

surface wave at the edges of the crystal or from sl-ots formed in the

propagation surface (99) - (l-01), (166) - (163). Here the primary

lírnitations ale the demands placed upon machining or etching of the

single crystal materLaL, anc| ti¡e fact tha,t operation must be restricted

to a. narrow bandwidth to avoid losses clue to mode conversion or to the

propagation of the incident wave around the crystal edge or slot (767)'

A fourth technique is offered by the "reflecting track-changer" studied

recently by Marshall (138). This device combines the properties of

the MSC and its associatecl reflector to enable the reflection of an

incident sufface wave onto a path adjacent to the input path. The
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disadvantages of the "track-changer'r are that it occupies a compara-

tively large J-ength of the pro-pagation path and, in cornmon with other

rnenbers of this famíLy of devices (121), (t¡6) - (140), it requires a

substrate with a large electrornechanical coupling constant for ptactícaL

implementation. A further und.esirable feature of this design is that

the experimentally record.ed loss of approximateLy 2-3 d3 (13S) (over

a SO% bandwidth centred, on 80 MHz) for each change of track is quite

high when long delay 1-ines, involving several such manoeuvres, are

sought.

Figure 11.7(b) shows how periodic surface mass-loading grids might

be used to reflect an incident surface acoustic wave and thus to fold

a delay f-ine path so that fuLt advantage can be taken of the available

substrate surface area. The expe::imental results presented in Figure

10.L6 indicate a loss of only 0.43 dB, but this value has been ca1cu1-

ated from the practical rneasufements in a manner which assumes a loss-

less coupJ-ing mechanism. It may be that the acoustic losses, due to

scattering of the incident surface wave into volume modes, which the

results of section 10.3 demonstrate are srnall for weak coupling situa-

tions, become nore significant for interactions at regions of very

heavy periodic surface nass-loading; this would increase the cal-culated

loss of 0.43 dB per reflection. The most serious disadvantage of the

system sketched in Figure 11.7(b), is that for signals in the form of

carrier frequency pulses, the pulse is lengthened by (N - 1) cycles

on reflection fron an N-elemeît grid (refer section l-0.4). This

unwanted property, which is shared by the MSC "track-changer", places

an uppef limit upon the bit-rate which can be achieved in a given
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situation - i.e. for a specified carrier frequency pulse length' nurn-

ber of reflections and nurnber of mass-loading bars in each reflector'

11.53 Surfac e Acoustic Wave Resr¡nators.

Becausestepstowardsthedevelopmentofhighefficiencysurface

wave reflectors, independent of external circuit elementS, have been

reported on1.y recentLy (LL2), 02Ð, (L26)' the few surface wave reson-

ator designs which have been proposed (32), (33) , (.52) depart from the

usual concept of a "cavity" defined by two end reflectors' Knox and

van den Heuvel (SZ) ¿escribe experímental measurements made with a

thin fil-m ,,ring guide" resonator, which operates in a similar fashion

to the separated double guide coupler (4g), (51-) illustrated in Figure

1l-.1(a). Energy is coupled' from a main su::face acoustic waveguide

intoanacljacentclosed-loopguideatthcsefrequenciesforwhich

the circumference of the latter is an integral number of surface wave-

lengths.Anunattractivefeatureofthisdesignisthatthering

guide must be rnany (e,g., ninety) wavel.engths long to ensure a suffic-

iently large radius of curvature and hence lottr-loss propagation' In

additionitposestheproblem,notedearlierinrelationtothethin

fil-m strip guide directional couplers ' that if IDTs are to be used

for transcluction , an efrective rneans of focussing the broad launched

acoustic beam onto the narrow guiding structure must be found' Re-

circulating surface wave delay lineç, of the type in which the signal

propagatesaround'theperimetersurfaceofaspeciatLyshaperlcrystal

(32),(33),provideanalternativetechniqueforresonatorfa,brication.

But in this role the three disadvantages, listed in section LL.52,

which limit their appeal in the development of long delay lines stí1l
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app1y.

Figure LL.7G) shows how two surface wave reflectors, which may

be of a periodic mass-loacling or an MSC style Q27) , caî be arrangerl

to forn a resonator. Once nore the mass-loacling grid offers the

advantage that it operates on a wider vatiety of substrate materials.

LL.54 Position Enc oding iu a One-Por t Surface Acoustic l¡Iave Device.

A rnulti-tap suxface acoustic wave d.elay 1ine, (the taps being

identical bidirectional IDTs), in which all taps, including the allay

which launches the input wave in a conventional tapped delay 1ine

(28), (2g), (156), are connected in paraLlel forns a one-port network

(171). When excited by a carxier frequency pulse of short cluration

this device responds, a few microseconds 1ater, by inducíng a voltage

pul.se train acIoSS the source resistance. The position, in time, of

each reply pulse is determined by the relative spatiaL Location of

the transducers in the one-port de1.ay line; detection of the fesponse

pulse train provides an unambiguous method for identifying the activ-

ated 1ine. fn practice the "basic" repLy pulse ttain is complicated

by unwanted signals resulting from the processes of acoust-ic reflec-

tion and regeneration which occur, as discussed in section 11-.3, at

each bidirectional IDT taP.

An alternative design for such a one-port surface wave device is

sketched in Figure Ll-.7(d), which shows that input/output access is

obtained through a bidirectional IDT, and the repl-y sequence is gener-

ated by partial reflection of the launched wave from suitably p1-aced

regions of periodic surface mass-1oadíng. Secondary refl-ections are

the najor source of spurious pulses in this structure, but these are
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fewer in number than the aberrations encountered in the one-port tapped

delay line described above; this improved behavioul can be expected

because thete is no effect analagous to "regeneration" wi.th surface

mass-loading taps.

11 .6 Swnmary ancl Conclus ions .

Tleis thesis has been concerned principally r,rú th a theoretical

and experimental study of some important aspects of the behaviour of

a surface acoustic wave incident upon a region of periodic surface

rnass-loading deposited upon the propagation surface. In particular

attention has been focussed upon that range of frequencies for which

the wave vector of the incident signal and of the surface perturbation

satisfy, of nearly satisfy, the first order Btagg rel-ation; under these

conditions a strong interaction occurs', and a Surface acoustic v::,ve of

large amplitude is coherently scattered from the perturbed area of the

substrate surface. But in investigating this topic, contributions to

several other facets of surface wave technology have been nade.

The results plotted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 ptovide, for the first

ti:ne (60), (63), theoretical verification of previously pubLished

experimental measurements (59) of surface lvave attenuation, due to

scattering into volurne nodes , at a periodically roughened surface.

An analysis of surface acoustic wave propagatíon in anisotropic and

piezoe1ectric single crystals, as presented in Chapter IIT, has allowed

two computer programmes, of wiCespread utiLity, to be developed.

Program "Anisom" is abl-e to compute numerical data which conpletely

characterises surface wave motion in any direction on a surface of any

orientation cut from any non- (or weakly-) piezoelectric single crystal
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mate.rial; program "Piann" returns similar information describing sur-

face wave .propagatíon on the paths of a piezoelectric single crystal

nediun. These computer programs are of considerable value in assessing

the utility of a substrate for a particular rnícrosonic device applica-

tion. The analytical curves of Figure 3.5, plotted ftom data output

by "Anison't and "Pianm" sunmarise the properties of surface acoustic

waves propagating on an AT cut quartz crystaT. This particular cut,

which has been widely employed in volume mode oscillators and trans-

ducers (89), has been overlooked generally in surface wave strtdies

until now. Analysis, and the e>perimental results contained in sec-

tion 4.4 which provide partiaL confirmation of the theoretícaLly cal-

culated behaviour, disclose that the AT cut crystal offers some

attxactive features, with xegatd. to surface wave component design' not

found in other cuts of quattz rnore frequently used in microsonic devices

(24) , G7) "

These properties of AT cut quartz have been exploited, in chapter

v, to design a sulface acoustic l\rave crossbar directional coupler, in

which the coupling mechanism is obtained by periodicaLLy mass-loading

the substrate surface. Methods of electromagnetic microwave analysis

and their application to electroacoustic ptopagation structures have

received considerable attention in the litterature (L06) - (114). But

it is hoped that the presentation of this topic in chapter vI has

contributed to an improved understanding by placing the work of other

authors(106)-(111),(114)inperspectivewitheachotherandwith

the approach of the current investigation Q72), (113). The following

chapter has adapted these anaLytíca1 techniques, derived in the context

of an el-ectroacoustic waveguide, to a study of a surface situation'
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A novel viewpoínt, developed jointly at an earlier stage of the re-

search programme | l-tZ¡, (113), invokes quantum nechanical and scattering

matrix concepts to sinpl-ify catculations of the coupled wave ampl-itudes

launched by the interaction of a sutface acoustic wave and the mass

loading perturbation upon which it is incident '

Ctrapters IX and X have described detailed original investigations,

both theoretical and experimental, of the surface acoustic wave cfoss-

bar directionaL coupler. A comparison of the two sets of results has

indicated close agreement between the behaviour of the couplef as pre-

dicted frorn an analytícal rnodel, and as measured in practice' Con-

sideration has been given, in the final chapter, to the many potential

surface acoustic wave device applications of the periodic surface mass-

Loading interaction. The discussion, which has compared the projected

device perforrnance with that of existing designs, has included surface

wave directional couplers, deLay line taps, filters, aîd reflectors;

it has been noted that the latter lead to new techniques for fabrícati-ng

unidirectional transducers, fo1-ded delay line paths, resonators and

one-port networks , and to a method whereby surface waves of large ampli'-

tude can be steered into paths of 1ow electroacoustic coupling'

It is fel-t that this work represents a significant step towards

the realizatíon of an integrated surface acoustic wave technology,

principally because it demonstrates a technique for signal processing

operations, such as coupling, power splitting and filtering, vr¡hich can

be implernented by means of suitably designed thin film overlay structures

deposited upon piezoelectric or non-piezoelectric materials. In this

way these functions can be performed by microsonic devices whose con-
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struction requires only the normal photolithographic procedures used

ín IDT fabrication, and, in no case does the interaction mechanisn need

external circuit elements.

r.l
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APPENDIX I.

OOMPUTER PROGRAM IIAT{ISOMII

Contents of ApPendix.

Page

A7.2

Ar_.3

41.4, 41.5

AL.6 , AL.7

Al_.8, 41.9

Contents

Introductíon

Flov¡ chart of "Anisom".

Output frorn "Anisom" describing a surface

acoustic wave propagatíng, with a positive

x wave vector cornponent (i.e. resolved

a1-ong the X crystal axis) at an angle of

+34o to the X crystal axis on AT cut quattz '

Output from "Anisom" describing a surface

acoustic wave propagatíng with a negative

x wave vector component at an angle of

+34o to the X crystal axis on AT cut quartz,

Output fron "Anisom" descxlbing a surface

acoustic wave propagating with a positive

x hrave vector conponent at an angle of -34o

to the X crystal axis on AT cut quaxtz.
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Intrpduction

"Anisom" is a general purpose,computer progran developed to analyse

surface acoustic wave propagatíon on any non- (or weaklY-) piezo-

electric single crystal surface. The program, which neglects píezo-

electricity, can characterise the wave notion in any direction on a

surface of any orientation cut frorn a crystal belonging to any elastic

synmetry c1ass. TypicaL data outputs are i1l-ustrated in later pages

of this appendix by focussing attention upon the particular case of a

surface wa\¡e propagatíng at *-34o to the X crystal axis on AT cut quaxtz.

The (X,!,2) coordinate gystem referred to in these print-outs is the

propagation coordinate system, (i.e. not the crystal axes), which is

chosen so that the wave travels i.n the X direction on the surface

Y = O , and the medium occupies the region Y > 0. Hence the particle

displacernent amplitude coefficients, (refer section 3.22, equation

(3.22Ð) , are l-isted in the order a*tt' , 
"*"', 

a*tt' , artt) , --------

"r'='. 
only the output format has been changed from the listing of

"Anisom" supplied previously (79) -
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Flow Cltart of Program Anison,
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PROGRAM AI'II50M-RESULTS FOR FREE AT CUT OUARTZ

ANGLE BETUJEEN r¡,/AVE VECTOR AND X CRYSTAL AXIS=

SURFACE I¡IAVE PHASE VELOCITY= g25I. OM/SEC'

SURF ACE

34DEcREES

SURTACE I^lAVE

J=l
J=?
J=3

DECAY COI'ISTANTS
RËAU IMA6

I . ?35E-0 I -2.6208-02 '

4,7508-0I -I.l3BE-01
1..670E+00 -b.BZtË-0e

PARTICLE CìISPLACEMENT AI4P[TTUDE COEFFICIENTS
x c0r,4P0f!ENT
J=I I.0008+00 0.
J=2 -6.4328-0 I ?,9678-Qz
J=3 -2.g5ff+l)0 -6.?328+00
Y C0r,4P011El'JT
J=1 ¡.697f+01 -5.8468+00
J=? 3.76c)E-0 I 2.494E-01
J=3 -6 ' 332É:-0I 4.3628-0I
z c0i4P0NEl\¡T
J=I -6'0168+00 2.5198+00
J=? 3'6308+00 4'7998-0I
J=3 -3.54I8-0I -3.0018-02

FREE STJRFACE PART I CLE D I SPLACENIENT AI'lPL I TUDËS
x cot"lpoNEl'lT =-2.4968 + 0 0 -6 ,20 2E + 0 0

Y C0tvlP0NEr''lT = 1.072E+01 -5.1608+00
Z COMPONEI''IT =-2,7398+00 2.9698+00
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ARTICTE DISPLACEMENT AMPLITUDES
AF]SO[.UTE VALUES
6.6858+ 0 0

1.I96ç+01
4.0408+00

¡

FREE SURFACE P

OMPONEN
OMPONEN
0MP0f'lEN

T=
T=
ï=

XC
YC
zc

COÞIPLEX P0ylER FLOl,,l COM.P0NENTS

LONGITUDINAL= ?'I37E+I3 -2.O6BE+II
TRANSVÊ,RSE= 4.BlIE+09 -3.4008+ll

MISALIGNMENT ANGLE= .()I2gDEGREES
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PROGRAM AÎ'JISOM'RESULTS FOR FREE AT CUT OUARTZ SURFACE

PRooRAMM0DIFIEoToEXAMINETHEREVERSEPRoPAGATINGv.IAVE

ANGLEBEThIEENWAVEVEcTORAí.IDXcRYSTALAXIS=34DEGREES

SURFACE 1¡AVE PHASE VELOCITY= ¡25I.0t4/ SF:C'

SURFACE r¡JAVE

J=l
J=?
J=3

DECAY COhISTANTS
REAL IMA6

I .235F.-0 I 2.620E-02
4.750E-01 I.I-lBE-0I
I.670E+00 5.BAIE-0e

PARTIcLEDISPLAcEMENTAMPLITUDEc0EFFIcIENTS
X COI"PONENT
J=I I.0008+00 0'
,-1 -6.4328-0I -2.9(,78-02\)- ¿
J=3 -2.85?F:+00 6.232E+00
Y CO¡4PONENT
J=I I.097F+01 5'846E+00
r-ô 3.7698-0I -2 ' 4948-01\J- ¿

J=3 -6.3328-0 1 -4 o 36eE-0 L

z c014Poî'lEt{T
J=l -6.01óE+00 -2..5198+00
J=? 3.6-]08:+00 -4'TqgE^0I
J=3 -3.54t8-0I 3' 00I8-0e

FREE SUfìFACE PART I CLE D I SPLI\CT-|'4ENT

X COMPONE\l'f ='2.4968+00 6'?028+00
y cOl"lPoNENT = 1.0728+01 5"160E+00
i õorqpOr{ENT =-'2,739t-+00 -2 'e698+00

AI.1PL" I TUDES
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FREE SURFACE PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT AMPLITUDES
ABSOLUTE VALUES
6.6858+00
I r I90E+0I
4t040E+00

COMPLËX POK{ER FLOI., COMPONENTS

LONGITUDItTIAL= 2.I378+13 2.068E+Il
TRAI{SVERSË= 4.BIlE+09 3'4008+II

MISALIGNMENT ANGLE= . ()I?gDEGREES

I

XC
YC
zc

OMPONIENT =
0l,4P0NEflT =
OMPO¡IENT =
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PROGRAM PIAhIM.RESULTS FOR IDEALLY METATLISED
AT CUT ßUARTZ SURFACE

ANGLE BETþ,EEN I'IAVE VECTOR A¡\D X CRYSTAL AXI5= 34DEGREES

SURFACE W^VE PHASE VEL0CITY= 326t,9M/ SEC'

SURFACE ì/1lAVE

J=I
J=2
J=3
J=4

DECAY CONSTANTS
REAL II4AG

I .2628-0 I -2.0 I 7E-02
4'80I[-01 -1.I64Ë-01
9.BB5E-0I -2.ð708-02
I.6678+00 -3.6578-0?

PARTICLE DISPLACEMENT AMPLITUDE COEFFICIËNTS
X COi'lPONENT
J=I I.000E+00 0.
J=2 -6. 0258-0 I 1 .830E-02
J=3 I ' 387E-01 -I .76r5H-0I
J=4 -3.694E+00 -6.472Ë+00
Y CO¡,IPONENT
J=I l.l79E+01 -fi.88lE+00
J=2 3.257Ë.-01 I.654E-01
J=3 -6.8618-02 -I.55IF:-0I
J=4 -ó.4338-0I 5"8978-01
Z COMPONENT
J=I -ó. C)95E+00 2.97I8+00
J=? 3.48?E+00 4.203E-01
J=3 4.0368-01 -I. I24L-0?
J=4 -5. IUIE-0I -5. I?08'0?
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
J=I 4.0778+10 -1,020E+19
J=2 -1.237E+10 4"695E+08
J=3 -6.893E+10 -3.3758+09
J=4 4.05IE+10 1.3I3E+¡g

ARTICLE DISPLACEMENT AMPLITUDES AT SURFACE
COMP0t\Er.lT =-3.159f+00 -6.630E+00
c0MpoNEr.tT = l|I40E+0I -6.eBIE+00
C0t"lP0NENT ='2'7I58+00 3.3298+00

LECTRIC p0T=-t.144E+07 ?.69?E+07

P

X

Y

z
q
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PART I CLE D i SPLACEI'IENIT AMPL I TUDES AT SURFACE
Ai]SOLUTE VALUES

X COMPONENT = 7.344E+00
Y C0MP0Î'tENT = I.302E+01
z COMPoNENT = 4.296E+00
ELECTRIC P0T= 2,9258+07

t
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APPENDIX III.
THE ORTHOGONALITY OF STJRFACE NORMAL MODES

Problem Statement

The context in which this probLem arises is detailed in section

7.3, case 3. Figure 43.1 establishes the coordinate notation to be

used in this derivation - it should be noted that the present notation

differs frorn that shown in Figures 7.2, 7.3 and'7.5 of the main text.

Tr¡r¡o surface acoustic modes, m and n, whose wave vectors are p^

and 
Ê^, 

are propa gatíng on an elastically isotropic mediwn, so tiut

lprl = I p"l . The components of these wave vectors, resolved para11el

to the periodic boundaries, Inust be integral- multiples of 211/L, where

L is the Length of a side of the periodicity square. In the particular

case under consideration, the componentS of the wave vectors of modes nl

and n, resolved paral-lel to xr, diffex by a non-zero multipl-e of 211/Li

i.e. (ß - B--- ) = n2r1/L nl 0-/rnx, /nx1
The wave vector components of these modes resol-ved parallel to x' do

not so differ. when the mediurn is isotropic, the only way in which

this situation can arise is that depicted in Figure A3'1 - Êr, andt1

p

P

t*1

t*3

are equal in magnitude, but oppositel-y directed, while P**
are identical in both nagnitude and direction'

and
3

(A3.001)

In order to establish an orthogonaLity reLation for modes rn and

n it is necessary to Prove that

(-r vnn n
F

)>K -*-L v
m

dS =01

where the surface S, consists of Su and SO, the periodic boundary sur-

faces paral1e1 to x, and xr, respectively, and normal to the propaga'

tion surface.



A3.2

x
1

*2 /xPerioclic Boundari
L

X

L

Figure 43.1

Wave vectors of normal surface modes in orthogonality

derivations.
Case 3: Modes n and n differ in only one wave vector

component by a non-zero multiple of 2îf /L.
(Isotropic medium assumed).



A3 .3

Proof.

Ter¡ns of the integrand of the expression (43.001) have an

exp 
þaFr*, 

- pr*r>"rl variation, which provides a spatial dependence

of the form exp l: znnxr/L) , and thus determines that

(-f . *r*nn
N

But the same terrns also have an "*n I i 
( þ' L- -' nx3

rvhich exhibits no spatial dependence upon the x,

/",

T

* ) o

Ér*r)".]

(l\3.002)

variation,

T
n

v
nl

ds-
D

no correspondingly simple deduction of the result t"t l,

coordinate, so that

can be rnade.

(A3 .003 )

à

To complete a proof of the orthogonality relation for rnodes rn and n,

it remains to show that

(-r 0
n n n

where k is a unit vector along the x, coordinate axis.

The first term of the integrand can be expanded as

T .rr*
nn

d

where the stress componentS, T.., and velocity cornponents, Vi' ale those

of modes m and, n referred to the x. coordinate systern; i.e. not- to the

propagation coordinate system for each rnode. Once again the square

brackets and mode number subscripts are used to denote field quantities

due to the various modes.

The first task then is to determine e>çressions for the stress

conponent", T11, T!2, T13, and the velocity components uI, u2, v3, in

the x, coordinate systen, of a surface acoustic wave pfopagatíng at
1

an angl_e X to the x, coordinate axis, on the surface *2 = 0 (refer

Figure 43.1).

.,r* - T*.v)
a

dSk
m

a

[trr] , ["r"] ,, * ltrrl ' ["r"]",, ["/]" .= [trr]KT
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. A propagation coordinat" sy.t.t *r', in which the stress compon-

tl
ents, T,,., and velocity components, v.. ' ate known through the equa-.LJ_A

tions of section 3.1, is introduced. As sketched in Figure A3.2, t}:e
t

x. coordinate system is rotated an angle X, about the x. axis' from--i -- -'- - ¿

the x. coordinate system. The required stress and velocity components
1

can be caLculated through the usual tensor transformations

(A3.004)

and v a-. v-l(J- l(1

^xí utl TttT..
1_J

where a-. =Ic1
cos X -sin X

0

cos X

0

sinX o

These transformations deternine that

T T .o"2 x + 2T cosX sinX + T - 2-,s1n ^11 13 JJ

TL2
cosX + T sin X

32

0

L

11

T,, (A3 . 00s )

T -T cosXsinX +T
13 11

1.os2 X - sin?X ) * Taa'sinXcosX
13

and

t1 = tr' cosX - tr' sinX

I

u2 = u2 (43.006)

t3 = tr' sinX * t3 cosX

By simple direct substitution from equations (3.151) and (3.L52)

into (3.I22) and fínaLl-y into G.tzÐ, it can be shown that a surface

acoustic wave propagatíng in the x, direction on the isotropic surface
t

*2 = 0 has the following ProPerties;



43.5.

x
Ĵ

*1

*3
x

Propagation coordi-

nate system for mode
,¡n

1

ß/n

Figure 43.2

Coordinate notation for surface normal mode ortho-

gonalitY derivation (case 3) '



1 t3 =f

43.ó

-õ-I =Q13 23

2 and Trr' ut" in phase with v, (A3 .007 )

3. Trr' is in phase with v"

Wren coupl-ed with property 1 above, the field expansions (A3.OO5) and

(A3.006) a1low (A3.OO3) to be written in the form

f r- .,^* = [.rf .o"{" [rr, "o"2x* r33 "i'2{*-JJ
* ["r*],' ltrz "o" 

x]t
(As. o0B)

* [nrnsinX]r, [-Trr"osXsinX * T33 cosXsinX],

where the prjmes have been removed from the field quantities on the

right hand side of the relationship, but these afe assumed to be

cal-culated in the x. propagation coordinate system.

Figure 43.1" indicates that

[*]n = laoo- [X]o'

so that

Ttr

[.osX] [.ouX] ,n

ls¿"XlL Jm

-cosX

sinX

n
(A3.009)

and [sinx],,

Ihese results a11ow equation (43.008) to be rearranged as

2ttcos 
^+

T5J 4t' T
2

mþ¡] " 
.."x{['rr] ,)kv=-

tr* ["rl ,,

s1nmn

L2l
cos X

n

.þr.],, sinzXcosX {- þrrl , . [t.J ,,] (A3.or.o)

Through equations (A3.OO5), (A3.006) and (43.007) tne second term

in the integrand of equation (43.002) can be expanded to obtain



X )K

n

cosx
2 m

* [,r], "i,,2X"osX { lrrr"l " 
- [trr{ J (43.011)

where the results of (43.009) have been used to simplify the expression.

Modes n and n have identical acoustic fields when the medium

is elasticalLy isotropic, so that

kTr*.,.N n ¡n 11it'["r] , "o"

n"]

I

43.7

*

I .o.2X* [rrr*] n "ir,2x]
v t,,,

T nm

and
¡n n

In particuLar, mode numbels m and n can be interchanged in equation

(A3.Ol-1). Furthermore, because of the phase relationships, outl-ined

in (A3.OO7), which pertain in isotropic surface acoustic wave propaga-

tion, the right hand side of equation (43.01-1) is real, and therefore

its complex conjugate can be taken without invalidating the equation.

Hence interchanging node numbers m and. n in equation (43.01-1),

and taking the conplex conjugate of the right hand side shows, tfr"r,

coupl-ed with equation (43.010) , that

0 (A3.012)

from which can be deduced the required result that

t:
11(-T. vmn

=

Tpqpq

l t pv["o l

TT(k*T vmnx

Tl(
k*T v+ nn

a
vnT

n
a

) dS =O

Q.E.D.
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